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LOTUS GUARAN TEED COM-
PONENTS, specified by all the
Leading Designers of the day, are
also tremendously popular among

LEADERSHIP amateur enthusiasts, because they
represent the certain way to success

in home construction. When you build with
LOTUS Components, you guarantee the tonal
quality of the Completed Set.
LANDMARK THREE KIT SET, consisting en-
tirely of LOTUS Components, is equal in tone and
range to the most expensive mains receivers. Yet
you can build it yourself in an hour or so.

SEND THE COUPON NOW !

To LOTUS RADIO LTD., MILL LANE, LIVERPOOL.
Please send Illustrated Lists of LOTUS GUARANTEED

COMPONENTS and Landmark Kit.

Name

Address

Id. stamp only if envelope is unsealed. Pop. W. 15/10

rus
COMPONENTS

LANDMARK THREE KIT SET
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"MAINTAIN THE HIGH STANDARD
_

that CHARACTERISES ALL EDISWAN

PRODUCTS"

Testhole enables

a complete volt-
age test to be
made without
breaking seals.

Now, you can make
short work of the H.T.
problem. This tribute from the "Wireless
World" - the "blue book" of the radio
enthusiast-is all that is needed to confirm the
absolute reliability of Ediswan H.T. batteries.
Every Ediswan battery is now GUARANTEED
against failure to give absolutely satisfactory
service. Every single cell has to pass numerous
tests before it leaves the factory. Special
precautions are taken to ensure perfect insu-
lation between cells. Never before has there
been a battery which you could try with greater
confidence, with such positive assurance that
you will get long life and good service.

says the "Wireless World," reporting on the
performance of Ediswan H.T. Batteries.

SPECIAL Dust -

proof and Short-
circuit - proof

cover.

All good radio dealers sell...

E 1 SWAN Guaranteed
RADIO H.T. BATTERIES

Catarantee
The Edison Swan Electric Co. Ltd. guarantees
that Ediswan Batteries are of full voltage and
capacity. Should any Ediswan Battery fail
to give satisfactory service, we undertake to
deal with customer's complaint within 24
hours of receipt of the defective battery.

STANDARD CAPACITY

p

VOLTS 6760
STANDARD CAPACITY

120 13!
V 0 LT S

THE EDISON SWAN ELECTRIC CO. LTD.

9 grid bias lif 108 grid bias tappings ILTGf -
incorporating vi Ali I

Standard Capacity. Where the anode current required does not
exceed so Mla these batteries will give highly satisfactory service. If
super power valves are used, the super -capacity type should be used.
Super Capacity. These batteries have twice the capacity of the
standard type and, owing to their large reserve of power, last
nearly three times as long when used as replacements to standard
capacity batteries.
Send for your FREE copy of "How to get the
most out of your H.T. Battery." Full of use-
ful data, hints and tips.

PONDERS END, MIDDLESEX B175
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REDUCED PRICES
The growing popu-arity of American type receivers makes
it imperative that their owners should have at their
disposal a complete range of American type valves when
replacements become necessary.
The range of ETA American type valves is extremely
complete and valves can be supplied for almost every
set using American type valves. They are of the same
high quality-both as regards performance and reliability
-as th3 famous ETA British type valves and they are
offered at exceptionally advantageous prices. Once
again, the ETA claim to furnish a first-class valve for
every type and every set is fully justified. Buy ETA
valves and you will be more than satisfied.

VALVES FOR AMERICAN TYPE SETS
A.C. VALVES

Max. Fil. Anode Ampli- Imped- Re-
Type Fil. Current Current fication ance Slope Function duced

Voltage Amp. m/A Factor Ohms mA/V Price
E.Y.624 2.5 1'75 4 400 400,000 x Screen Grid 15/-
E.Y.635 2.5 1.75 125 385 350,000 II Variable -Mu 15/-
E.Y.627 2.5 1.75 5 9 9,00o r Detector -

Amplifier 12,6
E. X.626 1.05 6.5 8 7,500 xx Power 12/6
E.X.645 2.5 15 34 3.5 1,750 2 Power 13/-
E.V.647 2.5 15 32 95 38,000 2.5 Pentode 113/-
E.X.65o 7.5 1'25 55 3'8 1,800 2.1 Amplifier 37/-
E. X. 610 7.5 125 18 7.5 3,500 2 Amplifier 37/ -

RECTIFYING VALVES
Max. Fil. Max. Rect. Max. Type of
Voltage Current Fit. Amps. Anode Rectification

Volts
E.X.68o 5.o 125 m/A 2 400 Full Wave 8/ -
E.X.68x 75 z5 m/A 1.25 700 Half Wave 30/ -

THE ELECTRICAL TRADING
ASSOCIATION LTD.

ALDWYCH HOUSE, ALDWYCH, LONDON, W.C.2.

Scottish Agents :
RADIOVISION LTD., 233 St. Vincent Street, C.2, GLASGOW

THE INTERNATIONAL VALVE

PTHE
TRACKER

THE

Whatever fault develops in
any radio set, it cannot long
elude the vigilance of an "All -
in -One" Radiometer. Simply
connect each component in
turn to the "All -in -One "
Radiometer and instantly the
sensitive finger of the wonder-
ful instrument points where
the trouble lies.
With the aid of this ever
reliable trouble -tracker you
can keep your set in 100%
condition at all times.
Get an "All -in -One" Radiometer
to -day and become the master of
your radio. Ask to see it at any
radio dealer's or electrician's. If
in any difficulty,
write direct to :-
PIFCO Ltd.,
High Street,
MANCHESTER.

Standard Model "A ll-in-
One" Radiomet er for
Battery Sets
only, as shown
here. Price 1216
Da Luxe Model let Battery
Sets, Electric Receivers, and
Mains Units. Price

E2 . 2 . 0

F
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Change over now to
POWER from the MAINS

Economise with
BETTER RADIO

. Dry batteries to give the necess-
ary power for modern valves are
expensive and last but a few months.
Power from the Mains with an
" ATLAS " Unit costs less than a
shilling a year and lasts for ever.

The wonderful new"ATLAS"A.C.300
gives, for the first time, three alter-
native outputs and supplies H.T.,
L.T. and G.B. for all sets up to 5
valves. £6.10.0 or 10/- down. Ask
your dealer for a demonstration and
insist on " ATLAS," winners of the
Olympia Ballots in 1930 and 1931.

DOWN
AND BALANCE

IN EASY
MONTHLY

PAYMENTS

A.C.244. H.T. for 3-4
Valv a Sets from A.C.
Mains. 59/6 Cash.

D.C. 15/25. H.T. for
3.4 Valve Sets from
D.C. Mains. 39/6 Cash.

"ektiaS"
MAINS UNITS

H. CLARKE & CO. (M/cr) Ltd.,
PATRICROFT, MANCHESTER.

London Office: BUSH HOUSE, W. C. 2.
Scottish Distributors :

The G.E.S. CO, LTD., 38, Oswald St., Glasgow.
WESTINGHOUSE RECTIFIERS

Guaranteed 12 months

®POST NOW !Immimmmimanim
Messrs. H. Clarke & Co. (Mier) Ltd.,
George Street, Patricroft Manchester.

Please send me folder describing the complete rrnge of " ATLAS
Mains Units and Components.
Name (in Capitals)..
Address

30'1,5,110 (f)

JUST ATTACH

UNIVOLT TO
YOUR RADIO SET

FULLY
GUARANTEED
TWO
YEARS

Covered by Pat.
Nos. 375307.

379239,21398 /32
and Regd. Des.
No. 775649.INSTANTLY CONVERT

IT TO A RADIOGRAM
without Cabinet or Mounting

INIVOLTis needed in every home where there
V is Radio. Connected in an instant, it repro-
duces electrically all recorded music through your
Radio with full clear beautiful volume - . . giving
the performance of an expensive Radio -Gramo-
phone at the least possible cost. Equipped with
a controllable speed motor and the super -sensitive
Univolt Pick-up. The case itself is made of solid
walnut grained bakelite, effectively harmonising
in any home. Univolt is only two inches high to
top of turntable.

Absolutely Self-contained. No Radio Interference. Silent
and Uniform running. No Overheating. Simple Voltage
adjustment. Minimum Current Consumption. Solid
Walnut -Grained Bakelite Case. Speed Control (70-90
r.p.m). Invisible Rubber Insulated Feet. On -Off Switch
Flex and Plug-in Adaptor. Univolt Super Pick-up.
Perfect Tracking, Swivel Head Weight Adjustable Arm,
Sensitivity and Frequency response hitherto never attained
Square Law Volume Control. Automatic Start and Stop.
Terminals to connect to Radio.

STANDARD MODEL For A.C. Mains of
Standard Voltages. Equipped with a
patented super pick-up with swivel head
and weight adjustment, square law volume
control and automatic start and stop.

1C
N

2s.

Junior Model
without Pick-
up equipment 3i N
and start and s
stop action.

Universal Models For A.C. d D.C. Mains 15 /- Extra in each case

Obtainable From most Radio dealers. In cases of dif Realty send
direct giving name and address of your own local dealer.

UNIVOLTAc ELECTRIC UNIT
Manufacturers and Patentees: UNIVOLT ELECTRIC LIMITED
BALFOUR HOUSE, 119-125 Finsbury Pavement, LONDON, E.C.2
National0620
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A NEW A.B.C. OF MOTORING FOR AMATEUR AND EXPERT

To Be Completed
in One Volume

Large
Scale

t all Newsagents
and Bookstalls

PART 1 Now on Sale -6D

dos"

tr. ±

ROAD MAPS
of the

BRITISH ISLES
The set of large-scale road maps presented
with The MOTORING ENCYCLOPEDIA
is the finest yet produced. These maps,
which embody the very latest data supplied
by the Ministry of Transport, have been tested
in every way over thousands of miles of
actual motoring, and have been proved to be
not only the handiest to follow, but the most
reliable. There will be one map in each part.

Special Map Case Offer
The Editor of MOTORING ENCYCLOPEDIA
is offering at cost price an attractive and
serviceable map case in which the entire set
of road maps can be carried for easy reference.

Whether you are a new motorist or " an old
hand," you will find The MOTORING
ENCYCLOPEDIA an invaluable aid to better
motoring at cheaper cost. It is a wise
economy to subscribe to this work, which
may save you pounds in the course of a few
months.

Your motoring will cost you less if you study the pages of
this new work, which aims at supplying everything the
motorist needs to know for the efficient and economical
maintenance and running of a car.
The MOTORING ENCYCLOPEDIA should prove of
practical use not only to the owner -driver and the chauffeur,
but to all who are interested in automobiles, motor cycles
and motoring. It has been written throughout by experts,
and is superbly illustrated with thousands of practical
working diagrams, which are very easy to follow, and
photographs of places of interest to the tourist.

The MOTORING ENCYCLOPEDIA
will give you-

Simple instruction in the care and maintenance of almost
every known make of car -new
The most economical methods of repair.
Information on how to get the most out of petrol, tires,
and the more perishable parts of motor machinery.
Assistance in the choice of a new or second-hand car from
the full and clear descriptions of the leading modern types.
Full notes on the principal accessories, instruments and
well -tested " gadgets."
Legal information on almost every question that can arise
with regard to the use of motor cars on the road and the
responsibilities of ownership.
Instruction in the art of driving.
Practical hints on touring in all parts of the British Isles,
including camping and caravanning.

You'll never be at a
loss if you read The
Motoring Encyclopedia.
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FOR EVERY SET- there's a

PILOT AUTHOR KIT
CASH - C.O.D - or H.P.

EVERYTHING RADIO
IMMEDIATE DELIVERY -
CASH, C.O.D. or H.P.

CARRIAGE PAID TO YOUR DOOR

COSSOR MELODY MAKER. Model 334.
With metallised Variable -Mu S.G. and
detector valves, power valve- and cabinet.
Cash Price 26/7/6. Carriage Paid.
Balance in 11 monthly payments of 11/10.
COSSOR MELODY MAKER. Modal 335.
Complete with valves, speaker, and
cabinet. Cash Price, 87/17/6. Carriage
Paid.
Balance in 11 monthly payments of 14/10.

Send

10/.
only

Send

10/ -
only

THIS YEAR'S WINNERS
LISSEN " SKYSCRAPER 3."
Chassis model with (Lissen)
S.C., Detector and Pentode
valves. Cash Price L/1 9,'6.
Carriage Paid.

Send

8'31
only

Balance in 11 monthly payments of 8/3.

LISSEN " SKYSCRAPER 3 " KIT with
Lissen Valves, Walnut Consolette Cabinet
and special Balanced Armature Loud-
speaker. Cash Price, 86!5/0. CarriagePaid.
Balance in 11 monthly payments of 11/6.

Send

11/6
only

OSRAM " THIRTY-THREE " MUSIC
MAGNET. Complete with valves, cabinet
and speaker. Cash Price, 69/9/0. Car-
riage Paid.
Balance in 11 monthly payments of 17/6.

R & A " VICTOR " PERMANENT
MAGNET MOVING -COIL SPEAKER DE
LUXE. With 6 -ratio input transformer
and protecting grille. Cash Price 63/101.

Carriage Paid.
Balance in 11 monthly payments of 6/5.

ROLA PERMANENT MAGNET MOVING -
COIL SPEAKER F.6. With universal
tapped input transformer. Cash Price,
82/9/6. Carriage Paid.
Balance in 11 monthly payments of 4/6.

E POCH "20 C" PERMANENT MAGNET
MOVING -COIL SPEAKER. (New Edition.)
With 5 -ratio input transformer. Cash
Price, 21/15.). Carriage Paid.
Balance in 5 monthly payments of 9:8

B LUE SPOT SPEAKER UNIT AND
CHASSIS. Type 100U. Cash Price 61/12/6.
Carriage Paid.
Balance in 6 monthly payments of 5/2,

ATLAS ELIMINATOR. Type A.C.244.
Three tappings, S.G., detector and power.
Output : x2o volts at 20 in/a._. Cash Ptice
62/19/6. Carriage Paid.
Balance in 11 monthly payments of 5/8.

GARRARD INDUCTION GRAMOPHONE
MOTOR. For A.C. Mains. Model 202.
Mounted on Is -inch nickel motor plate
with fully automatic electric starting and
stopping switch. Cash Price, 22101
Carriage Paid. .

Balance in 11 monthly payjments of 4/7.

Send

15f..
only

6/5
Send l

only

Send

4P6
only.

Semi

6/6
only

Send

5/2
only

Send

5/6
only

Send

- 4/9
only

BLUE SPOT UNIT AND CHASSIS, Type
99 P.M. Including matched trans-
former. Cash Price, 1219/6.
Balance in 11 monthly payments of 5/8.

Send

5/6
only

THESE PILOT KITS QUALIFY FOR THE
" P.W." FREE QUERY SERVICE

Remember, all Pilot Kits are always covered by our own
Free Testing Service -You simply pay carriage both ways.

A P EX THE KIT THAT FITSTIE1
EXACT T. SPECIFICATION FREE BLUEPRINT EXACTLY

COMPLETE KIT PRICES
KIT "A"
Author's Kit of specified
components including
ready drilled anal and
terminal mounts, but less
calves and cabinet.
Or 12 monthly payments
One Set of Valves 61/12/3

11.
CASH or C.O.D.
Carriage Paid.
of 7,'3. Carriage Paid.
Ons Specified Cabinet 15 /-

KIT" " As
but W

Kit
I TH

A,

VALVES, ,ess cabinet
CASH or C.O.D.

Carriage Pad

£5:11:3
Or 12 monthly 4
payments o f

Carriage Paid.

KIT gs C f f Complete
Author's

Kit, with valves, cabinet
CASH or C,O.D.

Carriage Paid

£6:6:3
Or 12 monthly
payments o f 1 1 /7

Carriage Paid.

 FINISHED INSTRUMENT
Fully Assembled. Aerial Tested. Complete with
Valves and Cabinet, ex-
cluding batteries. Royal-
ties paid. CASK or C.O.D. £7. 17 : 6

Or 12 monthly payments of 14/5
Carriage Paid.

STOP PRESS OFFERS
RADIO FOR THE MILLION STATION
MASTER 3. Model A. For battery
use. With valves and cabinet. Cash
Price 115/11/0, Carriage Paid.
Balance in 11 monthly payments of 1012

Send

10/2
only

SLEKTUN SCOUT S.G.3. S.U:roetee-
tor and Power. Pilot Author Kit ''A''
(less valves and cabinet.) Reduced
Price, Cash or C.O.D., 63/1916. Car-
riage Paid.
Balance in 11 monthly payments of 7:3

7/3Send

only

EKCO A.G. 25 ELIMINATOR. 3 Tap- Send
pings, S.G., 5o/8o, 12o/ r5O at 25m/a. 7/1
Cash Price 63,17/6, Carriage 'Paid.
Balance in 11 monthly payMents of 7/-1 only

SONOCHORDE PERMANENT MAG-
NET MODEL. With Universal Trans-
former. Cash Price 1112/6. Carriage
Paid.
Balance in 5 monthly payments of 6/ -

Send

61.
Only

These are the parts the author used
a. d.1 0
4 0

17 0
2 0
1 3
1 0
1 3
2

1 6
1 6
1
3
2

13
1
1

3
9
3
0

a
1 0

1 READY RADIO H.F. choke. B.G. type 6
1 LISSEN Hypernik L.P. transformer .. 12 6.

4 BELLING & LEE indicating terminals 10
2 Terminal strips. 2" X 14"

skeving.screws. etc.
1 Piece of copper foil. 10" X 51'

- .

1 Baseboard. 14" X 10"
1 PETO-SCOTT Panel. 14' x ready

... ...
2 COLVERN screened Coils. type T.D.
1 TELSEN -0003-mfd. solid dielectric reaction

condenser
.1 TELSEN 3-noint wavecKange switch (push::.

pull)
1 TELSEN 2 -point waveciaange switch (push-

' pull)
1 BULGIN on -off switch. snap type. B.102 .
3 BENJAMIN valve holders ... ... .-
1 FERRANTI -0003,infd. fixed condenser,

1 T.C.C. -0002-m1d. fixed condenser. type 34...
1 DUBILIER -0001-mid. fixed condenser.

type 610
1 FERRANTI 2-mfd. condenser, type 0.2
1 TELSEN 1 -mid. condenser _

ORNOND No. 6 -0005-mid. slow-motion
variable condensers - -

1 FERRANTI 2-meg. grid leak. with holder ..
1 GRAHAM PARISH .30.000 -ohm resistance
1 DUBILIER 200.000 -ohm resistance, 1 watt

1 e
1 0

4
HIT A. Cash or C.O.D. 63 19 0

Lissen Tone Compensator 10/- extra if required.

APEX
ALTERNATIVE KIT

CHOSEN FROM EDITOR'S LIST.

COMPLETE KIT PRICES
KIT "A"
Alternative Editor's Kit includ- 6
ing Ready Drilled Panel and
Terminal Mounts but less CASH or C.O.D.
Valves and Cabinet. Carriage Paid.

or 12 monthly payments of 6/3 carriage paid.
One Set of Valves 61/12/3 One Specified Cabinet 15,'

KIT B 91 Alternative
EditorsKit

with Valves, less Cabinet.

moor X,  _  _
Or 12 monthly 913

payments of

KIT " "Alternative1::iEsKit
complete with Valves
and Cabinet.

=V. X5:15:3
Or 12 monthly I 07

payments of I

IMMEDIATE DELIVERY FROM STOCK
PETO-SCOTT CO. LTD. 77, CITY ROAD, LONDON, E.C.1

Dear Sirs, -Please send me C.O.D./CASH/H.P
for which I enclose E s. d. CASH/H.P. Deposit. Send me your FREE 1033 Catalogue

' NAME

ADDRESS.

P.W. 15/zo/3z

West End Showrooms: 62. High Holborn, London, W.C.1 Telephone:. Holborn 3248.
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Here's the Set for YOU ! !
Amazing Reception 40-50 Stations

LEKTV
A Triumph of
Easy Construction

SCOUT S.G.3.
* Kit includes the

famous Slek tun
Super Transformer

*Slektun Dual
Range Coils.

*Cyldon, Ganged
Condenser with
Sector Vision Es-
cutcheon.

*T.C.C. Fixed Con-
densers.
W.B. Valve Holders
and Switches.

*Ready Drilled
Panel and Terminal
Strip of " Permcol" non-
discolorable Ebonite.

* Baseboard Assembly
covered with " Konduct-
ite " metallic screening
material.

* All necessary screws, terminals,
connecting wire, wander plugs
and flex.

Perfect Results Assured
This super set has been designed so that the
amateur can build as good a receiver as the radio
engineer. All you have to do is to put it to-
gether. Every component has been carefully
chosen for easy construction and perfect results.
Amazing range and selectivity are obtained, and
powerful, distortionless performance is assured by
the use of Slektun Dual Range _Coils and the
Slektun Super Transformer. 40-D0 stations can
be tuned in at full loudspeaker strength-including
even Fecamp, a station almost impossible to get
with most receivers.
The entire set can be built in an evening by any-
one-at very moderate cost. Ask your dealer or
write for the FREE Constructional Book.

SLEKTUN PRODUCTS LTD.,
21, Douglas Street, Westminster, S.W.1.

Complete Set
of Parts

FREE

Simplest of all
sets to build

Blue Print and Construction Book
The book of the Scout S.G.3 is the most comprehensive
Radio Set Construction book ever printed. Ask your dealer
or write for a FREE copy.

Use the Coupon
To
SLEKTUN PRODUCTS LTD., 21 Douglas St., Westminster, S.W.1.

Please send me the FREE illustrated took of the Scout
S.G.3, together with the full-size Blue Print. I enclose 1M.
stamp to cover cost of postage.

Address
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WIHRIEL
,LAIkGESTI NET. SALES

BACK TO WORK.
S 0 S REVIEW.
FROM RHODESIA.
SAY THE WORD.

Scientific Adviser:
Sir OLIVER LODGE. F.R.S.

Chief Radio Consultant:
CAPT. P. P. ECKERSLEY. IVI.I.E.E.

Editor: NORMAN EDWARDS.
Technical Editor: G. V. DOWDING, Associate I.E.E

RADIO NOTES & NEWS
A German Experiment.

HAVE you got Breslau ? If so, have you
noticed any marked improvement in
its signals lately ?

I ask this because the new station trans-
mits on an entirely new type of aerial,
which is said to create greater field in-
tensities-that is, I suppose, more milli-
volts per unit area of field. Moreover, it is
claimed for this aerial that it lobs the
juice off in such a way that the nearest
zone of fading occurs at much greater
distances than is usual with ordinary
aerials.

I cannot say that I lie awake o' nights
thinking of Breslau's fading and field in-
tensity, but the point
is one which may
well interest 'keen
fans.

" Back to Work."
THE photograph

of " Ariel" pub-
lished three

weeks ago has
brought in some
amusing letters. One
reader says that he
believes that he saw
me at Llangollen.
Never been there

Another asks to
what uniform my
striped bags belong.
I had them when I
served as Camp Post-
man with the Serbian
Sharpshooters!
Another has assidu-
ously searched the
pages of " Modern
Wireless," and has
found in the 1928

MISS ELSIE

bridge. This Society has members, he says,
in thirty-three dominions, territories and
foreign countries and invites you all to
join.

No charge for membership,' but as the
society has no income you should enclose
a stamped and addressed envelope when you
Write fttr particulars. Will Mr. Orton
kindly let me know what the society does ?

Another Society Par.

THE
Thornton Heath Radio Society

(Hon. Sec., Mr. 0. L. Crossley, 4(1
Parry Road, South NorwOod, S.E.25)

is hereby highly commended. It has 26
white-hot members, "half of them being

CARLISLE AT THE MANCHESTER SHOW

Miss Elsie Carlisle, the famous micro-
phone artiste, giving an alter hours"
turn in the" Popular Wireless " Recep-
tion Rooms, at the Midland Hotel, Man-
chester, to exhibitors at the Northern
Radio Show. Her rapt listeners in-
clude Mr. W. S. Verrells (Managing
Director, E. K. Cole, Ltd.), Mr. Barry
Kay (at the keys) Mr. K. D. Rogers

and Mr. G. T. Kelsey.

(November) number
a photograph of a very nice -looking
chap smoking a cigarette. Sorry-never
smoke 'em ! Never did ! Nor am I Sir 0.
Lodge ! Entirely my loss.

Amateur League of Nations.

"
THE Anglo-American Radio and Tele-

vision Society aims to aid radio
enthusiasts and to promote good-

will and fellowship between nations." Thus
writes Mr. Teslie W. Orton, one of my Valve
Barth. and Hon. President of the society,
from " Kingsthorpe," Willowbank, 1.3x -

short -wave fans. (By the way, they are
waiting for W. L. S. to give them a word
or two of encouragement !)

They can stand a lot more members and
will be glad to have them. Balance sheet
for year ending September 30th, 1932 (sub-
mitted on September 23rd-ha !) duly
audited and found twenty-five bob on the
wrong side with a quid to come. No
dividend is to be paid, and they are writing
down one valve which seems to have lost
its filament. A healthy stock ! (Invitation
to " Ariel " to have a " wet declined on

CRACKLES FREE.
QUICK WORK.
RADIO COOKING.
SIX WICKED PIPS.

the grounds that " spirits " don't drink
" cycler.")

Programme Note.
IT seems to me that the B.B.C. has forI once hit upon a great idea, for on

October 15th it begins a series of talks
entitled, " Consider your Verdict." A
court of law is a fascinating place if you
are a spectator or a juryman. I love to
watch the counsel twitch their wigs and
gowns, and to hear the beak's solemn
admonitions. Then on October 20th there
is to be a play to celebrate the tercentenary
of the birth of Sir Christopher Wren.;
characters taking part include John
Evelyn the Diarist, and King Charles II.

A pity they couldn't
drag in Sam Pepys !

S 0 S Review.
DURING the first

half of this
year 493 S 0 S

messages were
broadcast, whereas
during the whole of
1931 there were only
833. There was an
increase in the
number relating to
missing persons, 191
for the half year as
compared with 270
for the whole of 7931.

The percentage of
successes in all classes
of messages, except
those dealing with
witnesses of acci-
dents, increased. One
out of four messages
about missing people
was successful.

A successful case
of this kind related

to a girl who went to St. Thomas's Hos-
pital to be X-rayed after swallowing a pin
and ran away while the photographs were
being developed. They soon got her back !

From Rhodesia.

"
HAVE you tried power grid with dual

detectors and push-pull output ?
Oh, boy I Volume with quality ! "

So says J. A. K. in a cheery letter from
Southern Rhodesia ; but I was surprised
to see from his printed notepaper that he
is now in the motor -engineering business,

(Continued on next page.)
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NEWS VIEWS AND INTERVIEWS (continued)
having forsaken baccy-growing, which was
his line the last time he wrote.
' Evidently his zest for radio is unabated,

for he got the Somme and Ottawa relays,
and wants more like them. Let's hope the
new Daventry Empire Short -waver gets
going by Christmas, which is the date the
B.B.C. engineers are aiming at.

Say the Word.
ACCORDING to the papers, the Robot

which made such a stir at Olympia
could be irrevocably destroyed by a

single word ! And that word is the secret
of the inventor,
who would not
hesitate to pro.-
nounce it to pre-
vent the Robot
from endangering
the life of man-
kind !

It must be a
wonderful word,
mustn't it ? (No !

It2s not " Ur-cha ! ")

Britain's " Air University."
I REFER to the flying school of Air

Service Training, Limited, which was
opened at Hamble, near Southampton,

by the Duke of Gloucester in June.
A full course in air radio is available and

the gear is Marconi's, who have equipped
civil, military and naval aircraft in more
than thirty countries. There is a career for
air -minded, young, radio men here. And
they will be taught by an ex -Royal Air
Force instructor.

Crackles Supplied Free.
THERE'S a very crisp story going round

a certain South Coast town. It
appears that a well-known radio

dealer was driven nearly scatty by com-
plaints of inter-
ference. All the
sets he sold to
neighbouring
tradesmen crackled
and roared every
night like Strom-
boli, and he could
suggest no cure.
Awful state of
affairs.

And then a very small boy went into his
shop and pointed out, in a penetrating
treble voice, that these crackles always
synchronised exactly with the radio dealer's
own flashing sign- Blanks for Radio " I
Sure enough,. when they turned off the sign
the crackles stopped !

That's the sort of thing that does a
business no good at all !

A Means of Escape.

A. READER of " P. W.," who also reads
the " Sunday Referee," that famous
week -end tonic, suggests that the

better the energy -collecting properties of an
aerial the better one can escape from the
13,11C. programmes and rope in foreign
stations. I had queried the " S.R.'s "
1'011161.k about the improved entertainment

derivable from good aerials, on the grounds
that a good aerial doesn't make a good
programme. " But," says my .reader, " I
don't agree that the B.B.C. is so bad." He
can't have it both ways, though. Never-
theless, he has made his point.

Mysterious Disappearances.
INOW come to C. M. (East Finchley), who

complains about the deadly dullness of
the B.B.C.'s presentation of its material.

No vim, no zip ! Announcers appear to be
half afraid-cowed.

Even Chris. Stone's friendly, chatty
manner now slightly frozen. As soon as an
artiste, a band, an " uncle," an engineer,
becomes " popular," he or it disappears.
Everyone who appears officially before the
public seems to be labouring under a sense
of restraint. Etcetera.

Sir, thou speakest sooth. But as to the
reason-" ask of the winds, that far around
do strew, etc."
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" SHORT WAVES "
Listeners are complaining that the B.B.C.

does not keep strictly enough to the times
mentioned in its programmes. It would
indeed be tantalising for a tired business man
to rush home after a hard day's 'work and
discover that the Fat Stock Prices have been
announced five minutes earlier than usual.

" Punch."

OVERHEARD.
" Can you get any foreign stations on

your set? "
Yes-all at once."-"Pictorial Weekly."

COMMERCIAL CANDOUR.
= " Loudspeaker. Remarkable for its
= completely uniform rending of the musical
= scale."-Wireless Dealer's Advt.

= " Wireless to Save Trains " runs a head-
= line in the " Manchester Evening News."
= But some of the programmes are enough to
= send the poor things completely off the =

rails."
.

* *
=

= Friend (inspecting colossal wireless cabinet): =
E " What a wonderful wireless set you've got E

_-.- there." _
E Host : " Yes, not bad ; I like to know the
= correct time."-" Punch."
= =
F71111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111110

Gliding Along.
WHEN the National Glider Meet was

held at Elmira, U.S.A., some of the
local radio amateurs offered to

erect and work a 5 -metre field station to
help on the good work. The weather reports,
instructions to pilots, times and names,
and orders for lunches, came along in
thousands, but they lapped it all up and
snapped out their messages in great style.

Fast ? You bet they were working fast,
as the following spectacular incident
shows.

Quick Work.

THE
chap on the " Hill 6 " station sat

by his radio and suddenly saw the
rudder structure of one of the sail-

planes collapse, leaving the machine skud-
ding over the terrain out of control.

He snapped out an ambulance call to the
airport, and before that plane crashed into
the trees the Red Cross boys were on the way
to it!

Happily the call proved unnecessary,
and the pilot escaped with a black-and-
blue-ing. But it shows what snappy team
work can do !

Radio Cooking.
DID you hear that latest New York yarn

about cooking by radio ?
Apparently the good old cook, as

we know her-big apron, susceptibility to
policemen, and all
that sort of thing
-is as good as
dead and done for.
In future the up-
to-date housewife
will tune in a radio
heat wave, put. the
sausages in it, and
when they are done
to the proverbial
turn she will switch the wave off again !

(But will she ? I'll bet she won't, bless
her ! In that far-off day, she'll forget all
about the sausages in the excitement of
describing some perky little hat she " tuned -
in " on the televisor !)

Rival of the Six Wicked Pips.
COMPLAINTS about the B.B.C.'s tuning

note reach me, and the charge is that
this totally unnecessary shriek begins

long before it is really necessary to those
for whom it may-inconceivably !-be
necessary. Sometimes it is started %quarter
of an hour before broadcasting begins.

No doubt a committee of wise old owls
has decreed that these things shall be. For
example, a policewoman, the Principal of
the Postponed Irish Stew Syndicate, the
Chief Chemist of the Association for the.
Betterment of Steam -whistle Attendants
and the Acting Secretary of the Society of
Screech Owl Cultivators. A typical B.B.C.
Committee !

What we need, however, in this matter,
is the exercise of a little plain horse -sense
on the part of the B.B.C. They are not
allowed to do it. But they will be-one
day.

So Slow !
EUROPE has had a nasty set back.

When Hugo Gernsback, the American
journalist, left our shores, he tried to

be kind, no doubt, but he felt impelled to
be candid. And
his candid opinon
of Europe was no
skyscraper.

Hugo says radio
in Europe is five
years behind the
U.S.A., and likely
to remain so-
" owing to the
slower adaptabilty
of Europeans to new ideas."

But Hugo forgets that, anyway, it was a
European who first thought of America.
And another European went there just
over thirty years ago to show them how to
receive these new radio messages he'd
invented, and was bridging the Atlantic
with l

ARIEL.
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ACTION
* -4. -0-4- -4,- -4. 4- *

Trying out a new set is
1always exciting, but the con-

necting up and installation
should not be hurried in a
desire to get down to opera-
tion. There are a number of
important items dealt with
this week which should be

0borne in mind to ensure good f
results.

4

* -4-41-4-.-*

By G V. DOWDING,
Associate I.E.E.

IN your very natural desire to get the
" Apex " working, you may be tempted
to hurry on the job of connecting up the

batteries and so on. I always am, and I
find it difficult to go about the job cool,
calm and collected ! Trying out a new set
is an exciting event.

However, memories of favourite valves
burnt out, and of time wasted in trying to
locate faults in sets which were eventually
revealed as errors of installation, now
effectively apply the brake.

You see, I learnt the necessity of " hasten-
ing slowly " by bitter (and sometimes
expensive !) experience.

Running a few external leads
seems such a simple business and
one that ought to take only a few
minutes. But to be on the safe
side, you should leave an hour, if
possible, or at the very least half
an hour, for installing any new
receiver.

The time won't be occupied with
actual labour, because there is not
much to do, but remember it in-
volves operation every bit as vital
as those you encountered in as-
sembling the set.

Suitable "Teams,"
First of all, however, you must

get the accessories together. A
special table describes suitable
valve " teams " and I would urge
you to adhere to these as closely
as you can.

Makes can he mixed so long as
the correct types are employed
for the individual stages, and you
can try existing valves if you have
any in your possession. However,
there is this that should be borne
in mind. Valves age. They are
not everlasting.

And the older the valve the
more likely it is to be on its
last legs, not so much on account
of its actual age in years, but
because it is only fairly recently
that long -life valves have made
their appearance.

A modern valve may give many

thousands of hours of useful service, whereas
at one time we calculated the life of a valve
in mere hundreds of hours.

A team of new ones is a good investment
and, in any case, a good set deserves
considerations such as this.

And then there is the loudspeaker. Ask
yourself if your present loudspeaker, if you
have one, is as good as it ought to be.

Super -Capacity Batteries.
The " Apex " is able to operate a first-

class speaker in the way it should be
operated. But if you are unable to afford
such an instrument, there are numerous

READY FOR THE CABINET
WHEN YOUR " APEX " REACHES THIS
STAGE, IT WILL NOT BE LONG BEFORE
YOU ARE BRINGING IN THE FOREIGNERS.

Terminals are not used on the " Apex " for connecting up the batteries; instead
Sex leads in s combined cabte are employed, and these are joined up direct to
the various points on the components. The four terminals are for aerial, earth,

and loudspeaker -

inexpensive models from which to choose
that will be vastly superior to any " old-
timer."

About 10 milliamperes of H.T. current
will be needed, and while a " standard "
battery can give this, it will be an economy
in the long run to purchase a double- or
super -capacity type.

One -hundred -and -twenty volts will be
ample, and you would get quite good results
with 108, but don't on any account go lower
than that.

'The grid bias specified for the power
valve you obtain at the above -mentioned
H,T. will no doubt be about 9 volts, or

even less.
However, I am going to advise you

to purchase a 15 -volt grid -bias battery
and endeavour to use a little more G.B.
than is recommended. By doing that
you .will economise in H.T. without
in anyway detracting from the volume
or tone.

Month Between Charges.
The grid bias is specified for maxi-

mum loads, but you may never want
to use the valve in this manner. There
is only one stage of L.F., and the power

valve derives its input from the
detector valve instead of, as is
often the case, taking it from a

. preceding L.F. amplifier.
You will, of course, employ

2 -volt valves as most other
people do these days, and so will
require a 2 -volt accumulator for
supplying the L.T.

I would advise one of 40.
ampere -hours capacity. If kept
in moderately good condition,
'this will run the set for almost a
month between charges.

It is true that there is some-
thing to be said for a large
capacity, say 60 -ampere hours.
For example, it is not so likely
to be run right down (a dangerous
practice) should the charging be
delayed a few days. But you
have to pay for capacity and I
suggest that every accumulator

(Continued on next page.)
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tI THE " APEX " IN ACTION t
(Continued from previous page.) ;

*-4.-4-1-1-11-0-4.--4.-4-1-4-4.1-4-10-4.1-64-

should be charged at least once a month,
however little it is used in between times.

No doubt many listeners wait until their
accumulators are exhausted before taking
them to be charged. They look to their
sets to remind them. The set suddenly
"packing up" is certainly a reminder, but
it's bad for the accumulator.

During the summer such a reminder
might also be a comparatively long time
coming, and that nasty trouble, sulphation,
is apt to develop with charming rapidity
once the battery begins to go off colour.

Probably a number of constructors will
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THE " APEX " ACCESSORIES
THREE VALVES.-See separate table.
BATTERIES.-L.T. Accumulator: Old-

E ham, Ediswan, Pertrix, Lissen,
G.E.C., Exide.

H.T. Battery : This should be of
ample sizesize to deal with the require- ;4
ments of the valves chosen. Lissen, -=
Pertrix, Magnet, Ediswan, Ever
Ready, Mareoniphone.

G.B. Battery : See above list.
LOUDSPEAKERS : Blue Spot, Marconi-

phone, Celestion, R. & A., Epoch,
H.M.V., B.T.-H., W.B., Ormond,
Lanchester, Igranic, Clarke's Atlas.

RECOMMENDED AERIAL AND
E EARTH EQUIPMENT. - Electron

" Superial; " Graham Farish " Flit "
earthing device.

want to use a mains unit for the H.T., and
so eliminate one battery.

The " Apex " is perfectly satisfactory on
the mains.

Vital Links.
I do not propose to discuss aerials and

earths at length on this occasion, for the
subject has been adequately dealt with in
previous issues, and will again be covered

. in a week or
- two's time.

I add all
this so it .

should not be thought I am passing it over
as of little consequence.

The aerial and earth are vital links in
the reception chain. The " Apex " will
operate quite well on an indoor aerial
composed of nothing more than a thin wire
round a skirting board or picture rail. But
you will, get more stations on a good
outdoor aerial.

Everything being ready for the installa-
tion of the set, pause awhile and survey the
whole outfit leisurely. Give the internal
wiring a final ,check and make sure stray
scraps of material haven't lodged on or
near any of the components.

Along the Correct Route.
I find it a good plan to trace through the

H.T. - connections, for the H.T. can, as I
have said, burn out the valves if
there is an error in the wiring
which leads it in the wrong
direction.

Start from the H.T. plus ter-
minals and make sure that the
H.T. can travel through only its'
correct route to the valve anodes
and the screening grid of the
S.G., and nowhere else.

The H.T. battery connections
should be left until aerial and
earth, loudspeaker and L.T. are
all joined up. Then connect the
two H.T. positives, leaving the
H.T. negative until you are ready
actually to switch on. See that
the L.T. switch is in an off
position, and then insert the
valves in their holders and secure
the anode connection of the S.G.
valve. Plug in the grid -bias
plugs and be careful that
you keep these the right
way round. If they
are reversed, the
power valve may
be damaged and e
the H.T. bat.
tery over-
loaded.

..*** CONNECT

It will do nothing if you haven't got the
wave -change switches in similar positions,
both pushed in for long waves and both
pulled out for medium waves !

The present aerial coil tapping is the one
giving least selectivity, too, so don't be
surprised if your local spreads rather more
than you feel it should spread.

No. 5 tapping gives you the greatest
selectivity, but on this there is bound to
be a little loss of power. So use the
lowest number your own particular con-
ditions permit. No. 2 will be better than
No. 4, and No. 1 provides the maximum
sensitivity.

Don't decide on the coil tapping at once
fix it arbitrarily and leave your final,
decision until you have had a few evenings,
with the set.

Never disconnect the lead to
the terminal on the S.G.
valve without taking out the
R.T. negative plug, cc you
may cause a short through
the valve's metallised coating

/ UP THE S.G.'s
 ANODE LEAD ..'
CAREFULLY ..**

AND
SWITCH OFF

L.T. WHEN e
ADJUSTING

G.B.

Place
the aerial

coil plug in
F socket No. 1.

The H.T. posi-
tive plug No. 2

should be given the
maximum H.T. voltage

available, and No. 1 about
twenty or so volts less. This

latter can be decreased some-
what in cases for better results.

Critical Moment !
New pause again and survey

all these external connections.
When you are satisfied that all
is well, join up the negative of
the H.T. supply and switch on.
Switch on ! What is the set
going to do ? Everything or
nothing ?

Moving the negative plug of the
G.B. battery while the valve fila-
ments are switched on is a very
bad practice and one which should

be avoided.

Having in due course discovered the
lowest number of tap you can employ, you
can leave it permanently set -after that.

In, operating the " Apex " remember that
the second tuning condenser (from the left
looking at the front) is the one which
" couples " with the reaction adjustment.

The finer tuning adjustments are made
with .these two components, and the first
variable condenser is not critical to a few
degrees. So long as it is approximately
correctly tuned; it need not be altered until
you have fixed the other two controls.

You Can't Interfere.
You don't want three hands for the

" Apex 1 "
The ." Apex does not radiate, and so

you can use the reaction as much as you
like when searching for stations.

This is a great advantage. It means that
you can introduce a modicum of regenera-
tion and locate your stations by their
squeals without interfering with neigfi-
bour's reeeption.'

But don't set the reaction too hard over.
That is to say, only have the receiver gently
oscillating.

A kind of paralytic effect is given by an
overdose of reaction.

You should acquaint yourself with the
" feel " of the controls at the very earliest
opportunity.

 (Continual on next page.)
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THE " APEX" IN ACTION
(Continued from previous page.)

First learn how to keep the tuning dials
in step so that as you rotate the right-hand
one in search of stations, your left hand
almost automatically flicks the left-hand
dial into its approximately correct position.
, And when you have located the desired

station, perhaps by its squeal, then you
can leave the left-hand tuning dial alone
while you make the fine reaction adjust-
ment.

Of course, it won't be necessary to make
fine reaction adjustments with a large
number of stations. In the majority of cases
you will not need to refer to the reaction
at all except as an initial location and as a
final strength adjustment.

You would make the set oscillate by
applying just enough reaction, twist the
tuning dials until you hear the squeal
(which ought to be very loud) and then put

VALVES FOR THE " APEX."

Make
H.F.
Stage Detector

Output
stage.

Mullard ..
Cossor ..
Mazda ..
Marconi ..
Osram ..
Tungsram
Lissen ..
Six -Sixty ..
Eta .. ..

P.M.12
220 S.G.
S.G.215

S.22
S.22

5.210
S.G.215
215 S.G.

B.Y.6

P.M.1H.L.
210 H.L.

H.L.2
H.L.2
H.L.2
H.210

H.L.210
210 H.L.
B.Y.1814

P.M.2 A
220 P.A.

P.220
L.P.2
L.P.2
P.220
P.220

220 P.A.
B.W.1304

The S.G. valve chosen should preferably be
of the metallised type.

the reaction at zero and get the tuning dials
properly lined up.

After a certain amount of experience you
will also acquire the knack of sitting on
the edge."

This is to maintain the receiver in the
condition of just -not -oscillating all round
the tuning dial.

The tuning adjustment which follows the
alteration of the capacity of the right-
hand condenser (we are, of course, looking
at the front of the set all this time) is
hound slightly to affect the reaction.

Amaze Your Friends.
It won't be affected much in a modern

circuit like the " Apex," but the " on -
edge" condition is so delicate that the
tiniest variation from a certain set of con-
ditions is likely to upset it.
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.2 MORE "APEX" ARTICLES
= IN "POPULAR WIRELESS" 7..
==_ NEXT WEEK : Adding a tone con-
= trot tithe " Apex.'
 AND THE WEEK AFTER: The E
E " Apex " on short waves.
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But if you can juggle the tuning and the
reaction so that you keep within a hair's-
bre ulth of oscillation as you swing round
the wawlengths, you will amaze your
L ic ads Ly the rapidity with which you
tune stations in.

In this connection it should be noted

that as you go up the wavelength scale
it is necessary to apply more reaction in
order to make the set oscillate.

Therefore, to maintain the above -men-
tioned sensitive condition, it is necessary
to make continuous readjustments of the
reaction condenser in the same direction
as the rotation of the tuning condenser.

SEE THAT THE H.T.
POSITIVE PLUGS ARE IN
THE RIGHT VOLTAGE

SOCKETS

*0-00--0 4- 4- 4-0 '44
FROM

HERE AND THERE!
Random notes on radio topics I

of to -day.
* 1.--4-0-0.-0-4. *

In the attempt to get a good short
earth lead, do not make the fatal
mistake of burying the earth plate
close up to the wall of the house.
Such a situation is far too dry.

* *

D,n't let your lead-in wander half-
way round the room before it gets to
the set, but keep it as short and direct

as possible.
* *

The masts of the new Luxem-
bourg station are about
500 ft. high.

If you get the H.T. positive leads reversed the set will certainly not work
properly I It isjworth experimenting with the voltage applied to H.T.±1.

I will now briefly describe how I go
about the job of finding stations on the
" Apex."

I first try the set out on the medium
waves without any reaction at all. By
this means jI hope easily to locate three or
four stations. I closely tune each of these
with both variable condensers, so as to
note the matching of the dial readings.

Juggling the Controls.
Having discovered and memorised this

I am in possession of invaluable knowledge,
and have reduced the working controls on
the set to two.

I know that so long as
the left-hand dial shows
something within ten or
twenty degrees of the
probable reading of the
station, I can proceed to
forget about it and apply
myself to the task of
adjusting the second tun-
ing condenser and the
reaction condenser.

In tuning in a weak
distant station I juggle
these two controls in and
out of the "silent point."
I first get the squeal and
then tune very carefully
to that point
from which you
run up the
squeal as the
tuning conden-
ser is moved in
either direction.

Although
the music or
speech is heard
in the " silent
valley," I edge
out of this with
the reaction,
because there is
always distor-
tion in " silent-
point" reception.

Provision is made in
Broadcasting House,
London, for two types
o f microphone-t h e
Reisz carbon type, and
the condenser micro-
phone which threatens
to supplant it.

* * *

Buenos Aires recently
ordered a new high -

power station from this country.
* * *

Portugal is planning to build a new station,
of 20 kilowatts power, at Barcarena.

* * *

The day's programme at Prague starts with
a lusty cock -crow, taken from a gramophone
record.

* * *

Despite its sponsored programmes, the Irish
Free State broadcasting service
is being run at an annual
loss of over £7,500.

CHECK EACH PART BEFORE YOU
START

When the set is completed it is worth while checking over the wiring to each
*Proponent before veu nut in the valves or connect up the accessories.
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POLITICS WITHOUT POISON
Some notes on the B.B.C.'s new plan for presenting political broadcasts.

By THE EDITOR.

 1 -1-4 -4-.1.-4- 1 -1-1 ......... *

f

SOME few weeks ago news leaked out
that Mr. Whitley, the chairman of
the B.B.C., and Mr. Siepmann, the

recently -appointed Talks Director, were
both endeavouring to obtain more freedom
of action in promoting political broadcast
debates and discussions.

Quite apart from the occasional official
political broadcasts undertaken by the
accepted leaders of the various political
parties, the new scheme allowed for more
free and unhampered political talks, the
speakers not necessarily to be party chiefs,
or even well-known parliamentary lumin-
aries.

Spontaniety of Snappiness.
In short, Mr. Whitley and Mr. Siepmann

sponsored an idea which, if put into
practice, would provide listeners with
political broadcasts of a really genuine
brand-unencumbered by festoons of
red tape, undiluted with party considera-
tions, and-to continue the variety of
metaphors-redolent of the rich, varied,
and spicy aroma of genuine entertainment.

The plan was a good one, and allowed
for a spontaneity of snappiness sadly lack-
ing in the majority of the official political
broadcasts we have experienced in the
past.

Mr. So-and-so, an obscure back -bendier
in the House of Commons, might suddenly
be invited to appear before the microphow
to air his views on Protection, or to voice
his opinion on the League of Nations ;
and, perhaps, to debate some such vital
subject with his confrere and brother back-
bencher, Mr. Such -and -such who sported
the colours of a different political party.

Lost His Temper.
If the protagonists got properly warmed

up, and somewhat acrimonious-all the
better. What a change from the dry -as -
dust and prepared beforehand " speeches
made recently by the more exalted party
leaders !

And if Mr. So-and-so thought fit to
heckle his opponent, all the better ; and if
the opponent lost his temper and replied,

Go and boil your head ! "-why, marvel-
lous ! What variety entertainment can
possibly compete with the outpourings of
political invective of two rival party M.P.'s ?
What non-stop vaudeville expert of wise-
erackery could provide better fun than a
couple of back -biting back-benchers ?

' Indeed, Messrs. Whitley and Siepmann
hit upon a grand idea, and we watched its
'development with interest, but also with
anxiety. Was it possible that such a revo-
lutionary move in the direction of brighter
broadcasts could pass unobstructed ? Was
it conceivable that this proposal to off
gags " would meet with unanimous ap-
proval ?

Unofficial Blessing.
Apparently not. Up to a point Messrs.

Whitley and Siepmann succeeded ; in-
deed, the first of the new " free " dis-
cusslons was arranged for October 21st.

The Prime Minister had been won over to
the idea, had even given it-so we learn-
his unofficial blessing at a Cabinet Meeting,
and the stage was set for the inaugura-
tion of a new era in Politics carte blanche
and a la carte.

Considerably Pruned.
But sinister forces were at work. The

scheme aroused violent disapproval in the
jealous and conservative hearts of those
mysterious beings, the party whips, and
now, as we sadly write these lines, we
learn that the " date " for October 21st is

off." October 28th is named instead ;
but it is quite likely that will be " off "
too.

In any case, the original plan has been
considerably pruned, and, as far as we can
judge, if these free " debates ever get on

spot of repartee, or a pertinent reply to an
impertinent interruption. Just a quarter
of an hour's uninterrupted " talk " from
each speaker ! Why, the conditions will be
farcical and artificial. The studio will
become the politician's idea of Heaven ;
for not even in the House of Commons, let
alone on a debating platform, is there any
rigid enforcement of a rule forbidding in-
terruptions.

Handing Out Compliments.
And to conclude, the " neutral chair-

man " will wind up the debate, handing
out, no doubt, what reporters would call
" graceful compliments."

To quote the " Daily Telegraph " : In
short, the broadcasts seem to have been
arranged with a minimum consideration for
entertainment value."

Our condolences to Messrs. Whitley and
Siepmann.

It was a gallant and worthy plan they
conceived, and it deserved a better fate.
Still, they might have known that any
serious attempt at introducing the human
touch into broadcast politics was fore-
doomed to failure.

Let us hope their fecund minds will
evolve other schemes in the near future

IMPARTING " LIFE " TO THE GERMAN BROADCASTS

The Germans are constantly seeking to improve the acoustic effects of studio, etc., and anyone
who listens to their political speeches knows how clear and convincing the voices sound. These

are Berlin engineers engaged in studio experiments.

to the air, they will be singularly lacking
in entertainment value. Up to date, it has
now been decided-as a sop, no doubt, to
the whips and other opponents of the
scheme-that when two politicians appear
before the mike, the debate they will be
permitted to indulge in will not be of the
catch -as -catch -can variety. It will be
distinctly formal. There will be a neutral
chairman, who will introduce the speakers
and deliver himself of a judicial and im-
partial synopsis of the question to he
debated. The two protagonists will then be
invited to step on the gas for a period not
exceeding thirty minutes, i.e. fifteen
minutes each, and they will not be allowed
to interrupt each other !

Shame ! With one single rule the B.B.C.
thus robs the scheme of its joyous possi:.
bilities. No chance of hearing some snappy
interjection ; no chance of hearing a witty

which will mature unimpeded, and which
will escape the fate of all schemes which
outrage the dignity and scruples of the
omnipotent whips.

*---.1.-4.-.1.-.1-4----- -4-  -1 -4.*

A READER'S
" THANK YOU'.'

Appreciations of " Wireless in War-
time " from a " P.W. " enthusiast. +

Dear Sir,-Please allow me to congratulate you
on publishing the series entitled " Wireless in War-
time." This, I consider, is easily the finest series of
non -technical articles that you have published, and
I am sure that most " P.W." readers will agree that
we have followed the amusing and sometimes exciting
adventures with great keenness. The author is also
to be congratulated on making the articles so enter-
taining.

Again thanking you
I am, Sir Yours truly,

KENNETH B. CAPLIN.
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CAPT. ECKERSLEYS
QUERY CORNER
'Under the above title, week by week, our Chief Radio Consultant comments

upon radio queries submitted by " P.W." readers.
SET DESIGN-FRAME AERIALS-CHOKE RESISTANCE-POSITIVE BIAS.

High Note Cut-off and Heterodynes.
A. R. W. (Harrow).-" Since it seems

impossible to obtain good reproduction
due to heterodyne interference, and as a
result we have to dut off all the high notes,
surely it would be possible to design sets
at a lower cost if the high notes were
ignored. At present sets are designed to
respond to the higher frequencies, and then
extra components are introduced to

INTERFERENCE CURVES
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In daylight, reception of one's " local " may be
free of interference, but when night falls a
powerful foreign station may impose its pro-

gramme on the " local."

eliminate heterodynes, and these also
eliminate the high notes."

When a broadcasting station sends out
programmes it sends out not one but
several frequencies, and the picture of its
spectrum looks something like Fig. 1.
It's the job of a receiver to pick up all the
spectrum of 10 kc., plus 10 kc.=20 kc.
aide. If it doesn't it is too selective and
," cuts top."

But suppose a foreign station has its
carrier -wave separated by only 9 kc. from
the frequency of the carrier -wave of the
station you want to hear, and suppose the
foreign station is pretty powerful, and
suppose you listen at night-then the

powerful foreign station makes the
picture look like Fig. 2 !

So the poor receiver has to narrow its
response to take in only the full line (Fig. 2)
wanted station or else there's interference.
So the receiver must either cut top and get
bad quality or have interference.

I don't think sets are designed just to
pick up and then to reject, surely I Isn't
it that they do their damnedest to pick up
all there is to pick up without interference ?
Or are you referring to this band-pass
business ?

The general idea islo get a good response
of what there is to get and reject the rest.
The idea is to make a response like B, and
not like A (Fig. 3), but band-pass is not the
only or, indeed, the best way to do that.

* *

Directional Properties of Frame Aerials.
B. R D. (Middlesbrough).-" I under-

stand that a. frame aerial has certain
directional properties.

" Why is it, then, that my portable set
receives stations equally well, irrespective
of whether the frame is pointing to the
station, or is arranged at right angles to
the station ? "

Because your portable set hasn't got a
true frame-it's half a frante arid half an
aerial, probably. -

A true frame has to be quite
symmetrical and free from earth
points. It will work earthed some-
times, but there's no assurance that
a casually mounted frame having all
sorts of capacities here, there, and
everywhere will exhibit directional
effects.

Inductance and Resistance.
C. T. (Cambridge).-" I have always

understood that an inductance only offers
opposition to the"flow of alternating
current. I find, however, that inserting
a low -frequency choke in the anode circuit
of a valve causes the anode current to drop,
which would seem to indicate that the
inductance of the choke offered impedance
to D.C.

" Is that so ? "
An inductance can have resistance, can

it not ?
In fact, you could not wind a few tens

of thousands of turns of fine copper wire
without there being a substantial resistance
in the winding.

All wire has some resistance, and the more.
and the thinner the wire the more the total
resistance.

You could, I believe, however, make a
resistanceless inductance by using a con-
ductor of-is it mercury in liquid helium ?

Don't address your letters direct to Capt.
Eckersley ; a selection of those received by
the Query Department in the ordinary way

will be answered by him.

Something like that, but no component
makers market these. A pity !

* * *

Reversed Bias.
R. T. (Dundee).-" On connecting up my

new Det. and 2 L.F. set, I made a silly
error, and reversed the grid -bias battery,
and ran the set for some time with positive
bias. Of course, it was very distorted until
I located the trouble.

" Do you think that the valves are still
O.K. The set sounds reasonably good,
but is not very loud."

Yes. I think the valves will be O.K.,
but I should suspect the last valve, if any,
of having suffered.

H you had a mains unit the power you
could put into the valves is limited and
only sheer power could do harm. If you
had dry batteries they would limit too.

Only if you had wet batteries or a very
" powerful ' mains unit could harm have
occurred.

By the way, you could have run down
your grid -bias battery, because it would
have been supplying current, would it not ?

IDEAL CONDITIONS
/12820

The sharp " peak" causes high -note loss, but
good reproduction would result from the ideal

" flat -top " curve.
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THE MIRROR OF THE B.B.C. By 0.11. M.

PUBLIC PERFORMANCE OF THE B.B.C. ORCHESTRA
THE END OF PLYMOUTH-SCOTTISH NATIONALISM-BIRTHDAY +

WEEK PREPARATIONS-PLAYS FROM GERMANY

NOW that London is supplied with two
new orchestras, the question has
become acute as to whether the

,B.B.C. should continue public performances
'by its main orchestra. The issue will be
'raised in Parliament in November, but the
B.B.C. is fully committed to its next series
'of Public Symphony Concerts, which will
Tun on until May.

Any suspension or modification could not
take effect until the season of 1933-1934.
Even then, I imaaine the B.B,C. will be very
reluctant to abandon. public performances,
which are regarded not only as a useful
advertisement but also as essential training
for the orchestra.

" Mush " Conditions.
Although original performances from

Plymouth in the form of its Children's
Hour, local news and an occasional talk are
being tried under " mush " conditions since
Plymouth, Swansea, and Bournemouth
have had to share with Scottish National
288.5 metres, the experiment is not likely
to succeed.

When Scottish National is working the
range of Plymouth is reduced to an area
with a radius rather less than half a mile.
It is likely, therefore, that Plymouth will
cease original broadcasting at the end of
October.

After that, local listeners will get a dance
music relay from London instead if the
Plymouth Children's Hour. Those who
wish for a Children's Hour will have to get
it by listening direct to Daventry 5 X X.

Anti-BAC. Movement.
The big new campaign against the B.B.C.

which has been organised by Provost
Murray of Dingwall has encountered a
serious set -back in the resignation from the
Government of Sir Archibald Sinclair,
Secretary of State for Soctland.

Much trouble and time had been devoted
to convincing Sir Archibald of the rightness
of the anti-B.B.C. movement in Scotland.
He was sufficiently impressed to begin to
discuss the matter with Sir Kingsley Wood,
the Postmaster -General, and although his
early advances were rebuffed, he was
expected to return to the attack with the
reassembly of Parliament.

Now Sir Archibald's successor at the
Scottish Office is understood to have no
sympathy with the anti-B.B.C. movement
North of the Tweed.

Complete Sound Picture.
A lot of work is being done by many

people in preparation for the Birthday Week
programmes, which as I have already
announced, are being broadcast during the
period Sunday, November 13th, to Saturday,
November 19th.

It is still too early to give many details
of the plans, but listeners can rest assured
that as these are developed, and without
undue risk of alteration, something will be
found in my notes from time to time about

the way the B.B-C. proposes to mark the
,first ten years of broadcasting in Britain,
and the first year's work in its new home 0;
Broadcasting House.

One...part ioularly interesting programme
upon which I can touch just sufficimtly to

EARS OF THE ARMY

These signallers have halted on a roadside in
East Anglia, where they are in touch by radio with
divisional H.Q. For mobile work of this kind
the short wavelengths are usually employed.

whet your appetites is that to be called
" Communications 192 - 1932." Mr.
Gerald Cock, Director of Outside
Broadcasts, is personally responsible for
this.

I understand he is trying to arrange a
complete sound -picture covering every form
of communication, by means of an elaborate
system of about fifty relays from all parts
of the world. He will, of course, deal with
wireless, the ordinary telephone and tele-
graph systems, as well as communications
by air, rail, road and sea.

I believe that the connecting narrative
of the production is being written by Mr.
L. du Garde Peach, whose experience of the
requizements of radio technique are un-
rivalled, and that Mr. H. G. Wells will
conclude the programme with a brief
prophecy of what he believes to be the
future of communications generally. With
a spot of luck (and in such a complicated
series of relays, the Outside Broadcast
Director deserves a little) the programme
promises to be one of the most fascinating
ever devised.'

No Foreign Favouritism.
The announcement that another German

radio play, " Tannhauser and the Jockey
Club," by Hans G. Lustig, is to be adapted
for broadcasting to British listeners need
cause no alarm that the B.B.C. is favouring
foreign authors at the expense of Britishers.

During the last three years no fewer than
a hundred and sixty wireless plays have
been broadcast from London, of which only
three have come from Germany. This fact
apart, the excellence of German radio plays
is undisputed, mainly because their authors
seek to discover good subjects for the
microphone which they combine with good
dialogue.

In other words, the Germans have taken
to writing for broadcasting more seriously
than we have in this country.

THE LISTENER'S NOTEBOOK
A rapid review of some of the recent radio programmes.

* AY- 41. --1.--------4.-4.-4.-----4.--0-.1.---,--.
THE First General News Bulletin is

making such a habit of finishing at
6.13 p.m. that I see no reason at all

why its allotted time should not be halved.
Apparently these eventful days aren't

nearly eventful enough for the B.B.C. to
provide a thirty minutes' bulletin. Or is
it that they don't know what constitutes
news ?

Continental stations always seem to find
plenty to say, and if the B.B.C. News'
Department were to listen to these occa-
sionally it might pick up a wrinkle or two.

But if the B.B.C. is satisfied that it gives
all that's necessary, and if it doesn't intend
to alter its present practice of filling up
with a gramophone record or two, may I
suggest that announcers take Mr. Des-
mond MacCarthy's advice and read more
slowly.

I quite realise that 6 p.m. on Satur-
days begins what they. might call
their rush hour: Reading out football
results is a lengthy business, and the an-
nouncer has to get a move on if he is to be
through by 6.30 p.m.

On other days, however, this speeding

is quite unnecessary. I wonder if one an-
nouncer in particular has ever put himself
in the position of the racing enthusiast,
vainly trying to mark off the 1, 2 and 3 on
his race card as they are rattled off in the
studio.

If he hasn't, then let me tell him that it
can't be done. And let me tell him also that
after he has been racing like a hare and we
like greyhounds in pursuit it is particularly
annoying to hear him say : " It is just 6.13
,-rather a short bulletin this evening," for
this amounts almost to insult.

Too Energetic.
While on this question of speeding, I hope

Senorita Maria de Laguna won't mind if I
drop a hint, It's no use listeners arming
themselves with notebooks and pencils if she
is always going to dictate her notes at
whirlwind speed. I listened to her first
Spanish talk rather with the idea of giving
it a trial, but she and her language were
far too energetic for my liking.

I fear her course for beginners may prove
more of a finishing course for many. The

(Continued on page 303.)
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THE problem of where to go for a holiday
is, for the professional of broadcasting,
a serious one. Whether " Nation

ultimately will speak peace unto nation "
remains something of a moot point, but
speak to each other the nations undoubtedly
do, since the advent of broadcasting.
Therefore, to achieve anything like decent
isolation from the circumstances of his
daily round and common task is, for the
broadcaster, not easy.

I have found a capital set with first-class
reception in the smallest of Alpine huts,
and been offered headphones-modestly
veiled in paper bags-in both French and
Hungarian railway trains.

These Charming Men.
The length of my holiday prevents me

going further afield than Europe ; and not
until this year did I succeed in escaping
the voices of my colleagues, the announcers ;
certainly at intervals faint, but quite
definitely pursuing. There have been
moments when the equable tones of these
personally charming men have
assumed the appalling attributes
of the Furies.

For though it may not be good
for man to live alone, it is cer-
tainly bad for a broadcaster to
listen to wireless programmes on
his holiday. It is only when one
returns to the consideration of
those programmes with a tem-
porarily fresh mind that one
realises on the one hand their
extraordinary merits-their main-
tenance of standard, their occa-
sional excellence, their breadth
and scope ; and remembers on
the other their limitations; their
monotony, their similarity to
Bradshaw, their tendency to
Safety First.
His Own Critic.

Unfortunately no broadcaster
dare forget that he must, besides
being a competent workman, re-
main the harshest critic of his own
work. So he looks anxiously to his
holidays for the renewal of his
critical faculty if for nothing else.

In previous years I had tried bard to
solve the problem. I had chosen where to
go largely because I had reason to believe
that I might escape wireless there. And, as I
have said, I failed dismally. Quality of
reception might vary. Its existence was
inevitable. This year I trusted to luck, and
I very nearly succeeded. True, I gave luck
something of a helping hand.

A Steamer Without Frills.
I chose a small steamer sailing to Gdynia

in Poland ; a steamer whose job was to
carry bacon, timber and machinery first,
and passengers only second ; a steamer,
therefore, if I may so express it, without
frills. I do not imply I was uncomfortable.
I like Polish food, and a Polish captain is
a prince of hospitality, and the life and soul
of a party. But the passengers were bent
mostly on business, there was only one lady
on board, and the principal relaxation of
all but myself was bridge. I was glad
that I no longer played bridge. At any
rate, there was no wireless set on board,

A SCIENTIFIC EXCURSION !

GETTING
AWAY

FROM

RADIO I

By VAL GIELGUD.
The B.B.0 .'s Director of Productions.

The author of the recently broadcast
play, " Exiles," tells, in this enter-
taining article, how difficult it is to

be an exile from radio !

apart from the normal ship's equipment.
My heart bounded. I wished to com-

municate my joy, but my fellow -passengers
were as weak in English as I am in Polish.
And then my heart fell. For I distinctly
heard the word " Radio." I believe there
are those who dislike the word as an
Americanism or worse, in spite of " The
Radio Times." Alas, they are trying to put
back the clock. Poles, Germans, and I, we
all murmured of " radio " and its implica-
tions in most indifferent French.

Films For Bucharest.
And it then materialised that not the

least important part of our cargo was
electrical equipment for one of the big
Polish radio stations I. Another, curiously
enough and quite by the way, was a
consignment of films for Bucharest, which
seemed to be going a long way round
through Danzig, Warsaw and Buda-Pesth.

Still, on our three days' voyage there
was no loudspeaker to provide the atmo-
sphere of home from home ; nothing more

reminiscent of broadcasting than
the trim line of aerials above the
houses of Kiel, and the rather
less trim line above the houses of

Shown at the Model Engineering Exhibition, in London, recently, this model
train automatically obeyed a wave of the hand or a stern command by voice :

Gdynia.

Too Good to Be True.
I was due to spend ten days

in Poland, and for escape from
wireless during them I had little
hope. The Polish stations are
powerful, and their programmes
popular. I have been told-
though I do not vouch for its
accuracy-that in order to check
the inflow of propagandist broad-
casts from Soviet Russia, one
Polish station maintains an even
flow of the works of Puccini on
an equivalent wavelength ! I
confess it sounds to me too good
to be true !

But on this occasion I reaped
something of the reward of the
true adventurer. I had made no
plans beyond Gdynia-except a
vague determination, to find a
beach to laze on, a sea to bathe

(Continued on next page.)
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GETTING AWAY FROM
RADIO

(Continued from precious page) t

in, and a fairly cheap hotel. And I took
the advice of one of my fellow -passengers
without the precaution of any further
enquiry. whatever.

As a result I found myself in possession,
not only of the hot sand, and blue water I
desired, but also of what must be the only
hotel in Europe without either a 'wireless
set or a gramophone. Music of course there
was, or it would not have been Poland. But
it was provided energetically, if a trifle
wildly, by some students also on a holiday,
who, if I was'not mistaken, were " playing
for their supper."

Breach of Good Manners.
I will not pretend that the very place

knew not wireless. There was another hotel.
There were. villas. Their aerials betrayed
them. And one
night, warmer than
ordinary, I passed
a terrace on which
young men and
maidens, tanned be-
yond the dreams of
Antibes, and wearing
brilliantly. - coloured
beach pyjamas of an
astonishing b aggi -
ness. were dancing
with a loudspeaker
blaring behind them.
It was the only in-
stance, -in spite of
the, prevailing hot
weather, of that
monstrous breach of
good listening man-
ners.

It was perhaps
with the faintest
suspicion of home-
sickness that I
listened to hear if
it was Henry Hall
who played. It was
not. And that was
all I heard of wire-
less for ten days.

So back to Gydnia
and aboard another
steamer, of the same
type but smaller, and with yet fewer
passengers. For this time we were but
five in all. But now it seemed that the
fates thought I had had enough rope-
or perhaps merely sufficient holiday. After
dinner I went on deck to recover some-
thing of the eternal undergraduate in
admiration of a night of full starlight over
_the Baltic.

Inspired by Factories.
The captain approached me, diffidently,

charmingly, apologetically. Did I perhaps
care for music ? Himself he enjoyed a little
music after dinner. Before dinner, Wagner.
After, dinner, music-the romantic-
Schubert, Schumann, Chopin. He confessed
himself musically an emotionalist. He dis-
liked the moderns-the composers inspired
by factories and machines. An old-
fashioned man. My heart warmed to him.

I followed him to his cabin, where the other
four passengers were also gathered at a
table strewn with Polish illustrated papers.
The captain sat down. A switch turned.
Knobs revolved. From Warsaw came a
concert of Mozart.

" Very classical on Fridays," murmured
the captain, rather regretfully, I thought.

We heard a symphony through. We were
good listeners. We did not talk. I hardly
dared to smoke. And we enjoyed it.

" Very selective, my little set," said the
captain, when it was over.

A Man I Met in Breslau.
He showed us. We heard the beginnings

of a talk from Denmark. We heard a superb
O.B. concert of light operetta music from
a big hall in Berlin. We heard some
Brahms-oddly enough no propaganda-
from Soviet Russia. That I admit gave me
a queer thrill ; the unexpected coming out
of the unknown. We heard a Mendelssohn
trio from somewhere else in Germany. And
then I had a real shock, for we heard
the Schlesische Rundfunk calling from right
away in the south, and I recognised the

THEY LISTEN AS THEY FLY

How ubiquitous radio has become is well illustrated by these passengers on an air liner listening as
they By across the Channel.

voice of the announcer as that of a man I
had met when I visited Breslau a little
over a year ago.

" My Holiday Was Over."
One had the most uncanny longing to

answer him, and draw his attention, as
though one saw a friend on the other side
of a thick plate -glass window. And then
finally London, and one of my own col-
leagues reading the " Second News Bulletin,
Copyright Reserved." I thanked the
captain politely and went to bed. I felt a
trifle melancholy. England was still two
full days and nights away. But Broadcast-
ing had caught me by the heels. My holiday
was over.

And when I woke the next morning,
wishing vaguely to write, and seeking
equally vaguely for a subject, I did not have
to wait long. This article is the result.

f - AN "ANNUAL "
FOR THE AMATEUR

(" The Chronicle Wireless Annual,"
tenth edition, published by Allied
Newspapers, Limited, at is., post

free is. 4d.)

THE publication of " The Chronicle Wire-
less Annual " is -an event looked for-
ward to every year in the household of

many a radio enthusiast. The tenth edition
of the Annual has just reached me, and I
cannot help remarking how thoroughly the
compilers have kept up with the march of
progress in radio technique.

The year 1932, which sees the close of the
first ten years of broadcasting, has brought
with it the need and the- desire for bigger
and better sets." But the popularity of the
super-het.,and the powerful mains -operated
receiver as brought with it a tendency in
many quarters to disregard the needs of
the more modest home constructor.

The Chronicle Wireless Annual sets
out to cater for the
amateur set builder,
be he a novice of one
week's standing or an
expert with years of
practical experience
behind him. How
well this aim has been
achieved is shown by
the fact that the new.
circuit designs in the
Annual range from
a five -valve super -
het. and an A.C.
three-valver, down to
a simple but highly
selective crystal set ;
while the technical
chapters deal with
such widely separated
subjects as television
and tone -control, or
gramophone speeds
and reception
problems.

A Coloured Map.
Actually eleven

different chapters are
devoted to the
construction of eleven
different valve sets,
each with its own
wiring diagram and

explanatory photographs.
Among the attractive novelties in the

Annual may be mentioned a coloured map
of the principal broadcasting stations in
Europe, a full-size gramophone -speed tester
which deals with either 78 or 80 r.p.m., and
a comprehensive list of foreign broadcasters
with details of wavelength, call -sign, in-
terval signal and power.

With regard to advertisements in a publi-
cation of this sort you are often apt to take
the advice of the Bellman in the " Hunting
of the Snark" and to "skip your dear uncle!"
I found, however, that the advertisement
pages of the Chronicle Wireless Annual are
not the least interesting part of the book.

The Chronicle Wireless Annual is a really
good investment for a shilling, chiefly
became it has succeeded in studying the
requirements of every sort and condition of
amateur constructor. P.C.
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L.F. TRANSFORMERS
COUPLING UNITS and OUTPUT CHOKES

TELSEN " RADIOGRAND "
L.F. TRANSFORMERS

Typical of all that is finest in British Radio
craftsmanship. Designed in cccordance with
recent research, constructed on the soundest
engineering principles and tested rigorously for
immaculate performance and ensuring efficiency.
Ratio 3-1 No. W.59 7/6
Ratio 5-I No. W 58 .. .. 7/6

TELSEN " RADIOGRAND "
(Ratio 1-75-1) TRANSFORMERS
For use in high-class receivers employing two
stages of L.F. amplification. When used following
an L.F stage employing choke or resistance
coupling, it gives ample volume with remarkable
reproduction.

10/6

TELSEN " RADIOGRAND "
(Ratio 7-1) TRANSFORMERS

Gives extra high amplification on receivers
employing only one stage of L.F amplification.
Not recommended for use with two L.F. stages,
as overloading is likely to occur.
No. W.60 10/6

TELSEN POWER PENTODE
OUTPUT CHOKE

For mains operated pentodes taking an anode
current of up to 40 m a. Serves both to prevent
direct current passing through the speaker and to
match the speaker to the pentode valve, with the
choice of three ratios-I-I, 1.3-1, 1.7-1.
Used with a 1-mfd. condenser it gives a great
increase in both quality and volume.

10/6

TELSEN TAPPED PENTODE
OUTPUT CHOKE

For maid -and battery operated pentodes taking
an anode current of up to 20 m.a. The single
tapping provides (by reversing) ratios of 1-I,
1.6-1, 2.5-I, ensuring perfect matching under
widely varying conditions. Also suitable for
matching a low impedance speaker with an
ordinary power valve, a 1-mfd. coupling con-
denser being recommended for this purpose.

TELSEN INTERVALVE L.F.
COUPLING CHOKES

Primarily designed for use as coupling chokes. but
may be used in any circuit carrying not more than
the stipulated maximum current. The 100 H
type is for H. or H.L. type valves, and the 40 H
for L. types.

Rating
40 H. @

Zoo H. CI,

Normal
Current
5 m.a.
3 m.a.

Max.
Current No.

10 m.a. W.68
8 m.a. W.69 5/-

TELSEN OUTPUT CHOKE
Designed for use with power or super -power
valves taking an anode current of up to 40 m.a.,
this output Filter provides an ideal response
curve under dl conditions. For use with a
condenser of not less than 1 mfd. capacity.

THE TELSEN "ACE "lw,
The Telscn "Ace " is eminently suitable for
Receivers where highest efficiency is required at
low cost and where space is limited. As its
characteristic curve will show,
it gives a performance equal to
that of the most costly trans-
formers. Ratio 3-1 No. W.66
Ratio 5.1 No. W.65 5'6
so
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TELSEN MULTI RATIO OUT-
PUT TRANSFORMER

For use with moving -coil speakers, having a low
impedance speech coil winding, and suitable for
anode currents of up to 40 m.o. Three ratios -
9 -1, 15-I, 22.5-1-allow for correct matching of

speakers of widely varying characteristics.

TELSEN OUTPUT TRANS-
FORMER (Ratio 1-1)

For connecting the speaker to the output stage,
using a triode smite. Avoids saturation by
isolating the D.C. from the speaker windings.
Also keeps H.T. voltage from the speaker and its
lead, which is especially important where a D.C.
eliminator is being used. Suitable for anode
currents of up to 40 m.a.
No. W.62 .. 10'6

srs

1.

9

ION NOON

-aPt TELSEN 10-1 INTERVALVE
COUPLING UNIT

A filter -fed transformer using a high permeability
nickel alloy core, securing a 10.1 voltage step-up
while preserving an exceptionally good frequency
characteristic. The response is compensated in
the higher frequencies for use with a pentode
valve giving an amp 'fication greater than anything
previously achieved, equal to two ordinary L.F.

stages but with
better quality
of reproduction.
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No W. 215

12i
TELSEN 1-1 INTERVALVE

COUPLING UNIT
A modern development of the deservedly
popular R.C. unit incorporating a low pass
filter feed in, its anode circuit, thus preventing
" motor -boating," " threshold howl " and other

'ty due to common couplings in elimina-
tor and battery circuits. Used with an

type valve it gives an
amplification of about
20 and a perfect fre-
quency response on a
negligible consump.tion of
H.T. cur-
rent. No.

W.214

BEN
RADIO COMPONENTS

BUY A COPY OF THE TELSEN RADIOMAG - PRICE 6d.
ANNOUNCEMENT OF THE TELSEN ELECTRIC CO., LTD., ASTON. BIRMINGHAM
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SCREENED TUNING
COILS

W.288
Triple

Matched
Screened

Coils
26 6

W.287 Twin
Matched
Screened

Coils
17;.

THE result of much research and experi-
ment, these coils embody the ultimate
efficiency attainable in a perfectly

shielded inductance of moderate dimensions.
Provided with separate coupling coils for
medium and long waves, they are suitable for
use as aerial coils or as anode coils following
a screened -grid valve, giving selectivity
comparable only with a well -designed band-
pass filter. The coils are fitted with cam -
operated rotary switches with definite
contacts and click mechanism, and are
supplied complete with aluminium screening
cans, bakelite knob, and handsome " Wave
Change " escutcheon plate, finished in
oxidised silver.

TELSEN SCREENED 8/6
COIL . . No. W.216

Full instructions are supplied with every
Telsen Screened Tuning Coil, shewing
you the alternative methods of mounting
the coils, either singly or in twin -matched
or triple -matched form as required.

RADIO COMPONENTS

BUY A COPY OF THE TELSEN RADIOMAG - PRICE 6d.
ANNOUNCEMENT OF THE TELSEN ELECTRIC CO., LTD., ASTON, BIRMINGHAM
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NEW EMPIRE STATION

IT is unfortunate that although thousands
of pounds are being spent on Empire
publicity, the B.B.C. maintains a very

" hush-hush ' attitude regarding the new
Daventry Empire stations.

Right at the start, when the contract
was first placed for the huge amount of
plant needed for the stations to cover the
whole of the Empire, there was too much
secrecy. It was costly. Rumour went
round that an American concern hid the
contract. Daily papers with an " Empire "
complex were up in arms.

The builders of a great deal of the gear
at Rugby, Standard Telephones and
Cables, had to spend a large sum of money
in dispelling the rumour and showing that
not only was it a British organisation that
was building the Empire station, but that -
all the apparatus would be built just out-
side London.

The present position is that at Daventry
the B.B.C. has fifty
acres over which to
spread the seventeen
aerials needed for the
two transmitters. By
taking the 5 X X

.plant to Droitwich,
42 miles west of

.Daventry, and put- .
ting up the power to
100 kilowatts, the
present 5 X X site is
.left clear for Empire
work.

Meters on High.
The seventeen

aerials will be direc-
tional. Beam reflec-
tors will be fitted.
The aerials will be on
short wooden poles,
and the aerials will
be switched on aer
cording to the -time
of day and that par-
ticular part of the
Empire for which arty
transmission is re-
quired. T h e H.F.
meters in the aerials
will be high up in the
air, and at the station
building there will be

KNOWN

* 0- a+ 4. 0 ÷ *
Rapid progress is being made with
the new B.B.C. short-wave station
at Daventry, and when finished it
will represent the most up-to-date
short-wave technique in the world.
Here are some interesting details.

By Our Special Correspondent.
*  -4- 40-.10--- 4-4,  .. .. -4- *

optical arrangements, so that the station
engineer can see the H.F. input to any
directional aerial working at the moment.

Keeping the Wave -length Steady.
I have been privileged to see the type of

gear which is to -be- fitted .at Daventry. It
 is not- possible "to disclose the-style of.
-apparatus,' as' in a short-wave transmitter
this is the whole key to the power output:
The power "'varies with the `wave -length.

BY BRITONS THROUGHOUT THE WORLD

The transmitting apparatus at G 5 S W, the Chelmsford short-wave station of the B.B.C. After many
years of faithful service to sons across the seas, it is to be replaced by the new stations being built

at Daventry.

The power -handling capacity of ,_a valve
normally rated 'at 10 kw. may vary from
71 kw. at a wave -length of 40 metres to
only 5 kw. at 15 metres. A type IV trans-
mitter is part of the plant at Rugby, with
a group of short-wave aerials hung on a
cable between 250 -ft. high masts.

The great thing, I am told. with the new
plant will be to keep it, stable. In the
Standard system a bank of crystal controls
is used. The crystals are in sealed brass
holders in a cast iron box, lined with
asbestos. There are four crystals in each
box and a big knob on top, switching from
one to the other. Inside the boa is the

' usual thermostat and electric heater work-
ing off the mains.

There will be several wave -length con-
trols -at Daventry, as the wave -length will
be altered during the day to correspond with
re( option conditions and if, in emergency,
there is no crystal availuale for the

wave -length needed,
the oscillator can be
changed by a switch
to the " free " type
and ' adjusted by a
wave -meter.

Cooling Methods.
In these trans-

mitters there are
:three radio units,
three power panels,
and a very extensive
water - cooling sys-
tem. The transmit-
ters can tune from
15 to 40 metres, and
the second type from
15 to 60 metres. It
takes about ten
minuted' to change
over the crystals and
retune the H.F. cir-
cuits. The H.F.
panels are of slate,
with all the appara-
tus behind on duraht-
min framework.
There are the usual
safety switches to the
doors, and copper
tubing runs from one
panel to the other.
(Continued next par.)
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40 40-0 4 -4-0-0*
4

STATION
(Conliaued from previous page.) f

The valves take twenty or thirty gallons
of water a minute for cooling. In the
Standard equipment the heat is dissipated
by four radiators, enclosed in a wind tunnel,
through which air is drawn from outside

_ the building by a large fan. These big
water radiators are 5 ft. high. This scheme
may be modified at Daventry for outside
cooling.

Permanent Crystals.
I am not yet at liberty to disclose full

details of the method of modulation, but
everything points to excellent quality. The
Rugby telephony is. among the best speech
heard on the short waves. Anyway, there
will be no wavelength wobbling. I hear
that very thick crystals will be used,
meaning a low frequency. The frequency
is, of course, stepped up by valves. These
thick crystals are much more stable, and
there is less risk of a fracture.

There is an amplifier between the har-
monic generators and the master oscillator.
The harmonic generators have a very high
grid bias, and this produces powerful har-
monics which are made use of instead of the
original crystal frequency. The last stage

. of the doublers is connected to a 500 -watt
amplifier, where modulation starts. As a
guide to enthtisiasts, I might mention that
the Heising choke control system is used.

I will not delve too far into technicalities,
but all short-wave " fans " will know that
unless something special in the way of
modulation is used, the short-wave quality
is bad.

THE NEW EMPIRE

Bottled Programmes.
The method to be used is known as Class 3

amplification, and although this method
produces harmonics the envelope of the
amplified wave is not distorted. The
harmonics are, of course, filtered out and
are not broadcast.

Each of the dual transmitters will have
its own cooling pump, motor, radiator set,
awl expansion tank. Big 10,000 -volt water -

THE " EARS " OF THE ARMY

Radio plays a vitally important part in the Army to -day. Short waves are used
considerably, compact low -power valve transmitters being generally employed,

cooled valves in push-pull are connected to
the aerial. These valves take over 500
volts grid bias. The H.T. and G.B. for all
the crystal -control valves will come from
the banks of accumulators to be fitted up
for emergency working at Daventry.

There will be a small studio for testing,
but all the programmes, even those which
are " bottled " for broadcasting during
what is to us the night, will come from
London on the existing 5 X X lines. The
Broadcasting House control room will be
the key -point of the new Empire trans-
missions.

IN THE FIELD

A portable field station in operation somewhere
in Sussex during Army manoeuvres. Note the

short, unobtrusive mast.

*14.4 0.40 -0-4- *
ITEMS OF INTEREST

*4.0-4-4 0-44- -0 -04-4- *
Don't be satisfied with a twisted joint in your

aerial or earth wire-it will be a graveyard for
weak stations.

The word "Pronto" sometimes heard from
Italian stations
means "Ready"
and is used very
much as we use
" Hullo."-

* * -*

An eight -fold
increase in the
power of the re-
ceiver is claimed
as a result of a
special " bird-
cage" aerial
now used at
Zeesen, the
German short -
waver.

*- * *

Five years ago
there were only
twenty -odd
short-wave pro-
grammes to
listen for. There
are now well over
one hundred,

* -0-4- ....... -Or 4- -0 4 *
POLARISED" 4

t By ERIC O'MAHONY, who tells I
7 readers some of his experiences
4 with Daniell cells.
*4444.4. 440 -4---4- -4-0*

THREE weeks of continuous drought had
reduced charging by water motor to
a mere pious hope, so -our thoughts

reverted to the question of Daniell cells for
accumulator charging.

We made up three cells according to the
book of words. A pound and a half of
bichromate of potash, 3 large zincs and
carbons, and about a gallon of 10-1 sul-
phuric acid completed the outfit. Sulphuric,
by the way, is rather a messy liquid, and as
a reminder that you have a cut finger leaVes
iodine well in the rear.

Having constructed the outer jars with
the carbons,, and a mixture of the acid
solution and bichromate crystals, a little of
the 10-1 acid in the porous pots, and all was
ready for the reception of the zincs. We
carefully inserted them.

Now zinc is a very peculiar substance.
Give it a job like banging on to a piece of
solder, and it is perfectly dOcile. Harness
it to almost any primary cell, and it loses
its head, gets into a flurry, and needs careful
nursing to prevent it falling into an early
decline.

Volcanic Action.
For a few moments all seemed well, then

the cells commenced to spray acid like a soda
fountain, till the air was heavy with the
unpleasant fumes. It was a case for
literally pouring oil on the troubled waters ;
we deluged the porous pots with liquid
paraffin. This improved matters, for the
fountain ceased to play, and was replaced
by a frothing, bubbling inferno like a
volcano preparing for action.

Something was wrong with the zincs.
Out they came, and the cause of the trouble
was evident. Beautifully amalgamated for
half their length, the remaining portion
was rapidly dissolving under the action of
the acid. The remedy was at hand. A
piece of soft rag moistened with dilute
sulphuric acid, and dipped in mercury.

After cleaning up the offending portion,
the mercury was rubbed well in, till the
zincs shone like a counterfeit half-crown.

Calm After the Storm.
The test was an all-night run to charge

an H.T. accumulator wired in parallel.
When we looked in next day to see how
things were going on, there seemed to be a
lack of energy about that H.T. accumulator.

Instead of the frothing activity we had
hoped for, the mirror-like surface of the cells
was quite unbroken. We uncoupled it, and
put a meter across the biehromates. -

It may have been an optical illusion, but
I thought I saw the needle quiver ; my
brother swears it didn't. HoWever, the
question was one of purely academic
interest.

It didn't need the aid of mental telepathy
to account for the word which leapt
simultaneously to our minds. " Polarised."
And sure enough, polarised they were.

The carbons are now reposing on the roof
of an outhouse, where the sun, rain, and
wind may in time knock the hkdregen out
of them. It seems a pity, for otherwise the
biehromates are great cells.
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AMAZING DISCOVERY

98
0 RADIO SETS "DOWN" IN

EFFICIENCY THROUGH
FAULTY GRID LEAKS OR

11 MICA CONDENSERS!
ARECENT analysis of
Kit sets and Home
Constructor Receivers

reveals the astounding fact
that 98% were consider-
ably `down' in efficiency
through faulty Grid Leaks
or Mica Condensers. These
tests were carried out by
one of the foremost Radio
Engineers in the Country
on sets which the owners
thought were working
satisfactorily.

The above facts were brought
to the notice of TELSEN
Engineers who immediately
commenced intensive research
and experimental work to
discover the causes. Every
known make of Grid Leak
and Mica Condenser was
tested and examined in con-
junction with all types of
Receivers.

Invaluable information and
new data were obtained from
these investigations among
which were startling revela-
tions concerning the rapid
deterioration and consequent
loss of efficiency in these
components.

The new TELSEN Grid
Leaks and Mica Condensers
are the direct outcome of this

amazing discovery. They have
been designed on entirely new
lines and embody the new

TELSEN FIXED MICA CONDENSER
(Shown with Grid Leak Clips renunied)

principles formulated by the
Telsen Radio Engineers to
overcome the numerous faults

Two.views of the TELSEN GRID LEAK.

disclosed and to attain per-
manent efficiency.

TRY THIS SIMPLE TEST

Tune in a
station at the
tot, of the
medium wave-
length band=
say the North -
en, Regional.
Note the signal
level. Nowconnect a
Telsen Mica
Condenser (up
to .0003 ,ofd.

n calve)across. the
aerial tuningcondenser,
Decrease the
value of the

tuni ig condenser until lie same,station
is heard, and it will be found'that the'
signal strength is equal to that Previously
obtained, Proving that the Telsen Mica
Condenser has an efficiency coinfiarable
with that of the variable air condenser,
the most efficient -type of condenser used
in radio broadcast recePtion.

The new TELSEN Grid
Leaks and Mica Condensers
set a world's standard in
lasting efficiency.

IT'S THE
`LASTING EFFICIENCY'

THAT COUNTS

TELSEN FIXED MICA CONDENSER.
:Comblete w ith Grid Leak C;ibs e. Grid Leak)

WE HEAR
That well over a quarter of a million
radio components are produced every day
in the new Telsen Works (the largest
and best equipped radio organisation in
the world, employing in the neighbour-
hood of 8,000 workpeople) - and that
even this record output is only barely
sufficient to meet the enormous and still
rapidly increasing demand for these
popularly priced quality components.

* * *
That enormous numbers of home con-
structors are fitting the new Telsen Drum
Drive and Ganged Condenser Assembly,
whose single knob operated tuning scale,
calibrated in actual wavelengths, makes
station logging literally as easy as A.B.C.

* * *
That the new Telsen Telornor (illumi-
nated variable ratio slow-motion Disc
Drive, whose handsome silver oxidised
escutcheon plate permits of the very
effective grouping of all controls) gives
home -built sets the dignity and beauty
of line of expensive commercial radio
receivers.

* * *
That home constructors everywhere are
thrilled with the performance of the
sensational new Telsen JUPITER S.G.3
and AJAX 3 receivers, and that free I/ -
blueprints and constructional details of
these amazing sets are given with the
Telsen Radiomag No. 3, price 6d.
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Represent an important
advance in technique : H.F.
losses have been practically
eliminated, even in the larger
capacities. Enclosed in a very
attractive moul d e d case,
adaptable to flat and vertical
mounting. Grid -leak clips
which may be mounted in
series or in shunt are supplied
at no extra charge, with capa-
cities of '0001, '0002 and '0003
mfd.

MANSBRIDGE AND MICA

CONDENSERS
THE 100% PERFECT CONDENSERS

TELSEN TAG CONDENSERS
Capacity No.
'0001 W.207
0002 W.208
'0003 W.209
0004 W.210
'0005 W.211
'001 W.212
'002 W.213

Of extremely compact and
sturdy construction. May be
mounted on either insulated
or metal panels by utilising
the two baseboard screw holes
in the neatly designed moulded
casing. The tags enable the
condensers to be connected to
any other components, either
directly or by soldering. H.F.
losses are negligible. 6D-

TELSEN MANSBRIDGE
TYPE CONDENSERS
Made by the mos'. advanced processes
from the finest materials, and sub-
jected during manufacture to a series
of stringent tests under laboratory
conditions. True Mansbridge type,
self-sealing, non -inductive and her-
metically sealed. Offered in two
types --the capacities from '01 to 2
mfd. in Bakelite cases, and in blocks
of 4, 6, and 8 mfd. in metal cases
with soldering tags.

Cap. 500 Volt Test 1,000 Volt Test
Mfd. No. Price No. Price
'01 W.232 1/6 W.239 2/6
'04 W.239 1/9 W.237 2/9
'1 W.231 1 /9 W.238 219
'25 W.229 2/- W.236 3/-
'5 W.228 2/3 W.235 3/3

1 W.227 2/3 W.234 3/6
2' W.226 W.233 5/ -

THEY SET A WORLD'S STANDARD IN LASTING EFFICIENCY

CONDENSERS
Cap.
Mfd. No.

'0001 W.240
'0302 W.241
0003 W.242
1004 W.243
'0005 W.244
'001 W.245
'002 W.246

PRICElf
'006 W.247

TELSEN PRE-SET CONDENSERS
Very low minimum capacity, giving a wide
range of selectivity adjustment when used in
the aerial circuit. Substantially made, easily
adjusted and provided with locking ring.
High insulation and low loss.
Max. Cap. Min. Cap. No.

Mfd. Mfd.
'002 '00025
'001 000052
0003 '000016
'0001 '000005

W.149
W.150
W.151
W.152 116

Cap. 500..Vo't Test 1 ,000-Ve It Test
Mfd. Cat. No. Price Cat. No. Price

4 W.175 5'6 W.178 9/6
8 W.176 8:- W.179 14/6
8 W.177 10/6

TELSEN
MANSBRIDGE

BLOCK
CONDENSERS
Contained in metal cases
with fixing holes. Like the
other TelEen Mansbridge
Condensers, they are self-
sealing, non -inductive and
hermetically sealed. Made
in three types, each having
total capacities of 4, 6, and
8 mfds., each type being
divided into 2-mfd. sec-
tions, so that several
arrangements of capacity
may be obtained. Solder-
ing tags provided for each
section.

RADIO COMPONENTS

IT'S THE `LASTING EFFICIENCY' THAT COUNTS
ANNOUNCEMENT OF THE TELSEN ELECTRIC C 0 . . LTD., ASTON, BIRMINGHAM
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tisin
FOR a long time it seemed as though only

those who could rain their receiving
sets from A.C-. Or D.C. mains. would

have the benefit of the multi -mu screened -
grid valve. Owing to its .design there were
peculiar difficulties about making this type
of valve in the battery -operated class.
British rnantfaeturers, however, have solved
the problem, and for some little time 2 -volt

S.G.'s have been on sale at the
same price as screened -grid valves of the
original pattern.

Peculiar Characteristics.
What are the advantages of using multi

ma valves !: , Well, there area goed many,
and perhaps the best Way of appreciating
them is to see first of all what are the draw-
backs of" screened -grids of the original
" fixed -ma " type.

The most important of these are three in
number. First, owing to the rather peculiar
shape of its characteristic, the older screen -
valve is exceedingly apt to introduce what

THE OLD WAY

The connections for an ordinary S.G. valve, as
used before the introduction of the " variable -

mu."

is known as cross -modulation ; that is, it
enables a powerful transmission to force its
way through on wavelengths some distance
away from its own.

Secondly, the fixed -mu S.G. cannot,
without introducing distortion, deal with an
input of large amplitude. These two in-
herent facts arc exceedingly important to
the man who lives near a high -power
broadcasting station. The first means that
despite all precautions its wipe-out may be
inordinately great; the second, that the
very strength of the local transmissions is
battle to make the valves distort them.

Something of a Misnomer.
The third drawback is that with screened.

grid. valves of the original pattern it is
exceedingly difficult to devise any form of
volume control which will be smooth in
action and will not cause distortion.

The variable-mtt valve does away to a
very great extent with each of these
troubles. Actually the term " variable -
mu " is something of a misnomer, for it is
really the mutual conductance of the valve
that is variable, and the curves published

Mu SG.

* 4- 4-4- 4- 44-

The advent of the variable -mu
valve has opened up innumerable
possibilities for the circuit designer,
and in the following article this
absorbing subject is fully dealt

with by

-
R. W. HALLOWS, M.A.

by valve makers show how this factor does
vary as the grid bias is changed.

By adjusting the grid bias to suit the
circumstances the tendency to introduce
cross -modulation can be reduced to a
minimum, whilst the valve can be made
capable of handling a large input without
distortion. We can make the grid bias con-
tinuously variable by means of a grid
battery and a potentiometer, in which case
we have an ideal form of volume control.

The variable -mu screened -grid valve gives
somewhat less amplification on the whole

MODERN MODIFICATIONS

These wo modifications of S.G. circuits have
provision for volume control.

than does the older pattern, but the im-
proved quality from the local station and
the reduction of this station's wipe-out area
more than compensate for this.

Many readers -have no doubt wondered
whether the variable -mu screen -grid valve
can be fitted into existing sets. The answer
is that in many- cases this can be done,
though some small alterations in the circuits
are required ; you cannot simply exchange
the valve for an existing S.G.. without
making certain changes.

Ganging Condensers.
Fortunately,, though, these are by no

means difficult to carry out.  In Fig. 1 are
seen the grid and filament circuits of an
ordinary screened -grid valve, and two good
modifications are illustrated at A and B in
Fig. 2.

The circuit, shown at. A works quite satis-
factorily, prOviding as it does a directly
earthed- L.T. - -busbar and enabling the
tuning .condenser to be. ganged, since the
Spindle carrying its moving vane is also
earthed. This is done by means of the
blocking, condensers C2 and £3, each of
which may have a capacity of 1 microfarad.
It may be found in praCtice that C3 can be
dispensed with.

But what I have found by far the most
satisfactory circuit for the variable -mu
battery valve is one that for some reason I
haYe not seen suggested anywhere. 'It is
that shown at Fig. 2B.

SEE THE SNAG?

The combined switching arrangement referred to
by our contributor, which has a nasty snag in it.

Can you spot it ?

Biasing potential is applied to the grid
by means of a grid leak, whilst grid con-
denser GC acts as a barrier to direct
current and as a free path for oscillating
impulses. Values of from 2 to 4 megohms
for the grid leak and of .0001 to .0003
microfarad for the grid condenser will be
found satisfactory.

An examination of the diagrams will
show that one necessary part has been
omitted. This has been done purposely
because I want to discuss it in detail with
special drawings of its own. The part in
question is a switch to disconnect the grid

(Continued on next page.)
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USING MULTI -MU S.G.s
(Continued from previous page.)

battery from the windings of the potentio-
meter.

A moment's thought will show you that
in the absence of such a switch the grid
battery will be continuously under load ;
the load is not a heavy one -9 volts
through 50,000 ohms means less than a
fifth of a milliampere-but even a small
constant drain quickly runs down a battery
made of small dry cells.

Not So Ingenious I
There are certain pitfalls in the matter of

grid -battery switching which you should
avoid. An ingenious friend of mine did not
wish to have separate L.T. and G.B.
switches, so he evolved the scheme seen
in Fig. 3. By means of a double -pole switch
the L.T.- busbar is broken both at its
entrance to the set and just before it
reaches the S.G. valve VI. My friend
explained that as there was no connection
between the two parts of the L.T.- busbar
when the switch was open the battery was
cut right out-but he could not understand
why it was that his grid battery ran down
in the matter of a week or two. Can you
detect the snag in Fig. 3

THE EXPLANATION

The same circuit as Fig. 8, but explaining, by
means of arrows, why it is that the grid battery

runs down.

You can't ? Now follow the arrows
shown in Fig. 4, starting from the negative
pole of the grid battery. Imagine an electron
starting on a journey from that pole.

It travels through the windings of the
potentiometer to the left-hand portion of
the L.T.- busbar, then up the negative leg
of VI, through the filament, down the
positive leg, along the positive L.T. busbar,
up the positive leg of V2, through its fila-
Went, down its negative leg and so back to
the positive pole of the grid battery.

A Path for the Current.
Remember that the resistance of the

average 2 -volt valve's filament is only
about 20 ohms, and you will see that this
resistance is neither here nor there in
comparison with that of the potentiometer
windings.

Whenever you are arranging switches in
a set it is always as well to bear in mind the
possibility of there being a path for current
through the filaments of the valves when
one of the busbars is broken by the switch,
or even if both of them are so dealt with.
The simplest way of switching the grid
battery and potentiometer, and one which
will appeal to many of those who convert
their sets for the Multi -Mu S.G., is just to

place an ordinary on -and -off switch between
the positive pole of the grid -biasing battery
and the low-tension negative busbar.

There is, however, one drawback about
switching in this way. Unless you have a
particularly good memory you may forget
to switch off the grid battery when you
switch off the set.

So long as you can remember, all well and
good, but when I first came to use the
Multi -Mu S.G. valve and used a switch of
this kind I found that I was always leaving
the grid -biasing battery in circuit.

ALL CORRECT!

The correct method of switching the two batteries.
Note that a three-point switch is employed.

The soundest and safest way of switching
a set containing a Multi -Mu S.G. is shown in
Fig. 5. Here, instead of the ordinary make -
and -break switch, one of the double contact
pattern is used. Since the latter are usually
no bigger than the former you will quite
probably be able to substitute a two -point
switch for the existing one in your set, and
you will not have any difficulty in altering
your low-tension negative busbar to cor-
respond with the filament and grid -bias
battery circuit of Fig. 5.

Reducing the Spread.
I am quite sure that when you come. to -

use a Multi -Mu valve you will be delighted
with its performance at once. You will find
that you can considerably reduce the spread
of your local station, and what you will
appreciate is the beautiful smoothness of
the volume control.

To obtain the best possible working from
the volume control choose a potentiometer
specially made for the purpose with a
tapered resistance. An ordinary potentio-
meter will do perfectly well if you have one
by you, but you may find that quite a small
movement back from the " all out " posi-
tion effects a big reduction in the volume.

With the tapered potentiometer equal
movements of the knob effect almost equal
reductions in volume all round the scale.

FROM A READER ;
An interesting letter received from

a " P.W." constructor.

WORKING WITIIOUT A GRID LEAK.
The Editor, POPULAR WIRELESS.

Dear Sir,-.I have read with interest the published
letters of J. K. Woodward and others regarding the

'removal of grid leaks from sets. I did this long ago,
and failed to notice any difference in results. My
set, by the way, is a straight two -valve (det. and
power) and, being within four miles of the North
Regional transmitter, it is a two -programme set
only.

For curiosity I removed the -0003 grid -condenser
and connected the grid of the tirst valve straight to the

Result : The stations (two only, of course)
corns in much louder and the Quality remains the
same. The set goes into oscillation sooner ; but a
smaller reaction coil has made this right.

I have tried this arrangement on the W.L.S. one
valuer, and find it an improvement. This, I think,
is due to the fact that the set oscillates easier, and I
can keep the pre-set screwed right down.

In conclusion, may I say that, in all fairness to set
designers, the grid -condenser and leak are necessary
for foreign reception (apart from short waves).
But the idea may he worth trying by some readers
who are near a big transmitter and desire the last
Ounce from a small set.

Yours truly,
Brighouse, Yorks. J. S.

*11-.6- -4,-

RADIO TIT -BITS
A selection of short items of

general interest.
*-.-4- -4-4.--4,---4-1---.1-4-- 4.--4.--- ---*

It is estimated that about two million
new radio sets will be sold in Gt. Britain within
the next twelve months.

* * *
Of the ten shillings paid by the listener,

the Post Office returns only about five shillings
to the B.B.C. as a contribution to the expenses
of providing broadcast programmes.

* * *

" Buenas Noehes " is the Spanish announce-
ment for " Good -night."

* * *
Belgrade, on 4304 metres, calls itself " Radio

Beograd." It uses a metronome in the
intervals, ticking sixty times per minute.

* * *
The hymn -tune " Austria " with which the

German stations close down is the German
National Anthem, " Deutschland uber Alles."

*
Berlin's interval signal is a metronome

ticking four beats to the second.
* *

One of the most difficult announcer's jobs
in Europe is that at Bratislava (279 m.), the
announcements being made in Czech, Slovak,
French, German, Hungarian, and occasionally
other languages.

* * *
You can generally recognise the Breslau

transmissions on 325 metres from the fact
that its " ticks " in the intervals are at the
unusual rate of 200 to the minute.

* *
" Dobrou noe " is the Czech° - slovak

equivalent of " Good -night."
* *

BI -LINGUAL BRUSSELS
Brussels has two stations because about half

the population of Belgium speaks Flemish and
the rest French.

* *
The distance from Budapest to London is

almost exactly 900 miles.
* *

The Budapest interval signal is a phrase
of nine notes in two-part harmony-G sharp,
B, A, B, G sharp, B, A, B, G sharp.

* *
The tinkly interval signal heard from Cracow

and other Polish stations is the sound of
sleigh bells.

* * *
Radio Normandie, the Fecamp station on

about 223 metres, gives a special transmission
each Sunday night from 6.30 p.m. to 3 a.m.
Monday.

* * *
" Firenze " is the Italian for the city of

Florence.
* * *

The Italian for " end of the programme "
is " Fine della transmissione." (It sounds
like " Finny della trans -missy -o -knee.")

* *
The two tunes played by Rome and other

Italian stations when closing down are the
Italian Royal March and the Fascist Hymn.

* * *
The Vatican short-wave station closes down

with the words " Laudatur Jesu Christus."
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ALL ENGLAND NOW BUILDING
THE SKYSCRAPER

GREAT
LISSEN

CHART
To FREE,
"POPULAR WIRELES6" READERS

Send Coupon below for your copy of
FREE CHART!

COUPON
i.

1.

4

Please send me FREE copy of your 1/ -
Skyscraper Chart.

Name

Address

P.W.6.

THE ONLY RECEIVER YOU CAN BUILD YOURSELF

EMPLOYING METALLISED SCREEN GRID VALVE,

HIGH -MU DETECTOR AND ECONOMY POWER PENTODE

MOST SUCCESSFUL
SET EVER BUILT/

MOST SUCCESSFUL
CHART EVER
PUBLISHED!

There never has been the equal of this set within the range
of the home constructor-this new Lissen Skyscraper is
the only one on the market that you can build yourself,
employing Metallised Screened Grid, High -Mu Detector
and Economy Power Pentode Valves. No factory, however
well-equipped, can build a better receiver. No manu-
facturer, however large, can produce a receiver whose .
results will surpass those you will get from the Lissen Sky-
scraper you build yourself. It is the only battery set that can
deliver such power-yet the H.T. current consumption is
far less than that of the average commercially -designed
2 -valve set.

Yet the Lissen Skyscraper is made simple for you to build.
Elaborate care has been taken to ensure your success by
giving-in the Skyscraper Constructional Chart-such
detailed instructions and such profuse illustrations that
everybody, with no technical knowledge or skill at all, can
build it quickly and with complete certainty of success.

You buy the Lissen Skyscraper Kit complete
with valves-a Lissen Metallised S.G., a High -
Mu Detector, and a Lissen Economy Power
Pentode Valve-and the price is only 89/6.
Or you can buy the Lissen Walnut Consolette
Skyscraper Cabinet and Loudspeaker combined
as i. lustrated. It holds all batteries, and

accumulator and loudspeaker
as well. It makes everything
self-contained. A special
Pentode Matched Balanced -
armature Loudspeaker of great
power is supplied with the
cabinet, and the price of
the Skyscraper Kit complete
with valves and this cabinet
and loudspeaker is only £6 5s.

KIT INCLUDING METALLISED
S.G. HIGH MU DETECTOR Ee

ECONOMY POWER PENTODE VALVES

LISSEN LIMITED,
Dept. P.W.6, Worple Rd.,
ISLEWORTH, Middlesex

SEK

$1.9011113NIT
A
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AFTER many weary hours of comparing
the various logs of the reception
during the total. Eclipse sent in by

readers, I have given in. There is no simi-
larity whatever between them, except that
about half of them show a falling -off in
strength about a quarter of an hour after
the Eclipse.

After due reflection and comparison, I
am very much afraid that " auto -sugges-
tion " was responsible for the various
fluctuations recorded. Some people imagine
that W 2 X A D, for example, came up in
strength during the 30 seconds of totality.

Others, by way of a change, 'record that
he dropped away almost to zero during the
same 30 seconds. Most of the logs, however,
in common with my own, show no change"
until quarter of an hour later.

Good Times Coming ?
I am rather disappointed to find all this

variation,- but I am summarising those of
the logs that do seem to agree, and take
this opportunity of ,thanking the hundreds
of readers who went to the trouble of send-
ing their experiences in.

Incidentally, who shall say that short-
wave people are not keen.? In contrast to
these large numbers of logs from short-
wave listeners, I received one-just one !
-from a listener on the broadcast bands,
in spite of a half -page article in " P.W."
appealing for their experiences.

I should rather think-although I dislike
these minor prophets-that the general
run of short-wave conditions ought to be
quite good this winter. For one thing, we
have got past the worst point of the
Eleven -Year Cycle (if there is one !) and our
receivers have been built to cope with bad
conditions.

Plug -:n Coils for Efficiency.
Any small improvement from now on-

wards, therefore, should show up very well.
If we had our present-day receivers and
1927-8 conditions, we should all be very
surprised.

One or two readers, notably " E. W. D."
(Rossendale), inquire whether they can
make up any of my short -wavers with the
home-made six -pin coils that I described
for the single-valver. The answer is most
decidedly yes."

That type of six -pin coil, whether home-
made or bought complete, is very hard to
beat for simplicity and efficiency. In
" E. W. D.'s " case, I should advise him to
make three plug-in coils of similar sizes to
the One-Valver coils rather than to attempt
a single coil with wave -change switching.

This latter business is something of a
problem. We are all agreed that wave -
change switching does cut down efficiency
slightly, although if it is done carefully
the losses may be so small as to pass quite

unnoticed. In that case, naturally, they
don't matter, since we are only concerned
with results and not with what we might
learn from a valve voltmeter or a mirror
galvanometer.

A Mysterious Dead -spot.
The whole question hinges upon whether

the reader is prepared to risk a slight loss
for the sake of saving the trouble of
occasionally changing coils. I have de-
signed and described sets of both types, so
as to cater for everybody, but I think I

TO TRANSMIT TELEVISION

One of the new Marconi Broadcast Television transmitters used
in the recent television demonstrations between York and Chelms-
ford. Written messages were easily transmitted at high speed

between these two places.

must confess to a preference for coil -
changing myself.

" F N. B." is still in trouble with his
dead -spot, for which the bath is stilt being
blamed. He explains in a further letter
that it is not just a " super -dead spot," but
something much deeper.

Suppose he covers 28 to 45 metres on the
dial ; 28 to 33 metres and 38 to 45 metres
are evenly spread out, but in the middle
of the dial there is just a loud click, and,
hey presto !-it has jumped from 33 to 38
metres in a degree or so.

He quite rightly suggests that the bath

might absorb H.F. energy, but that it can
hardly appropriate a whole band of wave-
lengths for itself.

' Personally, " F. B. N.," I doubt the guilt
of that bath. The whole thing sounds to me
more like absorption from something in the
set, possibly the reaction coil. Something
seems to " pull " when you get to that
critical point, and the only time I have
had that trouble myself was due to the use
of too large a reaction coil, which tuned to
the same wavelength as the grid coil.

I think that suggestion is too obvious
for your trouble, but pass it on for what it
is worth.

How Conditions Vary.
" F. N. B." also makes a new suggestion

about the Eleven -Year " Cycle," and wants
to re -christen it the Eleven -Year " Sunspot
Crop." He puts forward the idea that the
general level of conditions does not rise
and fall so much as we think during the
eleven years, but that the alternate periods
of good and bad conditions become shorter,
and therefore more frequent, as we go down
into the " trough " of the cycle.

That seems thoroughly sound to me, and
my log bears it out. But
we must find a more elegant
name for the beat than
" Sunspot Crop " !

I am discontinuing the
lists of five stations, since
we  have fairly well ex-
hausted the more uncommon
stations already. To include
W2XAD and Rabat would
reduce the thing to a farce,
so I will content myself with
mentions of unusual recep-
tion whenever reports of the
kind reach me.

Since the Eclipse.
" W. H. R.," our cham-

pion from Plymouth, finds
" X A D " almost at his last
kick. Since the Eclipse he
reports him as very disap-
pointing. The other Ameri-
cans, from W 8 X K (25.27
metres) upwards, however,
are good. He mentions his
surprise at finding W 4 X B
(Miami Beach) so strong.

Hitherto we haven't heard
much from Florida, although
I remember hearing W I 0 D,
the long -wave section of this
same station, on the broad-
cast band with a super -het.
last winter. He ranked them
with W G Y and the other
big noises.

At all events, W 4 X B is
a welcome and interesting
addition to the 49 -metre

bunch of stations. " W. H. R." quotes the
following about the Europeans : " C T 1 A A,
EAQ, DJA, RW 59, FYA, OXY and
I 2 R 0 are all good. D J A shows signs
of fading after 9 p.m., and CT1AA and
E A Q have improved their quality."

" W. L. S."
The famous short-wave expert and writer
CONTRIBUTES EVERY WEEK TO El

3.2.E POPULAR WIRELESS.
r7111111111111111111111111111111111M1111111111111111111111111111t1111111110
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Anode current 41z milliamps at 100 volts high tension

-convincing proof of the low consumption of the
P.M.22A pentode: the pentode that users of portables

and small bafferf sets have been waiting for the pen-

tode that can be used without draining the batteries-
in fact, the pentode you can't ba without any longer.

Price 17/6
MADE. iN ENGLAND

The valves specified for the " Plug -hi Two described in

this issue are :--Mullard P.M.IHL and Mullard P.M.ZA.

calla
THE MASTERVALVE

Advi. The Mullard Wireless Service Co., Lid., Mullard House, Charing Cross Road, London, 147 C. 2
Ark:
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V

TELSEN
hwe.9/

DIAL MARKED IN ACTUAL WAVE-
LENGTHS-SINGLE KNOB CONTROL

Turn the dial of the JUPITER S.G.3
to the wavelength of the station required
-and there it is 1 It's the essence of
simplicity, making it possible for the
absolute beginner to obtain a large
number of stations at the first handling,
the number naturally increasing still
further as he gains experience.

SPECIAL
SEPARATOR CONTROL

This unique device incorporated in the
JUPITER S.G.3 adjusts the degree of
selectivity when receiving both local and
distant stations, without affecting
either the tuning or the fidelity of
reproduction! It is also a valuable ad-
junct for varying volume frommaxhnum to
awhisper,even on the localstations!

 I
ANNOUNCEMENT OF THE TELSEN ELECTRIC Co. LTD. ASTON. BIRMINGHAM
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JUPITERSGa
Amid *auto Coda!

Full size I/- Blueprint given FREE
with the TELSEN RADIOMAG No. 3.

Never before has it been possible for
the ordinary home constructor to

build so powerful a 3 -valve receiver as the
Telsen JUPITER S.G. 3! For never before
has such amazing power, such tremend-
ous range and such superlative selectivity
been attained with the use of only
standard components! Child's play to
build, child's play to operate, it is beyond

3 full size 1/- Blue-
prints given FREE with the
new TELSEN RADIOMAG

The Te!sen Radiomag No. 3 tells you
how to build the very latest  ype3 of
rec,ivere-how to modernise and im-
prove your existing set-how to rec:ily
little faults-how to get the best out of
radio in every way. Get your copy
now-price 6d. of all radio dealers

and newsagents.

question the most sensational home
constructor set ever produced. Yet it
is not a "Kit" set, but purely a circuit
design using specified components -
some of which you may already have
and will not therefore need to buy!

In keeping with the highest modern
practice, the Telsen JUPITER S.G.3.
incorporates Ganged Condensers, Ganged
Coils, a Tuning Dial calibrated in wave.
lengths, and Matched Output, the
brilliant circuit arrangement providing
for absolute control of selectivity, with
entire prevention of L.F. oscillation.
The revolutionary 10-1 Coupling Unit
specified gives an L.F. stage gain equal
to that of a two -stage amplifier, en-
suring (in conjunction with the special
low loss coils) an overall amplification
never hitherto approached in any re.
ceiver of its type.

Yet you can build it yourself-in an
evening-with the aid of the full size 11 -
Blueprint and complete constructional
details contained in the Telsen Radioniag
No. 3. PRICE 6d. Get your copy NOW!

RADIO COMPONENTS

ANNOUNCEMENTJ OF THE TELSEN ELECTRIC CO. LTD., ASTON, BIRMINGHAM
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SOME NEW "TRUE -VIEW"
EXPERIMENTS

By G. V. DOWDING, Associate I.E.E.

4
A Test for Your Stereoscopic Powers Overcomin; the Granulation Effect

We Try " Mixed Screens."
A*a--- ....... -e .....
THERE can be no doubt about the

interest our True -Views have aroused,
fore letters concerning 'them have

reached us from all over the country.
And a most surprising fact emerges ;

large numbers of readers are able to obtain
full stereoscopic effects without using
viewers.

As I have said in previous articles, I
knew that this could be done, but I did
not imagine more than a very few could
do it.

After a fair amount of experi-
menting I can accomplish the feat
with considerable ease, and as I
would not like to believe I possess
freakish vision, I presume that
many, if not the majority, would
be able to acquire the knack.

The simplest way seems to be to
hold the True -View as close to tho
eyes as possible for a few seconds,
and then to move it away slowly
until it comes into focus. At this
point you either see two ordinary
pictures or, if you have allowed
your eyes to remain " looking
outwards," a stereocospic view in
the centre flanked by two dimly -
seen ordinary pictures.

Flanking Repetition.
However, True -Views ought to

be seen through a viewer in order
to wipe out that flanking repetition, A fine True -View of a J B. Ganged Condenser with its cover " ghosted " by our double exposure method. The
and to obtain a certain amount of
magnification, otherwise you can-
not appreciate them to the full and study
them leisurely in every detail. And, after
all, the " P.W." viewer costs only sixpence
to make !

During the past two or three weeks we
have been conducting experiments, in

cooperation with our Process Dept., with a
view to improving the reproduction of
True -Views still further.

As it is we have received compliments
from all quarters for the clear way they
have been printed. And remembering 'that
POPULAR WIRELESS is produced on a
gigantic high-speed rotary printing machine,
it must be admitted that our initial diffi-
culties have been very satisfactorily over-
come.

THE NORMAL

In the ordinary course of events the
blocks from which photographic illustra-
tions are printed in " P.W. have their dots
arranged in oblique lines.

I have found that there is no advantage
in having the sections of a True -View in
different screens, i.e. the dots on one
larger than the dots on the other. There
isn't a tendency to cancel out that I at
first hoped there would be. The granu-
lated effect of the stereo remains.

Straight Screen Effects.,
After discovering that, I. tried having

the dots of one section only slightly slanting
instead of fully oblique; but that did not
appear to result in any worth -while im-
provement.

Finally, however, the one section was
given a quite straight screen and that does
seem to improve matters. At least, that is
my opinion,, and a " mixed -screen " True -
View of this nature appears on this page so
that readers can offer their comments.

METHOD OF PRINTING

THIS ONE HAS TWO

screen " is the same in both sections.

Nevertheless, I believe we can do even
better. And it is with this in mind that I
have had a number of True -Views made in
accordance with the mixed -screen scheme
to which I believe I have already made some
slight reference.

DIFFERENT SCREENS

The " mixed -screen " method t= wlopted in this stereographic representation of the " Plug-in " Two. The
right-hand section has -ranged in straight instead of oblique lines. What is your opinion of this

scheme? We'd like to know.

The first one, the gang condenser, has the
ordinary oblique screen for both sections,
bat if you carefully adjust the True -View
of the " Plua-in " Two receiver, you will sea
that the right-hand section of this has its
dots arranged in straight lines.

In all cases the size of screen is the
same ; there are one hundred dots per
inch.

This is the finest screen we can
employ in POPULAR WIRELESS, though
our Process Dept. is dealing with them
so cleverly that I believe we get the
results of an even finer one.

Whether or not we shall continue to
" mix screens " in the manner indicated
above, largely depends upon what is the
concensus of opinion of our readers, so I
would be very grateful if all who have
viewers would drop me postcards contain-
ing, however brief, their views on the
matter.
Heartening Success.

Later on we may publish further varia-
tions if any come to light that seem worth
experimenting with.

In the meantime, however, the general
success of True -Views is most heartening
and we are especially pleased that readers
are regarding them as useful contributions
to radio journalism as well as fascinating
novelties.
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THE plug-in coil has lately been relegated
to the background owing to the
popularity and convenience of the

dual -range unit. -

The fact that it is necessary to remove
three coils and to insert three others of
suitable sizes in order to change from one
waveband to another is, in the opinion of
some, sufficient justification for them to
turn the " blind eye " to the many points
in favour of the simple plug-in inductance.

Fills Requirements of Many.
In radio, the adage "one man's meat . .

. . ." holds good, and that a definite
demand does exist for an ultra simple, in-
expensive, all -wave receiver is evidenced
by the large number of requests we receive
for such a- set.

No design can be considered retrograde
if it is proved that it satisfactorily fulfils
the requirements of a by no means incon-
siderable section of the radio community.

There is a lot to be said for the plug-in
coil. It is undoubtedly efficient, and allied
to this are its compactness and inexpensive-

* -4. -4.-44,-6-4. *
Many readers will be delighted to
see a set using plug-in coils again,
and this is a specially good one
with a penchant for distance and
plenty of power available from its
two valves and straight circuit.

*.+.-.0'-4-4.-4-4-4-4-40---4.- ---- *

ness. But. there is much more in its
favour. Given three separate interchange-
able coils you have a means of achieving
results which cannot be surpassed by any.
other form of tuning unit.

A dual -range coil must necessarily be a
compromise. You can only get one hun-
dred per cent all-round efficiency by
sacrificing convenience.

With plug-in coils you have at your
disposal whatever degree of selectivity you
wish.

Suppose for instance you reside many
miles from a broadcasting station, and con-
sequently require a maximum transference
of energy between the aerial and detector

grid circuits, and that selectivity does not
matter, all you have to do is to insert a suit-
able size aerial coil in the aerial coil holder.

Suppose on the other hand you need a high
degree of selectivity in order to separate
two interfering stations. Here, again, we
have the adaptability of the plug-in coil.
You just remove the existing aerial coil
and replace it with a smaller one.

Not Limited in Wavelength.
Another advantage of the plug-in coil is

that one is not limited only to two wave-
bands. You can cover every wavelength
from the medium waves up to " umpteen "
thousand metres. It is simply a question
of coil size.

For example, you may want to listen to
the Heston weather forecasts, to CroS'don
on 900 metres sending out instructions to
aircraft, or to some of those medium -wave
stations between 550 metres and 800
metres (Wilno, Moscow experimental,
Geneva, etc.). The average dual -range coil

(Continued on next page.)
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THE " PLUG-IN" TWO
(Continued from previous page.) 1

does not cover these " in between " wave-
lengths, but with plug-in coils it is a mere
matter of substituting a one size larger
coil.

Now what sort of reception ought we to
expect from this two -valve set, with its
simple lay -out and few components ?
Actually it is capable of giving a very great
many listeners everything they want in
the way of programmes.

Using a fairly good outdoor aerial the
volume from the local stations and from
some of the more powerful foreigners is

sufficient to work a loudspeaker really
well. Those who may require still greater
volume can add a second L.F. stage without
difficulty and this additional stage should
preferably be resistance -coupled.

The constructional work involved in
making_ up a receiver of this, type can be
undertaken by the veriest beginner without
the slightest qualm, because the lay -out is
not in the least bit critical.

It is one of those sets that cannot help
working. Moreover, the total time taken
to build it should not exceed three hours
or so. It is just about an evening's job.

The first operation is preparing and drill-
ing the panel. Special tools are not neces-
sary. Most of you will already possess a
carpenter's brace, a straight edge of some
kind marked in inches, or anything with

VERY FEW COMPONENTS AND EASY WIRING

G -

I" 3"

1. LI I

ON- OFF

.1_ IliCo

.0005RFD
7i/N//VG CONDENSER

F

HP CHOKE
L F rRRNS FORMER /

1/.7. -*2

4.77#*.
NT-NNT

a 

2 itiecc

 0003 4,F.0
12E:qc r/o/v

CONOE/vS

/PE Rcr, av COIL

RERiRc CO2

0 CD

EittRrA, AERim.

Be very careful when connecting up the coil holders to follow the connections shown, and to space the
holders correctly.
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which you can scratch a line on the panel
 surface.

Pencil lines are inadvisable because
graphite is a conductor, and therefore any
pencilled dimension lines would have to be
very carefully removed.

ABOUT THE VALVES
Make , betector Output Valve.

Milliard .. P.M.1. H.L. P.M.2A.
Cossor .. 210 H.L. 220 P.A.
Mazda .. H.L.2 P.220
Marconi .. H.L.2 L.P.2
Osram .. H.L.2 L.P.2
Tungsram .. H.210 P.220
Lissen .. H.L.2 P.220
Eta . .. B.Y.2020 B.W.604, 1304
Six Sixty .. 5.5.210 H.L. S.S.220 P.A.

Other tools needed aro a screwdriver. a
pair of wire -cutting pliers, a spanner for
tightening the nuts, and a Fin. drill with
a square shank. This only costs a few
pence.

The spanner can be dispensed with in
some cases, because the pliers may serve
quite well for tightening up purposes. Now
place the panel on its face, and with the
" panel lay -gut " in front of you mark off
the dimensions for the panel components.

It is usual to do this work on the bael;
of the panel, so that the highly polished
face is not,spoiled.

Marking Points to Drill.
So you just take your scriber and straight-

edge .and scratch two lines, one vertical
and one horizontal, the point where the
lines cross each other being the drilling
centre for the component.

You will get the idea from the dotted
dimension lines on the " panel lay -out "
diagram.

When you have marked the drilling cen-
tres for each of the components, take a
sharpened nail or a centre punch and make
a dent at each drilling point by giving the
punch or nail a smart tap with a hummer.
Don't forget to check over the meagure-
ments before you commence drilling,

ACCESSORY FACTS
LOUDSPEAKER.-Ormond, Celestion,

Blue Spot, H.M.V., Marconiphone,
R & A, Epoch, B.T.-H., W.B.,
Atlas, Lanchester."

BATTERIES.-L.T. 2 -volt. (Ediswan,
Exide, Pertrix, Lissen, Oldham).

H.T., 120 volts. (Lissen, Ediswan,
Pertrix, Drydex, Magnet).

G.B. to suit power valve (Ever -Ready,
Pertrix, Drydex, Siemens, Lissen).

MAINS UNIT.-To supply 15 m/a or
E upwards at 120-150 volts. (Atlas,

R.I., Heayberd, Tunewell, Regentone,
Ekco).

AERIAL AND EARTH EQUIPMENT.-
E Electron " Superial " ; Graham

Farish " Filt " earthing device.
COILS.-For sizes see text. (Lissen,

Atlas, Lewcos, etc.).
MUMMIMMIIHWHIHMHHIO.

When you are satisfied that all the di-
mensions are O.K. you can proceed to
drill the holes. Incidentally, you must be
careful here. Place a piece of wood,such
as a scrap baseboard, under the panel to
give the necessary support when.the drill
begins to bite.

(Continned on. pa3e 282.)
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Read what
J. H. REYNER says

about FILT!

THE
Fuq'LEN14L

LABORATORIES.

14.
REYNER. RI

11.13c.,

D.I.C.,

CONSULTING
RA010 ENGINEER.

24th
September

1932.

21-1.RIMA.

'Messrs.
Graham Parish

Ltd_

Vasons
Yill,

Bromley,
Kent.

Dear
Sire,

have been much interested
in the

lilt Yercolative
Earth

vhich you
have submitted

for test.
The tmportance

of a good earth

connection
is often

overlooked,
although

attention

to this
point is

repaid by
improved

signal
strength

and less
liability toy

with
from evternal

sources,
Particularly

with Mains
receivers.

A. low
electrical

resistance
is the

first
essential,

and you
appear

to haVe one

to Use

root of
the matter

by providing
an earth

bowl filled

vith chemicals
vhich

firstly
attract

the moisture

from the
surrounding

soil and
then saturate

it vith

salts
of high

electrical
conductivity.

imagine
that in the majority

of eaneS

the installation

of the Flit Earth
will give

a

definite
improvement

in results.

'Yours
faithfully,

Ity tests
indieate

that the
device

is

both simple
and effective

and that
the earth

resistance
is definitely

lover
than is

obtained
by

the usual
methods.

p10
PERCOLATIVE

MADE
-FAR SHE EICtor.

GRAHAM FARISH

J. H. Reyner, B.Sc., A.C.G.L, D.I.C.,
A.M.I.E.E., M.Inst.R.E., Consulting
Radio Engineer. The well-known
designer of many famous sets described in
the foremost wireless publications.

Why YOU should
fit a FILT

Efficient earthing is vital to good
reception. Without it you cannot
obtain the power, purity or volume of
which your set is capable.

Filt is the most efficient scientific
earthing system ever invented. As
soon as the copper receptacle is buried,
the wonderful chemical it contains
begins to spread through the soil,
making a permanent highly conductive
area to a depth of several feet, ensuring
perfect earthing in any climate.

Get a FILT to -day. It may put right
faults that you thought could only be
remedied by expensive new valves
or parts.

LT
PERCOLATIVE EARTH
Obtainable from your radio dealer or

post free from the sole manufacturers,

Graham Farish Ltd.
181, Masons Hill - - Bromley, Kent
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; THE - PLUG-IN " TWO ;
(Continued from page 280 )

*
Make sure that the panel doesn't rotate

with the drill, and don't press too hard,
otherwise you may chip the edges of the
holes.

Apart from the 1 -in. holes there are three
smaller ones along the bottom edge of the
panel for securing it to the baseboard.
The centres for these holes should be
approximately half the thickness of the
baseboard up from the bottom edge of the
panel.

ONLY THREE HOLES FOR

2 in. by 11 in., and drill two terminal holes
in each. These are the, small terminal
strips you can see on the back of the base-
board in the photographs. A couple of wood
screws will hold 'each strip in place.

The baseboard components
are then screwed down in
accordanee with the wiring
diagram, but care should be
taken not to place the three
coilholders too far apart: The
spacing is best carried out with
two of the coils inserted, and
there should be a clearance of
about in., or slightly less
between the coils when they
are in position.

CONTROLS
gods,

10 "

1 .0003MA -0RREACTIONr
CONOSNSED

,

000sAIFD
TUNING

CONDENSER 3V;

\, ____T:-__

0,,,,.0.,r
.50//7cw

&3"

CD (I) L

P,,,,NEL Z ,7 you 7

This sell -explanatory diagram solves all drilling difficulties.

have now made a good start on the
construction. Secure the, panel to, the
baseboard with three wood screws and then
place the " On -off " switch, '0005-mfd.
tuning condenser, and the reaction con-
denser in their positions.

Next obtain two pieces of ebonite strip,

You

For t 11 e
wiring, 18
gauge tin-
ned copper
wire and
systoflex
are as good
as- a u y -
thing, and
there is,
of course,
no need t odo any
soldering,
terminals
being pro-
vided in all
cases.

This com-
pletes t h e

-construe-
tional work, but before
you can try the set out
you will naturally want
to have some details

of the valves, H.T. voltages, and coil sizes.
The two valves required are a special

detector or " H.L." type in the first valve -
holder and a anon power in the output
stage. This valveholder is the one near
the L.S. terminals.

The H.T. voltages can be 100-120 for

the small power valve and about 60 for the
detector, but better results will be obtained
by experimenting with this latter Volta -.4e,
because smooth reaction control is the
secret of success in a small set.

SHEER SIMPLICITY!

To simplify connections, the battery leads are taken direct to the
connecting -points concerned.

As to the coils, these will be as follows':
MEDIUM WATEBAND.

Aerial coil .. .. No. 25
Grid coil .. .. No. 60
Reaction coil .. .. No. 50

LONG \YAWNS.
Aerial coil .. No. 100 or 150
Grid coil No. 200 or 250
Reaction coil .. No. 150
A larger aerial coil will give more volume

and less selectivity, and vice versa.

HOW IT LOOKS WHEN FINISHED -A GOOD SET FROM EVERY ANGLE

Apart from the advantage of easily covering all wavelengths, the plug-in system permits a set to be " stripped " very completely for servicing or overhaul.
Note how accessible each wire and component is when the valves and coils are removed.
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SUPER -SHARP SELECTIVITY

CONVERT YOUR OLD

SET FOR 10/6
All you need to convert your old
set is this wonderful coil unit.

11* Book Free
Full details of how to use this amazing
Coil are contained in the Kendall -Price
Book. 36 pages describing 10 won-
derful circuits, with photographs and
diagrams, published at 1/-.

POST COUPON NOW OR GO
TO YOUR DEALER FOR YOUR

FREE COPY.

To READY RADIO LTD. (Book Department),
Eastnor House, Blackheath, S.E.3.

Please send me the V- Kendall -Price Book of Ten Circuits-FREQ.
enclose 1!d. stamp for postage.

tame
Address

If you wish to have, with your free book, ten full-sized blue prints,
enclose L'. in stamps with this coupon. P.W. 8.

Fit the wonderful Ready Radio Dual
Range Coil Unit in place of your
present Coil and you will be amazed
at the improved performance of your
set. Outstanding for its remarkable
sensitivity and selectivity. The four -

purpose one -knob control
acts as a combined on -off
switch, wavechange
switch, selectivity and
volume control, thus
greatly simplifying wiring
and operation. Instructions

are included with every unit.

1 0 /

Announcement of Ready Radio Ltd., Eastnor House, Blackheath, $.E.3.
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THE MOST AMAZING STRAIGHT

TELSEN
Build it to -night with the full size 1/- Blueprint
given FREE with the TELSEN RADIOMAG No. 3

3
full size 14 Blueprints
given FREE with the
TELSEN RADIOMAG

The Telsen Radiomag is the
finest radio sixpennyworth
ever offered. In simple lan-
guage, clearly illustrated by
photographs and diagrams,
and complete with 3 full
size 1 /- Blueprints, it tells
you how to build the latest
types of receivers ... how to
modernise your present set
... how to rectify little faults
. . . how to get the best out
of radio in every way ! Get
your copy now --price 6d.
from all radio dealers and
newsagents.

NOT a " Kit " cat which you have to buy
complete-but simply a brilliant new circuit
design using certain specified Telsen

Components (some of which you may already have!)
-that's the amazing new Telsen AJAX 3 ! It's the
receiver countless home constructors have waited
for-a receiver which is as inexpensive to build,
as economical to run and as simple to operate
as only a " straight three " can be, yet which is
capable of such tremendous range and power,
such razor-sharp selectivity and such superb re-
production that it literally sets an entirely new
standard of performance for receivers of its type !
Yet its construction has been so simplified that
you can build it easily in an evening . . . even
if you are an absolute novice ! You simply
can't go wrong, for not only is a full-size Blue-
print given FREE with the TELSEN RADIOMAG
No. 3, but every stage in its construction is ex.
plained by carefully worded instructions and
clearly understandable illustrations. Get your
copy of the TELSEN RADIOMAG now-and build
the AJAX 3 this evening !

RADIO COMPONENTS

Make sure you get your TELSEN RADIOMAG N93.
ANNOUNCEMENT OF THE TELSEN ELECTRIC CO., LTD.. ASTON, BIRMINGHAM
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RECE

3

>4 -

R EVER DESIGNE11..../

Gives
`screened grid'

brilliance combined
with 'straight 3' economy!

The Total cost of
Telsen Matched Com-
ponents for building

the AJAX 3 is

61/6
which includes panel,
bcp eboard, terminals,
battery cords and all
accessories.

THE " TELORNOR " GIVES THE AJAX 3
THE DIGNITY AND
BEAUTY OF LINE
OF A COMMERCIAL
RADIO RECEIVER
The handsome silver oxi-
dised escutcheon plate of
the AJAX 3 embodies
art illuminated variable
ratio slow-motion Disc
Drive, permitting of ex-
ceptionally fine tuning
for distant reception.

"Tv

woe

Make sure you qet your TELSEN RADIOMAG
ANNOUNCEMENT OF THE TELSEN ELECTRIC CO., LTD., ASTON, BIRMINGHAM
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Listen
to the
driven
rain !

A deluge with each gust of wind
driving against the window panes . . . .

wilder and wilder as the storm blows up.
Only lead shot or peas flung across a drum in
the Effects Studio make these sounds, but
with a Lissen Battery in your set so real are
they that you are immediately grateful for
the fire and comfort of your room. Manu-
factured sounds, perhaps, but so very real to
you if you use a Lissen High Tension Battery.
Naturalness in your radio is worth while and
you can get it by asking firmly at your radio
dealer's for a Lissen High Tension Battery.

LISSEN
HBATTERY

an exclusive process makes it last longest
and provide a pure high tension current that
gives realism to your radio - always
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ALL my readers will be aware what a
radio gramophone is ; they will know
that it is a combined radio receiver

and gramophone, and that it operates
electrically ; that is, through a loudspeaker
and not with a sound box and horn as does
the acoustic gramophone, and so on.

Probably they will also realise that the
advantage of the radiogram is not only that 
the same instrument will deal with radio
and record programmes, but that better
reproduction can be obtained with it than is
available from the old-fashioned acoustic
machine.

Two Types of Instruments.
There are two types of radiogramophones,

the battery and the mains -operated types.
Most are the latter, for small power and
sometimes comparatively poor quality are
the characteristics of the, battery model,
unless it is exceptionally well designed and
handled with circumspection.

The main trouble is that the owner will
try to get too much volume from his
machine, and as the battery model cannot
give anywhere near as big volume as the
mains -driven type, attempts to make it do
so always end in distortion.

It is this that has got the battery radio -
gramophone into bad repute. As a medium -
powered reproducer it is very good, but
obviously it cannot deliver the punch that
the mains type can.

In many cases the poor result is largely
due to poor choice in the matter of the
machine purchased, for as yet, there is still
large divergence in the matter of quality
of reproduction, and careful tests should be
made before any instrument is purchased.

Testing for Hum.
The test of the radio side is easy ; it

merely consists in finding what the, instru-
ment will pick up in the way of stations
(preferably under the conditions of the
prospective purchaser's home) and listening
to the quality of the reproduction. The
grarrfophone side needs more care if it is to
be properly tested.

In the first. place the machine should be
tested for hum, on both radio and gramo-
phone side (the latter when the motor is
running, but without a record on).

No hum unless the ear is placed close to
the speaker fret should be discovered.
Switching the motor on and off should make

* -4,- 110-1-0-  4- .t. . 4- 4- -6- A 1 -4. -0-0 1 0-4. *

Battery and Mains Instruments
Noises Picked Up from Electric
Motors-Making Tests at Home

High Notes and " Scratch."
*-..---.4..---0--..--...--.--0--4--------.*

no difference to the hum, and the motor
should be free from mechanical noises.

Next a test as to the pick-up chatter and
induction hum from motor to pick-up must'
be applied. The first consists of running a
record with the set at minimum volume
(when nothing should be heard from the
speaker) and very little should be audible
in the way of chatter from the pick-up
when the lid of the machine is down.

AUTOMATIC AMUSEMENT

One of the most interesting modern developments
is this H.M.V. unit which can be connected to
practically any radio set, enabling up to eight records

to be played without manual changing.

The second test is carried out by holding
the pick-up over the centre of the revolving
turntable, not touching the record and
listening with the volume control full on for
any increase in hum above that previously
audible during the hum tests.

Sometimes the motor will induce hum or
crackle into the pick-up, and this will be
amplified by the instrument, 'and cause
quite a lot of interference.

The neat thing to do is to test the record
reproduction, having made sure that the
radio side is O.K. This can be roughly
tested at the dealer's, and if the record side
is in order the receiver can be tried at your
own home. Any reputable dealer will
arrange that for you.

To test the gramophone side choose some
records that you know Well, of orchestral,
vocal and organ items that you are familiar
with, and try them over on the machine,
listening for the various salient features in
each.

Compare Radio with Records.
A piano record or two should also be

tried, and the quality should be carefully
noted. Compare the record reproduction
with that obtained on radio. They should
not be very different, although the radio
may sound slightly more realistic.

If the salesman makes a point of empha-
mg the lack of needle scratch, listen care-

fully for the reproduction of the high piano,
violin and brass instrument notes.

Without some surface noise it is
impossible with pick-up design as it is at
present to get good reproduction of the
highest, musical notes. But do not put up
with ,too much of this noise, especially
if it is rather on the harsh side.

. Boyd Senter playing on the clarinet
Eniale Blues is a good record to find out
how the high notes are reproduced, and
incidentally it will-show op any nasty peaks.

Jack Hylton, George Olsen, and Duke
Ellington are all dance -band leaders whose
records (H.M.V.) are well worth hearing if
you want to test the capabilities of the
instrument on braes.

Other Good Tests.
Albert Sandler playing Gipsy Moon (Col.)

is, good for strings, and so is H.M.V. No.
C1662, whereon The Virtuoso String
Quartet peilorms.

Any of Gigli's tenor solos will show how
the vocal side or the instrument goes, his
lately .released Che .Gelida Manina --(La
Boherne) H.M.V. DB1538 being an excellent
example. Note how the top C is taken at
the climax of the song.

Finally listen to Columbia DX314,
William Murdoch plaYing Sibelius' " \raise
Trieste." It is a piano record of excellent
tone, And is free from the wooden effect
often heard in piano records. K. D. K.
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FROM THE TECHNICAL EDITOR'S NOTE BOOK.

ested and
oun& ?

THE " GOLTONE "
SUPER H.F. CHOKE

TT is claimed that this component is
efficient over a wider. *ave.:range than
any other H.F. choke. On test, I find

it effective from 15 metres to 4,000 (it
actually goes lower and higher than that)
which is a greater.. " coverage" than I
can remember encountering on any

previous
occasion.

This un-
usual effec-
tiveness has
been obtain-
ed by intro-
ducing a
small iron
core and an-
adequately
sect ionised
low -capacity
winding:

An induc-
tance of no
less than
3-5 0 , 0 00
microhenries
and  a ca-
pacity .of 5 "
mmfd. have
been achiev-
ed, so. that
the compo-
nent is par-
ticularly

suitable as an S.G. choke.
This, incidentally, indicates that it has

almost universal applications, for only
chokes of the highest efficiency can be
used with success for that task.

A WIDE RANGE

With the assistance of an iron
core, this " Goltone " Choke is
efficient over a wider wave -

range.

The " Goltone " Super -Choke, has the
same very attractive mechaniCal features as
Messrs. Ward & Goldstone's short-wave
choke, which I recently reViewed.` It can
be mounted on either a panel or baseboard,
suspended on wiring, fixed to a valveholder

or mounted direct on to a metal
chassis.

At the low price of 4s. 6d.
it should prove very popular
indeed among constructors.

SIMPLIFYING SET
ASSEMBLY

The Formo Band-pass Tuner
comprises band-pass coils, with ganged
switching and a ganged condenser, all
mounted' in the form of a compact unit
on an aluminium base.

So the constructor who purchases one,
has half his set already built for him !
It is certainly a most convenient method
of approaching the problem of building a
modern band-pass set, especially as the
whole outfit is perfectly matched.

It is a scientifically designed unit, and
its construction is excellent. I consider
it to be one of the most interesting pro-

scluctions of this radio season.
On test it gave fine results-results

superior to those obtained with a standard
arrangement of high -quality components.

. The particular model tried out was the
Dual -Gang, which retails at 33s. 6d.

 WELL -MADE COMPONENTS

It will handle up to 3 watts, and it has
a logarithmic action. This last is par-
ticularly important, and is almost essential
in a modem volume control, though it is
by no means universal.

The retail price is 5s. 6d.
And then there is the. Tunewell Radio -

Gram Switch, which is built into a cleanly -
moulded bakelite case, and which has that
definite snap action which is the hall -mark
of a good switch. At is. 9d. I consider it
represents as gdod value for money as can
be obtained anywhere these days.

Finally, we have the Tunewell L.F.
Transformer at 7s. 6d. This, also, is built
into an attractive bakelite casing.

COMPLETE BAND-PASS UNIT

The Formo Dual -Gang Band Pass Unit.

It has a 1 to 3.5 ratio (why will some
still miscall it 3.5 to 1 ? NO one wants a
step-down intervalve transformer !).

For its price, the Tunewell transformer
gives very good results, and is the equal
of some which cost more.

" HOBROSITE " RADIO
PANELS

It has been my good fortune to encounter These are made by the Vibranti Products
a large number of really excellent coin- Co., and comprise a three-ply wood having
ponents this season,
a fact which one can
accept as an indica-
tion of the high
standard that has
been 'achieved by
the British radio
industry in general.
 A selection of new
Tunewell components
I recently received
exemplifies this
agreeable tendency,
and also pointedly
illustrates that you
don't have to pay
high prices to get first-class gear these days. a specially prepared surface. It is a kind

For instance, there is the Tunewell of rich figured enamelling, which constitutes
Voluine Control, a component for the a surface of attractive appearance.
keen radio enthusiast to rhapsodise over. The material has a glossy finish, and its

It is wire -wound, but the moving electrical qualities appear to be good.
contact smoothly rides over a circle -of " Hobrosite " panels are cheap and
small studs. It is perfectly noiseless and should therefore be regarded as an alterna-
there can be no wear. tive to ebonite that is worth attention.

THREE NEW TUNEWELL PRODUCTS

The Tunewell Potentiometer, L.F. Transformer and Radio -gram Switch.

Manufacturers and traders are invited to submit radio apparatus of any kind for review purposes. All examinations and tests are carriedEE= out In the " PM." Technical Department with the strictest of Impartiality, under the personal supervision of the Technical Editor.
We should like to point out that we prefer to receive production samples picked from stock, and that we cannot in any circumstances'

g' ot undertake to return, them, as it is our practice thoroughly to dissect much of the gear in the course of our investigations ! =
And readers should note that the subsequent reports appearing on this page are intended as guides to buyers, and are, therefore, framed up= In a readily readable manner, free from technicalities unnecessary for that immediate purpose.
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40=''
IlLECHOKES

TELSEN BINOCULAR
H.F. CHOKE

In H.F. amplification, the performance
of "a choke is of supreme importance.
Where the very highest efficiency is
the primary requisite, the Telsen
Binocular H.F. Choke is the inevitable
choice. It has a high inductance of
250,000 microhenrys, with a very low
self -capacity and a practically neg-
ligible external field (due to its
binocular formation). It is from
every point of view the
ideal choke-and where
high class circuits are
concerned definitely the
essential choke. No. W.74

TELSEN STANDARD H.F. CHOKE
Covering the entire broadcast band, and
occupying only the minimum of baseboard space,
the Telsen Standard H.F. Choke has proved
deservedly popular ever since its introduction.
With an inductance of 150,000 microhenrys, a
resistance of 400 ohms, and an extremely low
self -capacity, it is highly suitable for use in
reaction circuits, and is constantly
being specified in this respect by
the leading set designers.

No. W.75

RADIO COMPONENTS

BUY A COPY OF THE TELSEN RADIOMAG - PRICE 6d.
ANNOUNCEMENT OF THE TELSEN ELECTRIC CO.. LTD.. ASTON, lEIFIRMINGH640'
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LOGARITHMIC

CONDENSERS
and DRUM -DRIVE

TELSEN
LOGARITHMIC CONDENSERS
The frame is braced by three solid pillars, and
the vanes clamped at three points, making
distortion impossible. The rotor is also built
into a rigid unit, the vanes being held at
both ends. Generous bearings obviate backlash
or end -plate. Models No. 260 and 261 (left-
hand and right-hand movements respectively)
incorporate a compensator (max. cap. 60 micro -
micro -henrys).
No. 130 cap. -00025 46
No. 131 cap. 00035 416
No. 132 cap. .0005 4:6
No. 260 (left-hand movement

with trimmer) cap. -0005 5/ -
No. 261 (right-hand movement

with trimmer) cap. .0005 5/-

TELSEN DRUM DRIVE
Embodies numerous refinements, including a
cord drive, arranged to reduce wear to a
minimum and to prevent over -run, and a
rocking stator trimmer, which gives a variation
of 20 degrees, and visual indication of setting.
For use with Telsen screened coils, an extra scale,
marked in wavelengths, is supplied free.

6Illustration shows escutcheon, handsomely
finished in oxidised silver. No. W.255.

TELSEN DRUM DRIVE
AND

CONDENSER ASSEMBLY
A complete ganged condenser tuning unit
incorporating several distinctive features.
Two Telsen '0005 logarithmic variable
condensers with right- and left-handed
movements, and fitted with compensators,
are mounted and ganged together through

a rigidly constructed drum -drive control. Mounted
on the same spindle axis as the main tuning drive
is a trimmer, giving a swinging movement of about
20 degrees to the stator vanes of the right-hand vari-
able condenser, enabling perfect matching of the
condensers to be maintained throughout the tuning
range. Two scales are supplied, one marked in wave-
lengths and one in graduations from 0-100. The scale
is illuminated and is easily removable when it is
desired to fit one of special calibration. The escut-
cheon is handsomely finished in oxidised silver,
with knobs of the push -on type.
Provision is made for panel and
baseboard mounting ; full instruc-
tions for mounting, together with a
double -ended spanner for fitting the
variable condensers, are included
with every unit. No. W.262. Price

tr-
17'6

RADIO COMPONENTS

BUY A COPY OF THE TELSEN RADIOMAG - PRICE 6d.
A NNOU NCEMENT OF THE TELSEN ELECTRIC CO.. LTD'.. ASTON, BIRMINGHAM
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THERE is not the slightest doubt that
the most popular set at the present
time is the S.G. detector, and L.F.

" three."
And the reasons for this are absolutely

sound. The variable -mu S.G. valve provides
us with ample selectivity and range,
together with a convenient means of
controlling volume before detection. This
is the logical and only really satisfactory
method in these days of high -power
transmitters.

If you follow this by a power -grid
detector and Pentode, the need for any
intermediate L.F. amplification no longer
exists, and you are left with a combination
which will bring in a wealth of programmes
at a strength_ adequate for all normal
purposes.

TECHNICAL SPECIFICATION
GENERAL DESCRIPTION.-A.C. mains all- -=

electric band-pass receiver incorporating E
moving -coil loudspeaker.

POWER CONSUMPTION.-Approximately 45 =
= watts. === NUMBER OF VALVES.-Three.

CIRCUIT.-Variable-Mu S.G., Detector, and
a.- Pentode. =
E ARRANGEMENT OF CONTROLS.-One for =

tuning, one for volume control, one for
reaction, andand one for waveband switching =
and " gramophone," with central " off " E

E- position. =
E PRICK -16 guineas complete.
a MAKERS.-Messrs. Lotus Radio Ltd., Old
= Swan, Liverpool.

-.1111111111111111111111111111t1111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111F1

We mention these facts because the
Lotus Table Console which has been under-
going tests in our laboratory employs a
circuit of this type, and we are able to
say, without the least hesitation, that it is a
remarkably good receiver.

The set in question is the A.C. mains
version, retailing at 16 guineas, but two
other versions viz., a D.C. mains and a
battery model, are also available.

Overloading Avoided.
In taking over a receiver for test one's

first impressions arising from a cursory
inspection of the externals are often a reli-
able guide as to the efficiency of the design.

For instance, " shoddy " cabinet work,
badly fitted and " sloppy " controls, and
so forth, all tend to leave one with the
feeling that the set is merely a haphazard

No. 6

THE LOTUS ALL -ELECTRIC BAND-PASS
THREE FOR A.C. MAINS

collection of parts which may, or may not,
work satisfactorily.

There is nothing like this about the
Lotus Table Console. Everywhere there is
evidence that the receiver has been built
up to a standard and not down to a price.
The design has a pleasing solidity, and the
cabinet is tastefully and nicely finished.

With regard to the circuit itself, as we
mentioned previously, it consists of S.G.,
detector, and Pentode. Appreciating the
vital need for selectivity, the makers have
paid considerable attention to this point.

Thus we have a mixed filter band-pass
aerial tuner and a tuned anode " ganged "
together, and operable from a single tuning
knob on the front of the cabinet.

The variable -mu S.G. valve has the
usual potentiometer control, and there is
no possibility whatever of overloading
any of the valves even in those areas close
to powerful Regional stations.

At this juncture we would say a few
words about the selectivity of the receiver
in practice.

Ample Volume.
We tested the set in Tallis House, using

the larger of our two outdoor aerials. (This
is a severe test, since the aerial is of high
capacity) and had no difficulty in separating
the Midland Regional transmission from
the London Regional. There was also a
definite gap between the two London
programmes. Similarly, Radio Paris came
through without the slightest trace of back-
ground from Daventry. These results were
obtained using the least selective aerial
tapping and there is, of course, a second
aerial socket which provides still higher
selectivity.

The triple gang condenser has a smooth
movement, a trimmer being available for
fine tuning and the illuminated tuning scales
are calibrated directly in wavelengths.
Reaction is applied to the detector -grid
circuit; the moving vanes of the differential
reaction condenser being joined to earth so
as to eliminate hand -capacity effects.

Passing on to the detector, this is a grid -
leak rectifier which, in the " gramophone "
position, functions as an L.F. amplifier,
the grid then being automatically biased
in the conventional manner.

This is followed by a single stage of
L.F. coupled by a transformer to a
Pentode of the M.P.T.4 type, having
an output (undistorted) of approximately
2 watts.

The output from the Pentode is fed
into a Magnavox moving -coil speaker
(mains energised) via a suitable output
transformer.

Although the circuit of this. Lotus

receiver is of a straightforward, well -
tried type, there sre certain refinements
which are worth noting. For example, the
tuning scales are independently illuminated
by two lamps. That is to say, when the
wave -change switch is rotated from the
medium to the long -wave position, and
vice versa, the appropriate scale lights up,
and there is never any doubt as to which
waveband the set is tuned to.
Excellent Reproduction.

There is also provision for both a mains
aerial and an internal aerial. The former
is particularly useful to those who cannot
erect an ordinary aerial, and the latter is
a boon to listeners who reside within the
" swamp" area of a Regional transmitter.
We have already dealt with the question of
selectivity, but so far have said nothing
about the range or reproduction. The
range of the set is very good indeed. Such
stations as Huizen, Radio Paris, Eiffel
Tower, Northern Regional, and Brussels
were receivable in daylight at excellent
volume, and after dark most of the well-
known Continentals on the medium wave-
band could he tuned in without difficulty.
The tonal qualities of the set are above the
average, and the combination of Pentode
and Magnavox speaker gives just the right
proportion of high to low notes, with an
absence of " bass boom " or undesirable
resonances.

(Continued on next page.)

SOUNDLY DESIGNED

The tuning circuits are completely shielded by
the three metal " cans " seen on the right of

the triple " gang " condenser.
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4

THE LOTUS ALL -ELECT RIC BAND-PASS THREE-(continued from previous page.)

'Ii

The various power leads are
neatly arranged on a terminal
strip, whence they are bunched
together and taken to the

underside of the chassis.

The Detector valve --a Mallard
004V.- -is of the leaky -grid
type. It functions as an
L.F. valve when the switch is in

the " Gram " position.

The use of a variable mu
screened grid valve ensures
high amplification combined
with a pre -detector control

of volume.

An Osram Iff.P.T.11, or similar
type Pentode output valve,
provides ample volume for
all ordinary purposes and up to
2 watts can be handled without

distortion.

III

its I

A Westinghouse metal rectifier
is employed for converting the

A.C. voltages to D.C.

The receiver is designed for use
on A.C. mains of 290 volts and
over, and the adjustment for
different voltages is a simple

operation.

An Internal Aerial enables
those listeners who reside within
the. " swamp " area of a
Regional transmitter to obtain
adequate separation of the twin
programmes. Provision is also
made for using the mains as an

aerial

45116BMIIIIMP
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" 0 S C OW ! Almost hear him take his

breath. These Exide and Drydex Batteries

certainly have pepped the old set up.,,

t+xt6e AND
 Exide Batteries for wireless low tension

and high tension. Drydex Dry Batteries

for wireless high tension and grid bias.
Also for torches, cycle lamps and bells.

EXIDE WIRELESS BATTERIES ARE

USED IN NINE OUT OF EVERY

TEN BRITISH SHIPS BATTERIES FOR WIRELESS

Obtainable from Exide Service Stations and all reputable dealers.
EXIDE BATTERIES, EXIDE WORKS, CLIFTON JUNCTION, NEAR MANCHESTER, BRANCHES: LONDON, MANCHESTER, BIRMINGHAM, BRISTOL, GLASGOW, DUBLIN, BELFAST

P.I 4
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IRRISTOLIAIIS held sway over the West
I/ Regional ether during the week ending

September 24th, when Bristol Radio
Week was held. The energetic co-operation
of the B.B.C. was a token- of their anxiety
to serve listeners on the English side of the
Bristol Channel.

The West Regional staff at Cardiff are
in the unhappy position of having to serve
two masters-the Welsh and the English.
Welsh listeners are inclined to be jealous
of such features as the Bristol Radio Week
broadcasts ; whilst " Welsh Interludes "
and such -like don't arouse enthusiasm in
Somerset and Gloucestershire.

The B.B.C. did Bristol well. There was
a special public broadcasting studio at the
Colston Hall. where admiring crowds
watched broadcasters in action-and the
B.B.C. had not been stingy, for such noted
artistes as Dennis Noble, Leonard Henry,
the Victor Olof Sextet, and Marie Hall
appeared.

A Serious Indictment.
That brings me to a remarkable state-

ment about programme expenditure in the
provinces, made by a Birmingham news-
paper, as follows

Money, of course, is the stumbling -
block. It can be spent like water in London,
but provincial allowances have for some
time now been cut almost to the bone,
and not until the purse strings have been
loosened a trifle will the provinces have
that full chance of developing their local
resources which once was declared to be the
aim and intention of the regional system."

Can this allegation be justified ? The
B.B.C. should reply to such a serious in-
dictment.

NOTES FROM THE
MIDLANDS AND THE

WEST
Does the B.B.C. leave its provincial
stations short of adequate financial
support? This question is raised

below by 4
Our SPECIAL CORRESPONDENT.

Landline charges must make a formid-
able figure in provincial expenditure, for
relays are becoming increasingly numerous.
During the autumn the Midland Regional
programme will include broadcasts from
far beyond Birmingham itself. From
Coventry came the Journalists' Concert on
October 5th, and the Railway Concert on
November 2nd will also be broadcast. From
Nottingham on October 8th there was
an interesting organ and choir programme
of English music relayed from St. Mary's
Church, and on the previous evening the
second act of " Don Giovanni," was per-
formed by the Carl Rosa Opera Company
at Nottingham.

Derbyshire's week will be that com-
mencing October 31st ; Herefordshire,
November 21st; and Lincolnshire, Decem-
ber 12th.

County Programme Features.
Historical pageants will also be a feature

of the county programmes, and West
Regional carried out a similar idea in
relation to Bristol during the Bristol
Week-a programme called " The Time

Train," a panorama of incidents in Bristol
history from 1702 to the present day.
The New- Droitwieh Station.

Negotiations for the purchase of a site
for the new Droitwich station are not yet
completed, I hear, but B.B.C. engineers
are busy designing the station and tenders
will soon be coming in for parts of the
equipment. A B.B.C. statement that the
advent of Droitwich -" May cause some
modification to the existing scheme of
distribution of alternative programmes "
has caused some perplexity,. and one
Midland writer hazards the guess that this
is something to do with the system of
landlines.

To Be Closed Down.
Actually, what is in the back of the

B.B.C.'s mind is that Droitwich may
render some stations, such as London
National and North National, redundant,
and so permit them to be closed down.

Meanwhile there is not much of the
" closing down " atmosphere about the
new West Regional Station, Watchet.

The masts are now completed and the
station buildings are in the busy hands of
the bricklayers and carpenters.

Incidentally, it is thought that something
in the way of a record has been achieved
by the erecting of the second of the giant
masts. Five hundred feet in height, this
mast was actually erected, from base to
summit, in twenty working days.

Read
MODERN WIRELESS e

 Britain's Leading Radio Magazine. 1E:

IP' CO W 1E Ft u iir5
The simplest and most effective way of operating your

-existing Battery Type Receiver from the A.C. Mains is to use
FERRANTI UNITS-an H.T. Eliminator to replace your

THIRD EDITION H.T. batteries, and a Ferranti Trickle Charger to keep your
accumulators perpetually charged and in good condition.

The first smoothing or filter arrangements ever devised were
the subjects of a patent taken out by Dr. Ferranti as long
ago as 1888, and the first radio power units to use the metal
rectifier were also produced by Ferranti.

A Ferranti Power Supply Unit is a combination of
unparalleled experience, manufacturing facilities and skill.
No better units are available at any price.

NEW & REVISED

alicleakrkordireet

FERRANTI LTD., Head Office & Works: HOLLINWOOD, LANCASH

TYPE El. Maximum Output, 200
Volts, 115 `M iiiiamps - Price £11.11.0

TYPE E.2. Maximum Output, 120
Volts, 15 Milliamps. Two
Tappings - - Price 53.10.6

TYPE E3. Maximum Output, 150
Volts, 25 Milliamps. Three
Tappings - - Price £4.16.6

TYPE E4. For H.T. and A.C.
Low Tension. Maximum Out-
put, 240 Volts, 70 Milliamps ;
4 Volts, 5 Amps. and 4 Volts,
1 Amp. Five Tappings. Price £5 .11.6

London: BUSH HOUSE, ALDWYCH, W.C.2.
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DIRECT RADIO'S
PRIZE WINNING

"APEX KIT
NOW INCLUDES

UNIQUE STATION -FINDER

The APEX " x59" CABINET
CASH : C.O.D. : EASY PAYMENTS.

1 Permcol panel, 14 ins.
X 7 ins. ... 4 0

2 Colvern screened coils,
type T.D. ...

1 Ready Radio -0003-
mfd. solid dielectric

1 Ready Radio 3 -pt.
63

reaction condenser 2

wave -change switch 1
1 Ready Radio 2 -pt.

wave -change switch 10
1 Bingin on -off switch.

Snap type S.80 1 6
3 Valve -holders ... 1 6
1 T. C. C. 0003 - mfd.

fixed condenser " S " 1 3
1 T. C. C. -0002 - mfd.

fixed condenser " S" 1 3
1 T. C. C. .0001 - mfd.

fixed condenser"S" 1 3
1 T.C.C. 2-mfd. con-

denser ... ... 3 10
1 T.C.C. 1-mfd. con-

denser ... ... 2 10
2 Ormond 0005-mfd.

a.m. variable con-
densers No. 6 13 0

1 2-nieg. grid leak, wire
ends - 10

1 Manlier 30,011111 -ohm
resistance, wire ends,1 watt _ ... 1 0

1 Dubilier 209,000 -ohm
resistance, 1 watt 1 0

1 Ready Radio H.F.
choke

1 R.I. L.F. transformer,
Box 6 9

4 Belling Si Lee indi-
cating terminals ... 10

2 Terminal strips ... 1 0
1 Coil Glazite 6
1 Belling & Lee  5 -way

battery cord ... _ 2 0
1 Piece copper foil, 10

ins. X-53 ins. ... 1 0
Plugs, screws, etc. 73 Mullard valves:
PM12A, PM1HL,
PM2A 1 12 3

1 " 159 " walnut cabi-
net ... ... 16 9

1 Blue Print Free.
£5 :18:0

au/

17 0

KIT No. 1 gT,`,W2te)8

£3 : 9 : 0
or 10 monthly pay - 7/6ments of .

KIT No. 2 (With valves
less cabinet)

£5: 1 :3
or 12 monthly pay- 916

' ments of

KIT No. 3 (With valves
and cabinet)

£5:18:0
or 12 monthly Pay-

ments of

KIT No. 4
Complete with " 159 " Walnut
Consolette ' Cabinet, Siemens
Batteries, Oldham Accumulator,
Epoch Twentieth Century Moving -

Coil Speaker.

£9 : 1 0 : 6
mont'gtpsa.3zi 17/6or 12

"APEX " ACCESSORIES
£ a. d.

SIEMENS 120 - volts
H.T. battery ... 13 6

SIEMENS 9 -volts O.B.
ho siery 1 0

OLDHAM 050 L.T.
accumulator 9 0

EPOCH Twentieth Cen-
tury moving coil
speaker chassis ... 1 15 0

or in Epoch oak cabinet 2 7 6
ATLAS A.C. 244

H.T. unit ... 2 19 6
ATLAS A.R. 260

H.T. unit, with
trickle charger ... 4 10R. & A.. Type 50,magnetic type
speaker chassis 16 6

GRAHAM PARISH
Flit " earth 2 6

O

GREAT

FREE
GIFT.

TO APEX CONSTRUCTORS
THE

CALIBRATOR
EASY STATION

FINDER
Every "Popular
Wireless" enthusiast
must have a Calibra-
tor, the new gadget
that identifies For-
eign Stations by
name. Amazingly
simple to use, it
trebles the entertain-
ment value of any
Receiver. No set is
complete without it.

THAT IS WHY WE GIVE ONE ABSOLUTELY
FREE WITH EVERY DIRECT RADIO KIT
The Press says:
" Indispensable to Ether Searchers. Enables all stations to be
found and identified immediately . . . . Decide what station you
want and-hey presto-there it is! No more guessing! "

TO OVERSEAS CUSTOMERS. lVe specialise in
Radio for Export. Goods to your earaci specif lea -
Hon are very carefully packed and insured, all
charges forward. Terms : Cash with order, or
deposit one-third with order. Balance C.O.D.

THE

"PLUG-IN" TWO
Ormond '0005-infd. tun- s. d.ing

condenser, slow motion 6
1 .0003 - mfd. reaction

condenser .. 2 3
x R.I. " Dux " L.F. trans-

former .. .. 6 9
3 Coil holders .. .. 2 0

T.C.C. '0003-mfd. fixed
condenser .. 1 3

Dubilier 2-meg. grid
leak, 1 watt .. 1 0
4 -pin valve holders .. 1 0

I Ready Radio H.F. choke 1 6
I Ready Radio 2 -pt. push-

pull switch .. 10
5 Belling -Lee terminals 10
I Panel, Do' x 7", drilled 3 6

Baseboard io" x 8" 1" 1 0
2 Terminal strips e x 6
5 Wander plugs 10
2 Spades . , 4
6 Coils, l.ewcos Plug-in 1 4 0
2 Mullard valves:

P.M.zH.L. & P.M.2A. 15 6
Cabinet 11 9.

Flex, screws, et, 11
£4 2 6

KIT No. 1 (less valves
and cabinet) .. 62 15 0

KIT No. 2 (less cabinet
with valves) .. £3 10 0

KIT No 3 (with valves
and cabinet) .. , 24 2 6

"PLUG-IN TWO"
ACCESSORIES.

1 Siemens 120 -volts Cadet
H.T. battery ... 11 0

1 Oldham 0.25 accumulator 5 6
1 Siemens 9 -volts G.B. bat -
1 R. & A.. type 50, loud-

speaker chassis ... 16 6
1 "'Tilt " earth 2 6

50 feet rubber -ensued

DEMONSTRATIONS
Make a point of visiting our
Showrooms at 159, Borough
High Street, for interesting
demonstration of all new Kit

Sets and Loud Speakers,

Telephone and Telegrapl
Orders receive immediate
attention. Telephone : Hop
3000. Telegrams : Dirrad,
Sedist, London.

CASH, C.O.D. AND EASY PAYMENT ORDER FORM
To : Direct Radio Ltd., 159, Borough High Street, London, S.E.1

Please dispatch to me at once the following goods

(a) I enclose
(Cross out line) rfor which (b) I will pay on delivery not applicable." 4.

(c) I enclose first deposit of
NAME
ADDRESS P.W. 15;10'32

suppeiedi
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All Editorial communications should be addressed to the Editor, =
POPULAR WIRELESS, Tanis House, Tanis Street, London, E.C.4. = BEHAVING ITSELF?

The Editor will be pleased to consider articles and photographs dealing with all subjects appertaining to wireless

-' work. The Editor cannot accept responsibilitu for manuscripts or photos. Everu care will be taken to return
MSS. not accepted for publication. A stamped and addressed envelope must be sent with everii' article. All
inquiries concerning advertising rates, etc., to be addressed to the Sole Agents. Messrs. John 14. Lile, Ltd.,
4...Ludaate Circus. London. E.G.&

The constructional articles which appear from time to time in this journal are the outcome of research
and experimental work carried cut with a view to improving the technique of wireless reception. As much of
the information given in the columns of this paper concerns tile moat recent developments in the radio world,
scribe of the arrangements and specialties described neap be the subjects of Letters Patent, and the,sintatear
and the Trader would be well advised to obtain permission of- the patentees to use the patents before doing so.

QUESTIONS AND
ANSWERS

S.G. AMPLIFIER ON SHORT WAVES.
 W. W. C. A. (Wolverhampton).-" My busi-
ness frequently takes me abroad for uncertain
periods, and so I am not a iegular reader of
your paper. But I get it when I can, being
interested more especially in short-wave

reception, and having found your ' Magic,'
very good indeed for this.

" I have always rather mistrusted H.F.
amplification on the short waves, but lately -
I was introduced to a circuit which is causing
me to change my mind. It is an S.G. unit, with
H.T. and L.T. leads to the set batteries, and
aerial and output terminals.

" Its aerial terminal goes to a 000t mfd.
variable, which is joined to aerial coil (plug-in)
grid and .0001-mfd. tuning condenser by its
other terminal.

"The screening grid goes to a 2 mfd. and to
two resistances (spaghetti), of 50,000 and
30,000 ohms. Both 50,000 and the 2 mfd.
(other sides) go to filament, and also to other
side of aerial eoilholder and moving vanes of
that condenser.

"In addition, there is a short-wave choke,
joined to the H.T. plus and other side of the
30,000 ohm. The plate terminal goes to the
other side of this choke, and also to a .0001
(or thereabouts) variable, which is fixed on its
other side to the output terminal. And
this condenser is worrying me a bit.

" The unit's output terminal goes to my
detector's ' aerial,' so this .0001 would appear
to govern the coupling from unit 0.4nain,set.
And I don't think I get it adjuniedproperly.
I should greatly appreciate any hints you can

(Continued on page 298.)
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IS YOUR SET F-

E Perhaps your switching doesn't work t:
ptoperly ? Of some mysterious noise has

 appeared and is spoiling your radio recep-
= tion ? Or-one.-ot the batteries seems to E

run down much. faster than formerly ?
Whatever your radio problem may be,

 remember that -the -Technical Query Depart -
E meat is thoroughly equipped to assist our =

-ready's, aadloffers--itirunrivalled service.
-F. Full details, including scale of charges, can =
= be.obtained direct from the Technical Query E. Dept., POPULAR WIRELESS, The Fleetway

House, Farrifigdiat Street, London, E.CA.
 A postcard will do. On receipt of this an
 Application Form will be sent to you post =

free immediately. This application will EF,
z., place you under no obligation whatever, =
= but, having the form, you will know exactly =

what information we require to have before
us in order to solve your problems.
LONDON READERS. PLEASE NOTE : .1-="

Inquiries should NOT be made by 'phone or .7.
in person at Fleetway House or Tanis House. =

*0 44
it(IC>i0CL

TWO COLVERN T.D. COILS
The Colvern T.D. Coil is completely screened and incorporates
tapped aerial coupling and reaction.
Four alternative aerial tappings are arranged as sockets with a
wander plug.
The first two tappings give aerial couplings similar to those normally
employed but with greatly increased selectivity.
Numbers 4 and 5 give a high degree of selectivity with weak aerial
coupling suitable for use in a swamp area. There is no break through
on the long wave -band from B.B.C. Stations.

Specified for the " APEX " RECEIVER :-
TWO COLVERN Type T.D. COILS per pair, 17/-
One 30,000 ohm STRIP -RESISTANCE, 2'3 SUPER

SELECTIVITY
Our -1933 Booklet Radio List No. 10 is now available and free on request. ON BOTH

WAVE -BANDS
COLVERN LIMITED, MAWNEYS ROAD, ROMFORD, ESSEX
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A Standard
SPEAKER IN YOUR SET
MEANS BETTER REPRODUCTION

You will notice a vast
improvement in tone
when you fit a Standard
Speaker. Standard made
the first " quality "
speakers, and the
technical knowledge and
first-class workmanship
which are behind every
Standard speaker is the
result of years of practi-
cal experience and re-
search.
Type S.S.P.
Standard Permanent
Magnet Speaker Chassis
(as illustrated).
List Price, including
Transformer 41.6
Energised types also
available from 30/9.

Standard Loudspeaker
Chassis leaflet sent on

request.

Standard Tilephones 547111sld and Cables Limited
oy

(Radio Merchandise Dept.),
St. Chad's Place, 364, Gray's Inn Rd., London, W.0.1

Telephone : Terminus 6255.

STUDY
AT

HOME

YOU CAN HAVE A
COLLEGE TRAINING
IN ALMOST ANY
CAREER FOR A FEW
SHILLINGS MONTHLY

IN
YOUR
SPARE
TIME

LET ME BE YOUR FATHER
Unless you are in
touch with all
branches of industry,
you cannot see the
possibilities of em
ployment, but with
our gigantic organ-
isation we are in
touch with every
sphere of activity and
we know that in
many trades and
professions there are
more vacancies than
there are trained
men to 611 them.

WE DO NOT
PROFESS TO
ACT AS AN
EMPLOY MENT
AGENCY, BUT
WE CERTAINLY
ARE IN A POSI-
TION TO GIVE
FATHERLY AD-
VICE ON ALL
CAREERS AND
THE POSSI-
BILITY OF
EMPLOYMENT
THEREIN.

WE teach by post all branches of the
following vocations and specialise

in all examinations connected
therewith. Our advice
is always Free.

otos
0 oto'

Accountancy
Examinations

Advertising and Sales Manage-
ment

A M.I. Fire E. Examination
Applied Mechanics
Army Certificates
Auctioneers and Estate Agents
Aviation Engineering
Banking
Boilers
Book-keeping, Accountancy and

Modern Business Methods
B.Sc. (Eng-)
B.Sc. (Estate Management)
Building, Architecture and Clerk

of Works
Chemistry
Civil Engineering
Civil Service
All Commerical subjects
Commercial Art
Concrete & Structural Engineering
Draughtsmanship. All branches
Engineering. All branches,

subjects and examinations

vs-cx

ots
Sviosva

General
Education

Heating and Ventilating
Insurance
Mathematics
Matriculation
Metallurgy
Mining, all subjects
Mining Electrical Engineering
Motor Engineering
Municipal and County Engineers
Naval Architecture
Pattern Making
Police. Special Course
Preceptors, College of
Pumps and Pumping Machinery
Radio Reception
Road -Making and Maintenance
Salesmanship
Sanitation
Secretarial
Shipbuilding
Shorthand (Pitman's)
Structural Engineering
Surveying
Teachers of Handicrafts
Telephony and Telegraphy
Transport
Weights and Measures " Insp."
Wireless Telegraphy and Tele-

phony
Works Managers

IF YOU DO NOT SEE YOUR OWN REQUIREMENTS
ABOVE, WRITE TO US ON ANY SUBJECT

DO NOT DELAY-
THERE MAY BE CHANCES FOR YOU TO -DAY FOR
WHICH YOU MAY BE TOO LATE TO -MORROW.

EVERY DAY COUNTS IN A MAN'S CAREER.

tar
IT COSTS NOTHING TO ENQUIRE.

WE TEACH BY POST IN ALL PARTS
OF THE WORLD.

Also ask for Our New Book (FREE OF CHARCE).

"PI

THE HUMAN MACHINE
Secrets of Success.

,Note Address Carefully:
THE

BENNETT COLLECE LTD.
(Dept. 106),

SHEFFIELD.
Dent. 106
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RADIOTORIAL
QUESTIONS AND ANSWERS

(Continued from page 296.)

give me on this, as I have a feeling that
results with this unit will be something to
write home about when I can get it going
as it should.

One other trouble. A run-down H.T.
battery unpleasantly informed me that the
resistances are across H.T. plus and neg. all
the time, unless the H.T. plug is taken right
out of the battery all the time that the set is
off. Could this be switched with the L.T.
switch in any way ? "

The last point can be dealt with in a few words, so
we will cover that first. Unless your L.T. battery
switching is of an unusual type you will not be able
to do anything about switching off the " resistance "
circuit with your L.T. switch. But all you need is an
ordinary on -off switch connected in that (resistance)
circuit, and operated whenever the ' main on -off
switch is operated.

Incidentally, it is a good plan to use similar
switches, and then one gets used to operating them
simultaneously, especially if they are placed close
together.

The unit which you describe is of a very successful
type, and has been recommended in P.W." as
being suitable for use in front of almost any type of
short-wave set. To operate, You should tune in your
ordinary set in the usual way, and then rotate your
new tuning control on the unit. Probably one of
two things will happen-either the detector will
stop oscillating, or else the signal tuned in will
disappear or change in pitch.

'If the former happens, probably your S.G. to
detector coupling is too tight. So slacken off the
coupling condenser to cure this.

Tune in carefully to Morse or a carrier -wave, with
the detector oscillating, and then slowly rotate the
S.G. tuning dial also, to see if this alters the pitch of the
received note. If so, your S.G. tuning Is too sharp,
so damp the S.G. circuit by increasing the aerial
coupling a little. (note capacity in the aerial series
condenser.)

Correct and careful adjustment of these two
condensers will enable you to land a setting at which
the S.G. tuning condenser acts as a good volume
control, bringing up the weak stations very notice-
ably when " in step."

There are other advantages in the method, but the
key to correct operation is the balancing of the
two condensers as detailed above. -

Rebuilding for New Cabinet.
H. N. (Shadwell, London, E.).-" Knowing

one of the chaps in the furniture and cabinet
trade centred near me I came into possession,
for next to nothing, of a beautiful walnut
cabinet, which I am going to use for containing
the wireless.

" Being plenty big enough for books as well,
I am going to work in a shelf for these, and l-
am going to take my time on the job, which
won't be done much before Christmas.

" I am re -building the set, of course, as the
old set is not fit to be seen in the same room as
the new cabinet. But I want to shift the parts
round a bit, though sticking to the same circuit.

" And here is the snag. In almost every case
I can read, or hear of, the mains unit, etc., is
kept quite separate from the set, but I would

" P.W." PANELS, No 93.-BERNE, SWITZERLAND.
The Berne station works on 246 metres, and a power of '5 kilowatt. Its programmes, however, are =

frequently heard in this country via Schweizerischer Landessender.

The latter is the powerful German-speaking Swiss station on 459 metres, which relays Basle, Berne,
and Zurich programmes.

Berne is 463 miles from London. It  closes down with the " Marche de Berne."

'211111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111[11.

DO YOU KNOW~
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like my mains wiring to be partly on a small
shelf just below the main wireless baseboard.
and partly on the actual baseboard.

" Is there any objection to combining and
separating it in this way ? I should, of course,
keep to the same wiring as before, but some a
the leads would be longer ? "

You must proceed very carefully if you are to be
uccessf id in rebuilding.

The reason that the mains section is so generally a
separate entity, removed from the baseboard or'
occupying a restricted portion of it, is that the set -
and the mains wiring do not " get on together " as

(Continued on page 300.)

E The Answers to the following Questions ?
There is no " catch " in them, they ==

E are just interesting points that crop up E
in discussions on radio topics. If you f:

E like 'to try to answer them, 'you can E.
 compare your own solutions with those E
a that appear on a following page of this
U number of " P, W."

- (1) Which two stations are- "radio
neighbours " of the London Re-
gional (occupying the adjacent
wavelengths) ?

What is the name of the Portuguese
station on 431 metres (imme-
diately below Stockholm) ?

Is there any objection to undoing fi
loudspeaker leads when the set is
switched on ?

* * *
Who is the present Chief
of the B.B.C. ?

(2)

(3)

(4) Engineer

4
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 From the NEW

wEAFti
BOOKLET !

BEFORE you start building any set get the NEW Wearite
Booklet G.N.! Whether it is Coils, Resistances, Chokes.

Transformers, Switches, or cornponents of special design, consult
this illustrated booklet first. Every component listed in it is
built up of years of experience of the needs of the constructor.
Each and every product has the

-YOU WILL NEED THESE
WEARITE PARTS FOR

THE " APEX "
Paxolin Panel 14" x 7' X 4"
Price 6/-

x 3 -pt. Switch (G.W.C.) Price
1/3 or (G.23) Price 1/6
2 -pt Switch (G.S.P.) Price
1/- or (G.22) Price 1/-

3 4 -pin Valve Holders (St)
Price 1 /3 each

x 30,00o -ohm D.P. Resistance
Price 2/9

x Screened H.F. Choke (HFP)
Price 3/6

-and for the best results from
any set use the new Wearite
Selectivity Control Aerial
Lead-in (S.G.A.) Price 11-.
AND FOR THE" PLUG-IN

TWO '
2 Valve Holders (4 -pin) (Si)

Price 1/3 each
 H.F.Screened Choke (H.F. P.)

Price 3/8
2 -pt. Switch (G.22 or G.S.P)
Price 1/.

stamp of efficiency on it- t
'WE ARIT E.' Remember
Wearite was the first name in
Radio Components-and is still I

first to -day.

SEND FOR YOUR
COPY NOW ! WRITE
FOR BOOKLET

No. P.1.

Wearite will solve your technical
difficulties. Write to "Service
Dept." if you have a problem.

WRIGHT & WEAIRE Ltd.,
740, HIGH ROAD, TOTTENHAM, N.1111

Tel : Tottenham 3847IS and 3017.

V 2395-
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THE NEW
"LANGMORE"

RADIO CABINET No. G.5.
MADE OF SEASONED OAK

(FOR USE WITH OR WITHOUT GRAMOPHONE)

PRICE

38/6 Each
Packed Free.

These Radio -Gramophone Cabi-
nets are very strongly constructed
and beautifully finished Jacobean
Oak. The Motorboard provided
is removable, so that the cithinet
can be used as an ordinary radio
cabinet if desired.
Overall : 39 ins. high, by 22 ins.

wide by 18 ins. deep.
Gramophone Compartment :

Gives 5 ins. clearance for Pick-
up and Turntable.

Wireless Compartment : To
take a Panel up to 18 ins. by 8
ins. and ample space for Motor.

Speaker Compartment : 18 ins.
Wide by 16 ins. High by 14
ins. Deep.

All are fitted with Hinged Lid
and Stay, Heavy Motorboard and
Baseboard. The whole of the
back is removable so that all
parts are easily accessible.
WRITE FOR ILLUSTRATED
CATALOGUE, POST FREE.

Carriage Paid to any address in Gt. Britain. Trade Enquiries Invited.

THE MISCELLANEOUS TRADING CO., LTD.,
13 & 17, NEW OXFORD STREET, LONDON, W.C.1

'Phone : Holborn 4894.

WHY ? Because it is the only rectifier to combine
long life with high efficiency, so as to ensure a
steady and lasting high-tension supply.

The WESTINGHOUSE BRAKE & SAXBY SIGNAL Co. Ltd.
82, York Road, King's Cross, LONDON, N.1.

BUY 100%

BRITISH

LOOK
FOR "EDDY"
IN YOUR
DEALER'S
WINDOW

Mazda valves are standardised by most leading
British receiving set manufacturers. They are
designed by British engineers and manufactured
throughout in our British factory devoted entirely
to Mazda valve production. You can buy with
confidence!
Always ask for Mazda valves your dealer
has them.

The amazing

Maxda Sado Vain, an

THE
BRITISH

VALVE 5
andaarred pa G., Solara for Tat Hama Tinnam.Haia Ca Lid.. 4.6. of Rail>
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New ?limes Sales Co

SAFEST FOR EASY TERMS
LUMEN " SKYSCRAPER 3." Chassis model
with (Lissen) S.G. detector and pentode..

Cash Price 14/9/6.
Complete with Lissen HIGH POWER valves.
Balance in 11 monthly payments of 8/3.

Carriage paid.

With

813
order

LISSEN " SKYSCRAPER 3." Kit with
Lissen Valves, Walnut Consolette cabinet and With
special pentode balanced armature speaker 11/6

Cash 'price 86/5/0.
Balance in 11 monthly payments -of 11/6. order

Carriage paid:
COSSOR MELODY MAIHR. 'Model. 335.
Complete with valves, speaker,and cabinet.
Employs Cossor Variable -Mu- S.G, B.F.
stage, detector and power.

CasILPrice 17/17/0.
'Balance in 11 monthly payments of 14/10.

Carriage paid.
COUCH MELODY MAKER. Model 334.
With metallised Variable -Mu S.G. and detec-
tor valves, power valve and cabinet. .

Cash Price. $11/7/6.
Balance in 11 monthly payments of 11/10.

Carriage paid.
B.T.H. SENIOR PICK-UP. Complete with With
arm and base. Cash Price 122/210. 3110Balance in 11 monthly payments of 3/10.

Carriage paid. order
GARRARD INDUCTION MOTOR. For A.C.
mains. Model 202. 52 -in. nickel motor plate With
fully automatic starting and stopping switch. 417

Cash Price 42/10/0.
Balance in 11 monthly payments of 4/7. order

Carriage paid.
R & A " VICTOR " PERMANENT MAGNET WithMOVING -COIL SPEAKER DE LUXE. With g.,),ff
6 -ratio input transformer and protecting grill. DIU

Cash Price 6,3/10/0.
Balance in 11 monthly payments of 6/5. order

With

101 -
order

With

101 -
order

BLUE SPOT 99PM PERMANENT MAGNET With
MOVING -COIL SPEAKER with tapped 5/6
input transformer. Cash Price 12/19/6,
Balance in 11 monthly payments of 5/6, -- order -

ATLAS A.C. ELIMINATOR, TYPE A.C.244. WithThree tappings, S.G. detector and power.
Output, 120 volts at 20 m.a.

Cash Price 12/19/6.
Balance in 11 monthly payments of 5/0. order
W.B. PERMANENT MAGNET MOVING- with
COIL SPEAKER, TYPE P.W.2, Complete

Cash Price 54/5/0. order
with multi -ratio input transformer. 1710
Balance in 11 monthly payments of 7/10.
EPOCH " 20 C " PERMANENT MAGNET With
MOVING -COIL SPEAKER. With 5 -ratio gf6
transformer. Cash Price 61/15/0. 10'Balance in 5 .monthly payments of 6/6. order

BLUE SPOT SPEAKER UNIT AND CHASSIS,
TYPE 100U. Sensitive to remarkably small
inputs. For power or pentode.

Cash Price 21/12/6.
Balance in 6 monthly payments of 5/2.

With

512
order

Any items advertised in this journal sent C.O.D.
l' 'value over 101- sent all C.O.D. charges paid
It LuteTO NEW TIMES SALES CO. 56 iondon,dga E.C.4.Hill ' 4

Please send me (a) 1933 Lists
4

)). (5) for which 1 enclose first 4
10' Payment of i s d , 4

Name 4
4t, Address
4t A P.W. 100/32 4

RADIOTORIAL
QUESTIONS AND ANSWERS

(Continued from page 298.)

a rule. Associated with the mains are stray electro-
magnetic fields and unsmoothed currents that can
introduce hum into any set -wiring in close proximity.

So, as a general rule, the further you can keep)
the " mains " wiring away from the set proper the
better.

WHAT'S WRONG?

IS IT THE VALVEHOLDER ?

Robust and reliable as the modern
 valveholder is, there are several points
that need watching when mounting it,
especially on a metal covered baseboard.

Misuse may break one of the spring
contacts (see above). And if it becomes
bent the spring may touch the metal
on which the holder stands. For
this reason it is advisable to insert
cardboard or other insulator between
the baseboard and the holders.

If you get trouble that you cannot clear up
remember that for a small charge a suggested layout
for your own particular needs will be drawn up by
the Technical Query Department.

VISUAL TUNING WITH THE " APEX."
V. K. F. (Southampton).-" Having built

the Apex exactly to the blue print, my first
evening with the set convinces
me it is just what I havo been
looking for. All I want now is
the biggest sheet of graph
paper I can lay hands on, and
a few undisturbed nights to
draw up a log of everything I
can tune in.

? There is one question .1
should like to ask, and that is
about the use of a milliam-
meter for accurate tuning.

" As'I understand it, the idea
is that when a sensitive mil-
lia.mmetei is connected in the
plate circuit of the' detector
.valVe it it possible to see the
effect of tuning in a station by
the movement of the needle.
Is this really a better method
than judging- when you are
tuned exactly right by ear ?

ct I have got an unused 0 to 5 milliammeter,
and have, in fact, tried my luck, but without
success. Not' khowing the proper place to
put it, I thought maybe any part of the
detector plate wiring would do, and as the_
most convenient terminal was the ' fixed' on
the reaction condenser I undid this and put

inummtimmimmumummintrututitimmlimittmittn,

THE ANSWERS
..-4. TO THE QUESTIONS- ON PAGE 298
F.- ARE GIVEN BELOW.

(1) London Regional's " neighbours " are
= Graz, Austria, 352'1 metres, and Tiraspol,
= Russia, 3513'3 metres, which is now
:.=. sandwiched between London and Stutt-

gart (mithIacker), who is on 3130'5 metres.

-7*- (2) Parede.
* * *

= (3) Yes, when a pentode is used, particularly
if the set does not include a shunt circuit= across the output impedance.i *

(4) Mr. Noel Ashbridge. =
F.."- DID YOU KNOW THEM ALL?

the plus terminal of the milliammeter on the
H.F. choke wire and its other terminal to
' 14' ' on the reaction.

" There was no result when tuning, so I
suppose I got it wrong somewhere.

" Please say what you think of this idea for
tuning, and in the meantime I will get to know
whereabouts most of the stations lie, ready
for the final chart."

We unreservedly recommend the idea of a sensitive
milliammeter in the detector's plate circuit, for
accurate tuning.

The'ear is easily deceived about volume, and really
accurate adjustment of the dials on a loud programme
is consequently impossible by this means. But with
a milliammeter the uncertainty vanishes, and
tuning can be carried out with hairbreadth accuracy.

Your attempt at getting your new milliammeter
to work failed because you tried to insert it into the
reaction circuit, in which no steady current flows,
owing, the insulation of the reaction condenser.
The milliammeter is operated by the H.T current
which flows via H.T. plus 2 lead, L.P. primary, and
H.E. choke,, and therefore it must be placed where
this current will pass through it.

The top of the choke is a convenient place to cut
in on this circuit. Undo the top terminal and join
the milliammeter's plus terminal to the choke, and
its negative terminal to the lead that goes, via the
`0002 mfd. to plate of Y2.

TRADE JOTTINGS
By G. T. KELSEY.

IHAVE just had a demonstration of the
new Pis invisible aerial, and although
I have not- yet seen the Technical

-Editor's report on the efficiency of this new
device, I must admit that it strikes me as
being quite an ingenious idea.

This new aerial, which is 30 ft. long, is
in the form of a narrow self-adhesive strip,

FIRST PRIZE

RaDtO RECElVtRi.

AT MANCHESTER

The attractive " Lotus " van which took the judge's eye when
viewing the Radio Convoy from London to the Northern Exhibition

and the result is that it can be fixed any-
where in a few moments without tools or
fixing screws of any description.

It will stick to the wall, it will stick to
the door, and it will even stick to the

(Continued on page 302.)
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ave you heard this one

" It's the sad story of a man who claimed that
his moving -iron type loudspeaker can equal the
performance of my moving coil."

" Yes, but--"
" In this enlightened age, with the passing of the
moving -iron type and the obvious superiority of the
moving 'coil, it s as good a joke as I've heard."

" How so obvious ?
Why, technical experts unanimously agree-

performance proves it. The moving iron has a
limited frequency response. It lacks true bass,
without which orchestral reproduction is in-

complete. It lacks the purity of reproduction.
the power handling capabilities of the moving coil.
It serves its purpose as a link in the chain of
radio progress. but is definitely inferior to the
moving coil."

But Moving -Coil Speakers are expensive."
" Not at all. The R. & A. BANTAM costs
but 27/6, complete with Ferranti Transformer.
Cheaper than many a moving -iron type. It,
gives moving -coil performance. Why buy a
moving iron ? "

" Why, indeed "

The R. & A. " Bantam " is a Permanent -
Magnet Moving -Coil Reproducer of
thoughtful design and fl-wles con-
struction, and has a performance which
will satisfy the most critical ear.
Speech and music are reproduced with
remarkable fidelity and volume; and
sensitivity is such as to recommend its
use for small as well as large receivers.
It is definitely superior to any moving -
iron type at any price. Dimensions,
7,1s in. dia. by 32 in. deep.

YOUR DEALER CAN SUPPLY.

27/6
Complete.

REPRODUCERS & AMPLIFIERS  LTD.  WOLVERHAMPTON
Ilcidess

FIX A
PIX

21-

IN
YOUR

AERIAL
WITH
CLIP

2!0

Prices :
50 ft. 1/3
75 ft. 1/10

100 ft. 2/5

7 STRAND INSULATED
COPPER AERIAL WIRE

For greater volume and more stations fix this new
wonder aerial wire and realise the capabilities of
your set. If you have a steel aerial, change it at
once-better results absolutely guaranteed.
All the leading radio experts give enthusiastic testi-
mony of the great improvement over all other types
of aerial wire. No lead-in wire or insulators necessary.

AVOID IMITATIONS.

AERIALITE 9

(Provisional Patent 8532)
Obtainable from your Dealer, or direct from

AERIALITE LTD., 10, Amber St., Shudehill, Manchester

CUT OUT JAMMING
and increase the range and selectivity
of your set. Cut out those powerful
stations that t. swamp " your set,
and tune in loud and clear those 11
kw. programmes. A PIX is better
than a pre-set aerial condenser as it
has a minimum capacity of .000004,
a range of 40-1 max. to min., and is
cut out when closed. Send P.O.
to -day, or from your local dealer.
THE BRITISH P/X CO. LTD.
(Dept. 224), 118, Southwark Street,

LONDON, S,E. 1.

*WRITE FOR FREE
WCATALOGUE OF

LATEST MODELS.

OSBORN
RADIO CABINETS

Model No. 227. Beautifully
designed Radio - Gramophone
Cabinet, 3' 4" high x 2' 2"
wide X 1' 6" deep. Space for
speaker, 24 X 16". Accom-
modation for set and any type
of gramophone motor, 24" X
124" high. Baffle behind fret.
24" x 16". Special Silk
Fabric
PRICES. Ma.chined ready
to assemble : Oak £3.0.0,
Mahogany £3.5.0, Walnut
£3.15.0. Assembled ready it'
to polish Oak £4.0.0.
Mahogany £4.5.0, walnut
£4.15.0. Assembled and
polished: Oak £8.0.0;
Mahogany £5.15.0, Walnut
£8.10.0.

All models carriage paid.
CHAS. A. OSBORN. Dept. P.W.,The Regent Works, Arlington Street, London,

N.1. Telephone: Clerkenwell 5095. And at 21, Eases
Road. Islington, N.I. Telephone: Clerkenwell 5634.

Osborn Super Acoustic
Baffle Board prevents
90%, speaker worry.
Guaranteed no vibra-
tion. Any size bole cut
FREE. 18 X 18, 3/-;24 x24. 5/-; 30 x'
30. 8/-; 36 X 36. 11'3.

Carriage paid U.N.
Send for Free Sample.

118.. BLOCK " S."
Scottish National Radio
Exhibition, Edinburgh,

Waverley Market.
Oct. 12-22. .
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P. P.M
SOUNDEX

27/6
H[411.110U(11:1:111N:hvilt,

This chassis
where economy of space
is an important factor.
Although small in size-
the diameter is only a"
-the volume and tone
are truly remarkable.
The "Soundex" gives
amazing selectivity. A
universal tapped trans-
former is built on to the
chassis. Look where you
will, at 27'6 greater value
is unobtainable.

The P.P.M. Soundex can also be
obtained housed in a handsome
Walnut Cabinet, price 50/-.
Size : 101" high x 101" wide X

5f" deep.

cELESTION
the Very 6oul of Music

Colestion Ltd., London Road, KINGSTON -ON -
THAMES. London Showrooms : 106 Victoria

Street, S.W.1.

TRADE.. JOTTINGS
(Continued from page 300.)

curtains (various interests permitting !),
and as far as I could see it leaves no mark
when it is removed.

It is certainly a noble idea, and I shall be
interested to see the technical report when
it is through.
" Minimax " Now " Maximin."

It is apt to be a trifle irksome if, when you
order a perfectly good wireless set, you are
supplied with a fire-extinguisher instead.
After all, even though there may be times
when the programmes tend to make one
burst into flames, that doesn't altogether
justify the confusion on the part of the
suppliers.

Messrs Ferranti, too, have been having a
think about this little matter, and to do
away with all possibility of confusion they
have now changed the name of their popular
cheap kit -set from " Minimax " to Max-
imin." The set is exactly the same as
before, and it is only the name that has been
changed, so will interested readers kindly
note.
A Book on Tuning Coils.

The popularity of the I3ritish Ebonite
Company's handbook on wireless circuits,
which was first published a year or so ago,
has prompted the firm to bring out another
handbook on up-to-date lines.

1111111111111111111111111111111m1milift11111mummuniiiiiiiL:

NEXT WEEK
POPULAR WIRELESS
will contain details of

-F. A FINE ALL -ELECTRIC SET
FOR CONSTRUCTORS.

Order a Copy To -day !
;111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111T

This time the Becol Book is all about
Tuning Coils for Wireless Circuits, and it
includes all. manner of interesting dual -
range, band-pass and super- het. schemes.
In my opinion, the book constitutes a most
useful guide for the home constructor,
and it is worth every penny of the sixpence
that is charged for it.

You can obtain a copy by applying to
the British Ebonite Company Limited,
Nightingale Road, Hanwell, London. W.7.
The cost of the book includes postage.
Circuits for Mains Units.

I have just received a copy of a book
entitled " Mains Power For Your Radio,"
which has recently been 'produced by
Messrs. Heayberd & Co.

I have been carefully through the matter
that is contained in it, and .I must say that
I am impressed with the way in which it
has been prepared. There are, for instance,
no less than 15 circuit diagrams, complete
with lists of components, and voltage and
current output ratings for mains units
and charging apparatus. In fact, the book
contains a mains unit circuit for almost
every conceivable purpose, and this
new Heayberd publication is, I feel, an
effort that will be of interest to all home
constructors.

You can obtain a copy for yourself free
of charge by sending to Messrs. F. C.
Heayberd & Co., 10, Finsbury Street,
London, E.C.2.

Exact Aerial
Tuner, 250-2,000
metres. Works in
conjunction with
.0005 mfd. vari-
able condenser.

14! Post Free.

Exact INDUPAS
Aerial Tuner, 200-
2,000 metres. Gives
good selectivity
when tuned with
.0065 2 -ganged con-
denser. No screen
or special compo-
nents required.

20! Post Free.

If unable to obtain from your local dealer, order
front us, and we will despatch by return of post.

THE EXACT MANUFACTURING CO.,
Croft Works, Priory Street, Coventry.

RADIO SUPPLIES
Send your list of Radio needs for our quotation :
Kits, Parts, Sets, etc. Everything in Radiostocked, prompt delivery. 7 days' approval. Cata-logue free Taylcx & Standard Wet H.T. replace-

ments stocked.
P. TAYLOR, 57, Studley Rd., Stockwell, London.

PERMANENT
OR/ MOPHOPIE

NEEDLE!
A SENSATIONAL INVEN-
TION which revolutionises Gramo-
phone Music! ONE of these Mar-
vellous Needles will play . 50,000.
tunes Life of record prolonged
indefinitely, New records show no
deterioration after hundreds of
playings. Immeasurably better tone.
Marvellously improved results with
Radio -grains. Adjustable to Loud,
Medium and Soft. Fully patented.
Absolute satisfaction guaranteed.
Gladly sent on 7 days' Free Trial
against remittance. Send 7/6 NOW
to Sole Distributors
CROYDON STORES (Dept.P.W.1. Derby Road. Croydon.

LOUD SPEAKERS REPAIRED, 4/
Transformers 4/-, Headphones 4/-,, a 1 repatrs magnetised
free. Eliminator Repairs quoted for. 24 Hours Service.Discount for Trade. Clerkenteell 9069.E. MASON. 44, EAST ROAD, LONDON, N.1.

(Blue Spot a Specialitf 5/-0

THE PICTURE PAPER WITH THE
MOST NEWS

SUNDAY GRAPHIC
and Sunday News

WE invite readers to sup-
port our Advertisers,

-care being taken to accept
only announcements of

reputable firms !

IGRANIC
COMPONENTS
WILL TELL YOU .11011/ GOOD

TI1EY 4 RE
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THE LISTENER'S NOTEBOOK mirm''"mmimmin'
NOW CONVERT YOUR SET TO A

BEAurniur. RADIOGRAM

;103
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English are supposed to he shockingly had
linguists ; we need all the encouragement
we can get, and Senorita Laguna would do
well not to forget this.

All Alike.
Any musical play with Jan Van der

Gucht and Bobbie Comber in the cast is
worth listening to. As a rule I don't care
a rap who the females are, for they are all
so alike that it doesn't much matter.

I can't help feeling that broadcasting
offers nothing like the chances to the musical
comedy actress as does the stage. It seems
to have killed all originality in her for one
thing, fashioning her in such a way that
she is indistinguishable from any other.

It is a pity. of course, that the good quali-
ties, so essential for the stage, which she
doubtless possesses, are wasted on listeners.

An actress suffers through not being seen
more than the actor does, for most of the
weapons she employs to captivate -her seen
audience have to be put away when she
is in the studio, leaving her with a modicum
which isn't always adequate for the job.

Less One -Sided.
One feels grateful to wireless in times of

political crises. With opportunities given
to the leading actors concerned to state
their case we get an opportunity of hearing
all the facts, or at any rate a more compre-
hensive and less one-sided picture of the
situation than we were accustomed to get
when we relied on one daily newspaper only
for our information.

In this respect it was interesting to note
the omissions in the reports the next morn-
ing of the Samuel -Simon broadcast.

Quota of Talks.
We haven't to wait now for the return of

G.M.T. to tell us that summer has gone.
Radio programmes with their weighty
quota of Autumn Talks impart this informa-
tion quite as effectively.

These have been so numerous and attrac-
tive that listening -in has made a sudden and
heavy demand on our time.

Looking back on the Summer Season, I
think we listeners will agree that there has
been little cause for dissatisfaction. There
was a time, of course, when our enthusiasm
for wireless waned somewhat, but those of
us who wisely gave it a miss for a time, or
at any rate exercised a more moderate use
of it, return to it once more with renewed
zest.

Short-wave listening has been, interesting
throughout, and considering the unusually
high temperatures we have enjoyed, the
absence of any great atmospheric disturb.
ances has been really remarkable.

Hardly Recognisable.
One interesting feature of the opening of

the new term has been the obvious joie de
vivre of the speakers. Mr. Desmond Mac-
Carthy was hardly recognisable.

I always think him, with his heavy mono-
tone, rather a depressing speaker. But in
his new series on the Art of Reading, he is
anything but depressing. For one thing, he
seems thoroughly happy on this job, which
wasn't always the case-or so it seemed-
when he was reviewing books.

I could listen to him all night in his
present mood.

This 3 Guinea Cabinet
makes your Set
look worth 30 Guineas
NEVER before such a clever and con-

veniently designed Cabinet for con.
verting your existing Set to a

Radiogram. Comes to you with vignetted
front as illustrated and motor board, ready
to take your own Set, Gramophone Motor
and Pick-up. Transforms your Radio into
a combination instrument, presenting the
professionally finished appearance of the
most luxurious Radio -Gramophone money
can buy.
Suitable for all popular Sets such as the
Apex, Olympus Four, S.T.300, etc., as des-
cribed in all the leading technical journals.
Dimensions : Height, 381 in. ; width, 211 in.
depth, 151 in. ; panel, 18 x 8 in. ; baseboard,
14 in. Speaker Compartment, 17 x 191 in.
Ready fitted with back. Baffle Board 3/8
extra if required.
Supplied without standard vignette for Set
Panel but cut and drilled to customer's
own specification 31- extra.

1933 BUILT LIKE A FINE PIANO

ADAPTAGRAM Constructed of Walnut
with contrasting Wal-
nut inlaid Veneers.

CASH
or C.O.D.

or 3.E monthly payments of 619
Carriage and Packing 216 extra

England and Wales.

MODEL El MOTOR
Garrard Double Sprite Motor
12 - inch Turntable 0 Automatic
Stop. B.T.H. Tone -arm with Pick-
up, and Volume Control complete.
Automatic Needle Cup
Cash or C.O.D. ts
Guineas or 12
monty payments of 12' -

MODEL C ELECTRIOMOTOR
Collaro Induction Electric Motor with
Tone -arm, Pick-up and Volume Con-
trol in one unit. I2 -inch turntable.
Automatic Stop. Automatic Needle

Cash or C.0.15.
Y -Guineas or 12
monthly payments of

(For A.C. Mains.)
1 3'91

PETO-SCOTT CO. LTD., 77, CITY RD., LONDON E.C.1
Dear Sirs, Please send me CASH, C.O.D. or H.P. West End Showrooms:
1933 ADAPTACRAM Model A

631-* Model 13 6 Guineas 62, High Holborn,
Modal 0 7 Guineas. London,

or
W C.I

for which I enclose f s. d. Cash/Deposit Phone: Holborn 3248.
Name
Address®DIRECT FROM OUR

TAYLEX WET H.T. BATTERIES
Give long service, improved volumeand tone, very economical.

Replacements for Taylcx or Standard batteries at
low prices; details post free; also Bargain List.

Radio Kits and parts at lowest prices.
P. TAYLOR, 57, Studley Rd., Stockwell, London.

ENGINEERS
Sit down and think this ocrr. We believe that our
200 -page handbook, " ENGINEERING OPPOR-
TUNITIES," will show you the way to well -paid,
permanent and progressive employment. In any
case, the handbook costs nothing, and it will at
least show you various surprising possibilities
about which at present you know nothing. Can
you, can any man, who cares a hoot about his future,
afford to allow this opportunity for a worth -while
job to pass unheeded ? Think it over. Can you ?
We want you to read " ENGINEERING OPPOR-
TUNITIES." Among other things it gives details
of all recognised (Examinations (A.M.Inst.C.E.,
A.M.I.Mech.E., I.R.S., G.P.O., etc.), outlines
modern home -study courses in all branches of Civil,
Mech., Elec., Motor, Radio, Aero and Talkie Engin-
eering, and explains the unique advantages of our
Employment Department. The book is quite free.
Send a post -card for your copy NOW. We promise
that it will be a great moment of your time well spent.
THE BRITISH INSTITUTE OF ENCINEERINCTECHNOLOCY
401, Shakespeare House, 29 31, Oxford St.,London,W.1
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ELECTRADIX

NAVAL TELESCOPE. Gun sighting pattern, internal
focus ring. 24 ins. long, 2 ins. dia. , weight 6 lbs.
magnification  6 ; suitable day or night ; short or
long range.

Cost £25. Sale 17/6

PRISMATIC MONOCULAR for
range spotting. Cooke prism
and lens with distance gauge.
First Grade make in polished
Mahogany Case. Worth £5.

Salo 15/ -

OCTOBER SALE LIST
of 1,000 RADIO BARGAINS.

Post Free.

ELECTRADIX RADIOS
218, Upper Thames Street, E.C.4.

'Phone: City 0191.

REMEMBER I " POPULAR WIRELESS "
has the largest sale of any

WEEKLY WIRELESS JOURNAL.
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Your Set needs

The tiveiy'O'

TWO TYPES:
Standard 10 volt unit
capacity 2,750 5/6
milliamps.

Extra large capacity
5,500 milliamps 619
(10 volt unit).

BRITISH MADE by
Ordhant.& Son, Ltd.,
Denton, Manchester.
Est. 1865 and at
London, GlasgOw,
Belfast and Dublin.

A

-how to ensure it
Smooth, unvarying H.T. voltage is vital to
your Set. Fluctuations in the H.T. supply
mean shortened range, distorted tone and
reduced volume.- The only way you can
definitely ensure steady, constant H.T. volt-
age is to use an H.T. Accumulator. And
the most efficient H.T. Accumulator you can
use is the Lively '.

Why the Lively '0'
H.T. Accumulator
gives constant voltage

Because each 2 -volt cell is " air -spaced " from
its neighbours the Lively O' H.T. Accumu-
lator is leak -proof. As a result it gives all its
power to work your Set. Cell -to -cell leakage
is eliminated. It is full of life and vitality
right up to the time when it needs recharging
(every 3 or 4 months). It gives your Set the
constant voltage that it needs. Every Wire-
less Dealer sells the Lively O'.

ively,
H.T.
ACCUMULATOR

PUT THE LIVELY 0'
INTO YOUR RADI

1375

Some diverse and informative
jottings about interesting aspects

of radio technique.
4 By Dr. J.H.T.

TECHNICAL
.....

NOTES

ROBERTS, F. Inst.P.

Valves in Parallel.
QOME readers who use or contemplate
L., using power valves in parallel for the

output stage of the receiver are under
the impression that a higher anode voltage
must be used. This is not the case ; the
same voltage is used. (assuming the valves
to be approximately the same type, which
they ought to be), but the anode current is
increased.

If we assume for the sake of simplicity
that two identical valves are used in
parallel, then the same anode voltage will
be employed but the anode current. will be
double and, of course, by the same token,
the impedance of the stage will be halved.

When it, comes to the question of grid
bias, you will find it better to test the two
valves separately and not to apply the
same bias to them both because you cannot
assume, even if the valves are specified as
being identical, that they will operate best
with identical grid -bias voltages.

Use Proper Output Circuit.
In order to get the increased volume

which is the object of doubling or trebling
the output stage in this way, it is essential
to use a proper output circuit. If an
output transformer is used, the ratio of
this must be suited not only to the imped-
ance of the loudspeaker in the usual way,
but also to the resultant impedance" of the
valves which are paralleled. Generally
speaking, it is not advisable to use more
than two valves in parallel in this way.

Adjusting a Moving Coll.
If you have a moving -coil speaker which

is giving you every satisfaction, the best
thing you can do is to leave it alone ; but
my experience is that most moving -coil
speakers, owing to the nature of the
materials employed in connection with the
cone diaphragm, require from time to
time a certain amount of attention and ad-
justment.

You may find that the diaphragm has
got slightly out- of centre, and if the
clearance between the moving coil and the
pole piece is very small (as it should be),
this out -of -centre may cause contact
between the two and consequent jarring,
especially on low notes of large amplitude.

Securing the Diaphragm.
The edge of the diaphragm is sometimes

secured by fine chamois leather or by a thin
rubber sheet or canvas. Any of these
materials, especially the last two, tend to
become perished in course of time, and they
get stiff and unsatisfactory. Also, you
will often find that for some curious reason
the edging of the diaphragm gets all bulged
so that it pulls the diaphragm .out of its
symmetrical position. I have many times
examined moving -coil speakers in which
the edging of the diaphragm was in a

(Continued on next page.)
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shocking condition, and it was really sur-
prising that the speaker worked as well as
it did.

If you find the edging has gone wrong
the only thing to do is to remove it and
replace it by a fresh strip, taking care
always, as mentioned above, to 'keep the
diaphragm in its central position. This
precaution is particularly necessary with a
moving -coil speaker owing to the very free
or " floating condition of the diaphragm
and moving coil.

Locating Troubles.
It is surprising what a lot of trouble can

be caused by a very little thing. I was
using the other day a commercial radio-
gram and, having had this in use for many
months, I thought I had become accus-
tomed to its little idiosyncrasies. All of a
sudden, during the playing of a record, the
reproduction dropped off to about a quarter
of its normal volume.

The instrument was carefully overhauled
but the cause of the trouble could not be
found and anyhow it went right of itself,
So the search was abandoned for the time
being. A little later the same thing
occurred again, and this time, by a lucky
chance, I tried the change -over switch
from radio to gramophone.

I should explain that as this particular
instrument is never used for radio, but only
for a special purpose in connection with
radio -gram reproduction, this switch has
never been touched for months.

It turned out that the switch had for
some reason chosen to make bad contact
and as soon as it was pulled in and out a
few times, so as to clean the contacts, the
instrument functioned perfectly ; it was
then left in the gramophone position and
it has given no trouble since.

The Really All -Mains Receiver.
There are various types of set whtch are

now " all -mains " in every sense of the
word, since they use the mains not only for
supplying the whole of the power, both
H.T. and L.T., but also for bringing in the
signals as well. Sets of this kind are
eminently suited for flats and apartments
and for all situations where the use of an
outdoor aerial is impracticable, and the use
of an indoor aerial is at any rate incon-
venient.

Super-hets. and Selectivity.
I have more than once been asked whether

the super -heterodyne receiver, which is now
coming back so strongly into popularity in
view of the increasing congestion of the
ether and of the specially selective features
of the super -het., is likely to be of value for
the purposes of receiving television.

At first sight you might think that the
super -het. was " made to order " for tele-
vision purposes, because the question of
ether congestion and selectivity is and
always has been one of the many problems
connected with practical television.

One of the leading television experts in
the United States said recently, however,
that he thought there was a definite snag
in the use of the super -het. for television,
because of its very selectivity. The band
which has to be received for television

(Continued on next page.)

Wake
note of it

For all Low Frequency Amplification Stages fit the
Benjamin Transfeeda in place of a transformer and
secure that rich quality and volume from your speaker
which you can otherwise only obtain by the use of
the most expensive components.

You can connect up the Transfeeda to suit any type
of L.F. valve by using the appropriate terminals, as
shown on the accompanying instruction leaflet. It is

simple, it is inexpensive, it gives pure distortionless-
amplification and its name is the BENJAMIN
TRANSFEEDA-make a note of it.

If your Dealer is out of stock may
we send you a copy of Leaflet 1292
telling you all about the Transfeeda
and showing circuits in which it can
be used ?

BENJAMIN
TRANSFEEDA

THE BENJAMIN ELECTRIC Ltd., Tariff Rd., Tottenham, N.17
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GRIP
Here are some tests with
various well - known types of
wander plugs. Starting from a
small socket, each plug was
pushed into progressively larger
sockets until no contact was
made, the force needed to remove
the plug from each size of socket
being measured in ounces.

In each case the " Bowspring "
showed itself the better plug.
Here is an example.

Socket
diameter.

Grip of
Bowspring

Grip of typical
"split -pin" Plug.

.127" 65 oz. 20 oz.

.133" 36 oz. 2 oz.
.134" 28 oz. No contact

The "Bowspring " continued to make
contact until a socket size of just over
.144" was reached.

The "Bowspring "gives strong pressure
over a far wider range of diameters than
any plug we have so far tested.

New
BOWSPRINGll
Wander plug

BELLING -L E
Advt. of BELLING & LEE, Ltd., Cambridge Arterial Road. Enfield, Middlesex.

Str on g spring
and wide self -
adjust m ent.
Side entry, with
Belling - Lee
patent grip for

- flex. 12 i n-dicat io n s
and 6 plain
colours.

I"
A Home -
Made
Model
SPEED-
BOAT

Any fellow can easily build this nippy model
speed -boat by following the directions in the 1933
HOBBY ANNUAL-the book which tells you
how to make things and how things work.
Profusely illustrated, it contains- interesting
articles on stamp - collecting, model railways,
wireless, woodwork, ships, aeroplanes, motor -cars

end soon, Make sure of a copy,
At all
Newsagents - - - 6'- net

ALL

FAMOUS Makers' C Radio Gram Ay.,
Offer ! "Koff CABINET for vr

IMPROVES PERFORMANCE 50%
Polished Oak. Piano Tone Cab-
inet (42 in. high. 24 in. wide).
ON APPROVAL at Makers'
Prices I I You may return at
our expense it you wish to part

with it 3,000 elieolee, 13.11,C. Radio Press.
All Models from 351 -

to £15,

CO.
20.

Patent 8123. Users ob-
tain 50% to 100% greater
volume. The rich. mellow

1 0/' im1°Ede sthlYIred

tone brings a fine thrill
PHOTOGRAPHS AND

LISTS FREE.

PICKETTS Plano lone Cabinets (P.W
Albion Rd , Itexleybeatb, Kent

SECCOTINE
REGO.

THE WORLD'S MOST FAMOUS
ADHESIVE AND RENOVATOR

OF FABRICS
There are no substitutes for Seccotine-- --
insist on seeing the name on every carton
and tube. Obtainable at all good Stationers,
Ironmongers and General Stores. In tubes,
did., 6d. and 9d. MADE BY BRITISH
WORKPEOPLE. Write for booklet des-
cribing many amazing uses.

Dept. X., McCaw, Stevenson & Orr Ltd.,
Belfast.

There is only ONE SECCOTINE
APPLICATIONS for. Advertising Space in -POPULAR
WIRELESS" must be made to the Sole Advertising Agents,
JOHN H. LILE, LTD., 4, LUDGATE CIRCUS, LONDON, E.C.4

TECHNICAL NOTES
(Continued from previous page.)

purposes is much wider than that which
is generally sufficient for ordinary broadcast
reception. Apparently if a very sharply
selective receiver is used for television pur-

es it cuts off a good deal of detail.
So the difficulty is to reconcile the divergent
requirements as regards selectivity of the
television and broadcast systems of recep-
tion.

Of course, like most other things in
wireless, changes will no doubt take place
very soon in the conditions and require-
ments of these two types of reception, but
at the moment the above appears to be the
answer to the question as to whether the
super -het. is going to solve the television
problem.

Pentode and Loudspeaker.
In the case where a loudspeaker has a

transformer already fitted to it, you will
find often enough that this transformer is
intended to be used with an ordinary, power
output stage and not with a pentode. If,
then, you happen to want to use a pentode -
output stage the question arises as, to how
this can be adapted to the speaker so as
to get the best results.

One convenient way of doing this is to
use a tapped choke, which is inserted in
series with the H.T. supply to the anode
of the pentode valve. The primary of the
transformer of the loudspeaker is then
connected to a tapping on this choke via a
fixed condenser of, say, 2 microfarads
capacity. In this way the transformer is
choke -fed, and the primary does not carry
any direct current.

You will notice that the introduction of
the fixed condenser between the choke
tapping and the primary of the trans-
former is an advantage from the point of
view of keeping the direct current out of
the transformer windings because, generally
speaking, the transformer will work better
without D.C. current.

Tapped Choke.
Now as regards adjusting the pentode

output to the loudspeaker transformer, this
is done by trying different taps on the
choke. After experimenting for a bit, you
will find one tapping which gives you the
hest power output.. , ,

I should .point Out, that since the H.T.
voltage is applied to the loudspeaker trans-
former primary via the 2- infd. fixed
condenser, this latter condenser should be
of good quality so as to avoid any possi-
bility of breakdOwn and 'Shorting the high-
tension to the low-tension' circuit.

Choking the Detector.
I daresay some of you may have found,

on fitting a screened -grid high -frequency
amplifying stage, that the volume, particu-
larly on a powerful station, is actually less
than before the S.G. stage was fitted. In -
such a case you will probably also find
the curious effect that the volume is
increased by detuning.

This all 'seems -very strange until you
consider the cause --which is the overload-
ing of the detector valve. If the screened -
grid valve greatly increases the energy
supplied to the detector; it may be that the
detector is almost completely choked and,

(Continued on next page.)
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Just a few of
the many extra
foreigners you
can receivewith your
present set ifyou fit an
Eelex Short -
Wave Con-
vertor.

This wonderful Convertor enables
you to tune -in over 70 extra
stations with - your present set.
Programmes on the short-wave
bands which previously were un-
obtainable can now be brought in
clearly and distinctly. You will
be amazed at the results, because
no previous experience is needed.
Alterations to your set are un-
necessary-just connect to the
aerial and earth terminals and you
can tune -in stations on the 16-6o
metre band. Additional coil for
the 60-120 metre and 24o-xgo
metre bands can be supplied for
5/- extra.

One -valve model 60/- (with valve);
All mains model 85/- (without
valve) 2 -valve model 85/- (with-
out valves).

EELEX TESTING PRODS.
Amateurs need not risk burning
out valves when looking for
faults.
The Eelex Testing Prods are
an insurance policy in them-
selves. Supplied with red and
black insulated handles. New
types available. Price per
pair 3/6.

Write for List A25.
J. J. EASTICK & SONS,
Eelex House, 118, Bunhill Row,

London, E.C.I.
'Phone: Metropolitan 0324/5/6

TECHNICAL NOTES
(Continued front pret2ious page.)_

so you are thwarted in the very result You
are seeking to achieve by the use of the
S.G. valve.

Pre -Detector Control.
De -tuning the aerial is a poor sort of

remedy and the real cure for the trouble is
to use a .pre -detector volume control.

A simple control of this type is a filament
resistance introduced into the negative side
of the filament circuit of the first valve.
Alternatively, you can introduce a control
to regulate the voltage of the screening grid.

Another arrangement which works quite
well is to put in a variable condenser in
the aerial lead to the receiver, this enabling
you to adjust the strength of the signals
supplied to the first valve. I should men-
tion that if you use this arrangement in a
circuit which uses ganged condensers, it
will probably upset the ganging, which will
have to be balanced up again separately.

Matching Valves.
I said something in these Notes the other

day about matching up a pair of valves for
use in a push-pull amplifier, and a reader
writes to say that the usual method of
comparing valves for this purpose, that is,
by their mutual conductance. is not really
satisfactory. He goes on to say that really
the amplification and the impedance should
be separately considered.

You will see why this is, because the
mutual conductance, as you know, depends
upon the impedance and the amplification
factor and is, in fact, obtained by dividing
the one by the other. The point, however,
is not So much how the mutual conductance
is arrived at as the fact that it is propor-
tional to the product of one of the above -
mentioned quantities and the reciprocal of
the other.

This means that if you vary the one you
can also vary the other and still keep the
result the same, so long as you multiply
the amplification factor and the impedance
by the same quantity. For instance, if
you double the one and also double the
other you get the same result.

Mutual Conductance.
Now what you really want for a push-

pull working is a pair of valves which, in
fact, are identically the same-at any rate,
this is the ideal. Clearly then you should
have a pair of valves which have the same
mutual conductance by reason of the fact
that they have also the same impedance
and the same amplification factor.

If you cannot get a pair which are identical
in these respects it is sufficient for ordinary
purposes if the mutual conductances are
the same, provided the actual value of tlie
impedance or amplification factor is not
greatly different in the two. To be on the
safe side, however, you should go in for
two valves having the same impedance
and the same amplification factor.

Split Transformers.
Talking about push-pull amplification,

I also had something to say a little while
hack about the use of split transformers,
that is to say, transformers with divided
secondaries-or divided secondaries and
primaries for that matter.

(Continued ott next page.)
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We supply all good quality Radio Receivers
and Accessories on deferred terms. Large
stocks are carried and orders are executed

promptly. Price List free on request.

MANUFACTURERS' KITS

NEW LISSEN " SKYSCRAPER "
KIT, including Valves. This
is an outstanding Kit and we
can strongly recommend It.

Cash Price £4,9 6.
And 11 monthly pa ments of 8, 3.

With

8'3
order

NEW TELSEN AJAX 3. Complete With
Set of Parts for Det., 2 L.F. Receiver,
less Valves. Cash Price £3/1,6. 5/
And 11 monthly payments of 5/8. order

READY RADIO " METEOR " S.G.3
KIT, including cabinet, valves and moving With
coil unit. Cash Price £8/17/6. 11
And II monthly payments of 16/8.
This Receiver also tunes to Ultra -short order

Waves.

READY RADIO 303 KIT. Cabinet With
Model, including moving -coil unit and lit /

Cash Price £6/1716. 11/ "valves.
And 11 monthly payments of 12/9. order

ACCESSORIES
NEW BLUE SPOT 99 P.M. MOV- WithINC-COIL UNIT. The Finest of
the New Permanent Magnet 5/.
Units. Cash Price £2/19/6.
And 11 monthly payments of 5/6. order

NEW ORMOND PERM. MAGNET
MOVING -COIL L.S. UNIT (iust released).

Cash Price 61/18/8.
And 7 monthly payments of 5/4.

ATLAS ELIMINATOR, A.C. 244. 3 H.T.
Tappings. 20 M,'A output.

Cash Price 52/19/6.
And 11 monthly payments of 5/6.
NEW R & A " CHALLENGER "
PERM: MAGNET MOVING -COIL
UNIT. Cash Price 11/15/0.
And 6 monthly payments of 5/8.
NEW EPOCH 20c. PERMANENT
MAGNET MOVING - COIL UNIT.

Cash Price £111510.
And 6 monthly payments of 5/7.
NEW R & A" VICTOR" PERM. MAG.
MOVING -COIL REPRODUCER DE-
LUXE. With 6 -Ratio Transformer and
Cadmium plated Grill. Cash Price 53/10/0.
And 11 monthly payments of 6/5.
BLUE SPOT 100U. INDUCTOR UNIT.

Cash Price £1/12/6.
And 6 monthly payments of 5/2.

5/4With

order
With

5/ -
order
With

5/ -
order
With

5/7
order

With

6/5
order
With

5/ -
order

To avoid delay, will customers kindly send first
payment with order.

Goods ordered C.O.D. are despatched by return
of post. All Post Charges paid by us.

All above carriage paid.
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50, 25 or 15 ma.
at 150 volts from D.C.
Several unique features prove that the Heayberd
D.C. Mains Unit is a wise investment for the man
on D.C. Maini. `Scrap your expensive H.T. bat-
teries now and improve the tone and range of your
receiver. Four chief advantages are :
1 TRIPLE ADJUSTABLE TAPPINGS.

Simply by plugging in to base of unit, a
tapping of 50, 25 or 15ma. at 150 volts can be
obtained.

2 CON VERTABILITY. Unit is constructed on
special chassis, with ample room in metal
case, so that it can be converted to A.C.
mains in one hour.

3 EXTRA SPECIAL SMOOTHING. Heayberd
balanced circuit comprising two constant -
inductance Chokes and 16 mf. BlockConden-
ser ensures freedom from hum and noise.

4 GUARANTEED 3 YEARS. Heayberd displa y
confidence in their units by issuing a
Three Years Guarantee against breakdown.

IIRAYREND D.C. MAINS- UNIT, Model R.D.C.150

supplied complete in neat bronze finished metal
cover. Safety fuses in both mains leads. Flex and
adapter-ready to switch on. ..

OUTPUTS 50. 25 or 15 Ina. at 150 volts.
TAPPINGS 60/120 volts variable, 07110 'volts

variable. and 150 volts fixed.
Price complete ... .. ... 55/.

for Heayberd
handbook on
MainsWorking

I enclose 3d. stamps for
NEW Handbook of Mains
Equipment. Packed with
Technical Tips, Service
Hints and diagrams

(ddress.-- tn..
P. W.

.s.

F.C.HEAYBERD &Co
10 FINSBURY STREET, LONDON, EC.2

One minute from Moorgate Stn

EnfliDEEPSalidE
Containing the widest choice of
engineering courses in the world.
Qualify fore well -paid post in En-
gineering by studying at home with
The T.I.G.B. Become an A.M.I.C.E..
A. M. I. Mech. E., A. M. I. E. E.,
A.F.R.Ae.S.. etc. Training until Suc-
cessful is Guaranteed for the one fee
WRITE NOW for " The Engineers'
Guide to Success," stating the branch,
post. or qualification that
interests you, to
THE TECHNOLOGICAL
INSTITUTE OF GT. BRIT.
26, Temple Bar House,

London, E.C.4.
Founded 1917.18,000 Successes

To Success
/ fee'.

140PAGES
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TECHNICAL NOTES
(Con(fnuett from precious page.)

If the secondary of the transformer is
divided, you can adjust matters to a fair
balance, even though the valves are not
identical, because you can adjust the grid
bias applied to each valve so as to get the
anode currents the Hanle.

This shOuld enable you to get the two
valves working together pretty well but if the
output transformer has a divided primary,
then you can also adjust the H.T. as well as
the grid bias, which will enable you to match
up the working of the valves still better.

some readers may not perhaps be aware
that there are now excellent split trans-
formers on the market.

Radio -gram Points.
When you are using a radio -gram, or an

 ordinary gramophone with an electrical
pick-up for that matter, in conjunction
with an additional pick-up, say, from a
separate gramophone, it is a fairly simple
Matter to arrange a single volume control
for the two pick-ups.

All you have to do is to fit a double -pole
dOuble-throw switch to the radio -gram at

' some convenient point and connect the
" pick-up leads of the original pick-up to
one of the end pairs of terminals of the
switch, the leads of the auxiliary pick-up
being connected to the pair of terminals
at the other end of the switch.

The centre pair of terminals are connected
to the terminals inside the radio -gram to
which the leads of the original pick-up
were previously connected.

Across the Pick -Up.
If you use a volume control which

consists of a variable high -resistance con-
nected across the pick-up, this can be
connected across the centre pair of terminals
of the double -pole double -throw switch, in
which case it operates when either of the
pick-ups is in use.

In the same way, if you use a potenti-
ometer connected across the pick-up and
tap off from the slider for the voltage to
be applied to the valve, this potentiometer
can similarly be connected to the centre
pair of terminals.

Single Control.
Talking about volume control for a

- radio -gram, sometimes a separate control
knob is used for the iadio and for the
gramophone part of the instrument. This is,.

 more particularly the case in home-made
radio -gram sets. It is more convenient to
have a single volume -control knob for use
with either the radio or the gramophone,
and this can quite easily be done. by fitting
the two controls mechanically together so
that they are operated by the one knob.

The control for the radio part then con-
sists, say, of a potentiometer which controls
the potential applied to the screen grid on
the S.G. valve or the grid bias of a variable -
mu valve.

The volume control on the pick-up is
generally a potentiometer-used in any one
of a number of different ways. These two
can quite easily be fitted together so that
when you are using the set for wireless, the
screen -grid potential control is in circuit,
whilst when you are using it for gramophone
the potentiometer is in circuit, notwith-
standing that mechanically the two are
always operated when the knob is used.

CHEAPEST PERFECT CONTACT

LOW LOSS HIGHEST EFFICIENCY
Acknowledged by experienced experi-
menters and technical experts to be the
perfect Valve Holder for Short Wave work.
Sturdily built, skeleton type, for mounting on
metal, ebonite or wood. Turned resilient sockets
guarantee full -surface contact with every type of
valve pin-solid or otherwise. Insertion is easy:
the unique "design of the plate allowing the sockets
to move laterally, centre themselves with the valve

and create a floating effect.
I4 -pinI8 froinOblainable

all Dealers.
I

u raced f P'' Fr -e fro .,
LECTRO LINK, LTD. 254,Vauxhall Bridge Rd.,

THE RADIO PROFESSION is one of
the most attractive in the world, and during the
past twenty years I have placed over nine hundred
students in good, permanent posts in most of the
large manufacturing companies in Great Britain.
I have devised a Home ittudy Course which can
be followed, if desired, by two weeks'practical tuition.

Write for Prospectus now.
H. F. YARDLEY, IVI.I.R.E., A.I.E.E.,

Northern Counties Wireless School, PRESTON.

The smile of content is yours by
fitting a "TONAL" Cuts out all
distortion and rattle In any cone
speaker. Produces perfect tone.
Gives greater volume. Fitted in a

few minutes.

TONAX

The
Grip

is
here

IMPROVED CONE ADAPTOR
Alads
Brit

From most dealers or Post and Pock.
ing 14'ree for Is. ltd. P.O. Pat.

aMoney returned if not satisfied. /plied
o.Write Dept. P.

GARRATT STORES, 193, Garrott Lane, Wandsworth, S. W.18.

          .  %%%      .
Make'

The DAILY SKETCH
YOUR Picture Paper
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Get More Stations
Bring your Set Up to Date
WITH A

BAND PASS
ASSEMBLY

Perfectly Matched &
Accurately Ganged

The latest development in matched coils and condenser
combined as one Tuning Unit.
Exceptional raage and selectivity are obtained by advanced
coil design, accurate ganging, and perfect matching of the
complete assimbly.
In these Tuning Units Formo offers the finest yet attained
-at a moderate cost. Ask your dealer. Send us his
address if he cannot supply.

FORMO

TRIPLE GANG

46/6
DUAL GANG

33/6
London Showrooms:
23 GOLDEN SQUARE, PICCADILLY CI RCUS,W.1

DON'T MISS YOUR COPY OF

THE WIRELESS CONSTRUCTOR

NOVEMBER NUMEER

IT CONTAINS THE FOLLOWING ARTICLES BY

JOHN SCOTT-TAGGART

j 1= ROM MY ARMCHAIR j

"GET READY!"
I A PRELIMINARY ARTICLE ABOUT HIS NEW SET

VICTOR
KING

S

*S.

THE
"DETRODE"

THE " S.T.400 "
ALSO FULL HOW -TO -MAKE DETAILS OF

by

THE WIRELESS CONSTRUCTOR
Price SixpenceOn Sale This Week

Specified for
Reliability in

The
66

kiz.. I

DUX

6
List No. DY 29. Ratio : 1-31
(standard) or 1-41 (auto-con-
ncctions).

Inductance 30 Henries.

There are no
finer compo-
nents at any
price for this
job, designed
and built for
absolute effi-ciency irre-
spective o f
cost, they are
most reliableand never
disappoint.

Ask Jour dealer or
write for the latest
R.I. Catalogue.

19

TRANSFORMER
"Dux" has been spe-
cified for best results
at the lowest cost in
practically every good
modern circuit. It is
equal in performance
to transformers cost-
ing many times as
much. Remember it
is amplification that
makes or mars the
success of the circuit
-you may absolutely
rely on Dux.

QUAD ASIATIC Choke
Selected for its efficiency over the entire
broadcasting wavelength, it gives abso-
lute freedom from resonant losses and
blind spots. Its special astatie winding
prevents H.F. interference
w it h adjacent components.
It is the lowest priced re-
liable choke you can use 16with safety.

R.I. Ltd., Purley Way, Croydon, Surrey. 'Phone: Thornton Ileath'3250.
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cheap
MOVING COIL SPEAKER?

HE trend to -day seems to be to manufacture "down
to a -price " and let quality take care of itself.

Take Moving -Coil speakers for example - the
market is flooded withcheaP Moving -Coil speakers.

As one of the largest manufacturers of loudspeakers in the
world, we can solemnly assure the public that a really first
class, high quality Moving -Coil speaker cannot be produced at
a very low Price.. We, ourselves, with a reputation fOr
quality to uphold, would never attempt*.

We have, however, produced Blue Spot moU which is
equal in- every degree Of performance to an - average
quality_ Moving -Coil Speaker. The continuously increasing
and very heivy demand for looU has more than justified our
confidence in this speaker. We have duplicated our tools
and the greatly increased production has enabled us to effect
savings which we are passing on to the public.

Seriously, then, can you afford to risk your money on
Moving -Coil speakers at a price ,which makes real lasting
quality extremely doubtful,- if not impossible ? Can you
afford to risk diFppointment and speedy replacement? .If
you can afford to take such risks, you can afford to pay for
a first quality Moving -.Coil speaker, in which case you cannot
do better than consider a Blue Spot Moving -Coil Speaker.

Send for Catalogue P.W.54.0 and learn all about
106U and other glue Spoi 'Stieakers.

1%.

CABINET , SPEAKER 1000
in fine quality oak, well made and beauti-
fully finished, complete with iooU unit is
now priced at 52/6.
ASK ALSO FOR CATALOGUE No. P.W. 54.R

ABOUT BLUE SPOT RECEIVERS.

BRITISH MADE

1111 IBRITIffil FLUE IICI CCAtFAMT
BLUE SPOT HOUSE, 94/96 ROSOMAN ST., ROSEBERY AVENUE, LONDON, EC1.
Diiuibutors for Northern Ireland, Scotland and Wales: H. C. RAWSON
(Sheffield and London), Ltd., too, London Road, Sheffield; 22, St. Mary's
Parsonage, Manchester; 44-46, High Bridge, Newcastle; 37, 38, 39, Clyde

Place, Glasgow.
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